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ABSTRACT 
Distorted Images:
Attitudes Towards the MIotsc in Nova Scotia, 1788-1900
J. Sharon Ingalls 
SeptenAer, 1992
This paper, through an examination of Nova Scotian 
literature, analyses changing attitudes towards the Micmac 
in Nova Scotia frt^ 1788 to 1900. The roots of stereotypes 
held by non-natives are explored as well as the influence of 
stereotypes on interaction between the two groups and on 
public policy.
Nova Scotian literature of the period reveals two 
contradictory images of the native people, one based on the 
concept of the Noble Sava^, the other rooted in tales of 
bestial wild mai who lived outside the bounds of civil 
society. Tîmse images, the Noble Savage and the Demonic 
Savage, both with the shared quality of "ssvageness", shaped 
the attitudes of Nova Scotians towards tlw Micmac. Regarded 
as "savages", the Micmac were the "other" against which 
"civilized" Nova Scotians defined themselves.
During the first period discussed, 1788 to 1850, the 
intellectual frartwork which justified a discriminatory 
social hierarchy was based on theories of historical, social 
and zsnral develoi^ent. During this tism the image of the
Noble Savage Influenced imaginative writers and the work of 
liberal humanitarians. The Demonic Savage also appeared as 
a literary convention, but tsKïre importantly it influenced 
negative attitudes towards the Miaaac. The image of the 
Degraded Savage also emerged at this time in response to the 
perceived degeneration of the native people.
Frwa 1851 to 1900, the second period examined, rapid social, 
economic and political change left Nova Scotians, as part of 
a wider society, feeling more uncertain about their place in 
the world. As their hierarchical society crumbled a new 
justification for discrimination was provided by emerging 
sciences, including archaeology, philology, comparative 
anatomy, anthropology and sociology. Scientific speculation 
contributed to the development of another image, the 
Vanishing Indian. The wide spread ï^lief that the Indians 
would soon disappear strengthened assimilative efforts.
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Intr<M3uction
This thosis is sn Investigation of Nova Scotians' 
belief system as it related to their attitudes toward the 
Micmac.' Also to be discussed is the extent to *Aich 
attitudes influenc<KS policies and interaction between the 
two peoples. The period to be covered is from 1788, when 
Loyalist immigrants first expressed their vision of the 
ideal society they hoped to create in their new h^Reland,' 
to the end of the nineteenth century when entrenched racial 
beliefs began to cose under attack. The writings of Nova 
Scotians and a few New Brunswlckers will be examined, along 
with material written outsiders but published in lozal 
journals.' To illustrate the intellectual framework of the 
time, some influential books read by Nova Scotians will also 
be considered. * I have made no attempt to be comprehensive,
' I have used the term. Nova Scotian, to refer to Nova 
Scotians of Euzc{man ancestry. This limited s^anir^ is 
convenient for my purpose, but it does TW)t imply that the 
Mieaac or other ethnic groups were not Nova Scotians.
* For a discussion of Loyalist literature see Gwendolyn 
Davies, "Consolation to Distress; Loyalist Literary Activity 
in the Maritimes", Acadiensls 16{2), 1987, pp. 51-68.
* IncludW are Nova Scotia Magazine (Halifax, 1789-92), 
The Bee (Pictou, 1835-38), Colonial Patriot (Pictou, 1827- 
34} and The î^rl (Halifax, 1837-40). Thaw journals include 
selected material taken from British and American publications 
as well as sf^e original writii^.
* These were deduced from the general faom of the writer, 
references made by Nova Scotians, ai^ from the following 
catalogues; "Catalogue of books in the library at King's
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but hBve selected material which, X Wlieve, reflects 
representative attitudes and beliefs.* My net has been cast 
widely to imzlude scientific writing, legislative re^rts, 
poetry, novels for children and adults, literary sketches, 
and historical accounts.
A close examination of this material will reveal, not 
only Nova Scotians' changing attitudes towards the Micmac, 
but also the rationale behind the many misguided attempts to 
help native prople. Why, for Instance, did European 
settlers attempt to turn the native people into farmers and 
isolate them on reserves? Racism and dire necessity, due to 
the absence of game, are often given as explanations,* but 
the cause is much asore complex, including as it does, 
centuries old co%epts peculiar to Western European culture.
The insights gained through this limited study may 
applicable to other regions of Canada. To be sure, 
intellectual studies of this kind will reveal little about 
the indlf^nous people and their way of life. However, by
College in the University of Windsor, 1803", MS8, University 
of Kill's College Archives; Catalogue of the library of Kina's 
College. Halifax, N.S., 1893.
’ It is self evident that the use of literary material 
limits the analysis of attitudes to the segments of society 
which were literate. This does not imply that widely held 
beliefs and attitudes were not also present among those who 
did not express their views in writing.
* For example s w  James S. Frideres, Native People in 
Canada* Contemoorarv.Ctmfllcts. (Scarborough, Ont.: prentice- 
Hall, 1983).
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illustrating the large gap betw#en stereotyiws and reality |
and by examining the rationale behind the stereotype, we 
should come to a greater understandirn} of the relationship 
between ttm two poples. This study will also M l p  us to 
understand changing and s(*etimes contradictory attitudes 
expressed by our forebears. By placing literature within 
t P  context of its tis^, we shell see that the attitudes 
expressed reflect the belief structure of the priod; they 
are not the result of a prticular writer being "ahead of 
his time" nor are they due to his or her level of maturity.^
My thesis is divided into two prts; each section 
broadly defines a prticular tiim priod and its distinctive 
wrld view. Part I begins at the end of the eighteenth 
century and covers t P  first Plf of t P  following century.
During this priod, theories of racial supriority were 
based on moral and religious values and on th^ries of 
historical deveiopamnt. New concepts of racial superiority, 
on scientific "evidence" appeared in mid-century and 
provide a startif^X pint for Part XX. Each of the two 
sections includes an introductory chapter outlining the 
intellectual foundations of t P  priod * s Plief system as it 
prtained to native people, followed by chapters discussing
 ̂Por example, Alvin K. Morrison attributes Loi^fellow*s 
positive depiction of native peples in his later poems to 
attitudinal maturity. "TP Wabanaki in Nineteenth-Century 
American Literature: S«ne Examples of How They Fared” in 
Pftaers.Qf_t?a Jwelftfa Aloonouian Conferen<^. ed. Willie Cowan 
(Ottawa: Carlaton university Press, 1981) p. 7,
Nova Scotian literature.
Although an examination of Nova Scotian literature will 
reveal a changing climate of opinion, two contradictory 
image# of the Indian form a persistent, common thread 
through tiiM and shifting perceptions. These two images, 
that of the Noble Savage and the Demonic Savage,' are deeply 
rooted In t^stern European tradition, with their sources in 
aiwient myth and folklore. One way of cxjmprehendlng these 
contradictory images is to see in them reflections of the 
positive and the negative aspects of man's freedom. Both 
the Noble Savage and the Deiwnic Savage were free to do what 
they willed as they were subject to no authority. The 
for^r enjoyed a life of ease, free of care and 
responsibility. He lived in the mythical Golden Age or in a 
paradise where all his wants were supplied by a bountiful 
nature. This fantasy of a life where labour wis unnecessary 
and all lived in harmony was reiterated in countless myths 
and legends, one of the beet known being the tale of Adam 
and Eve in the Garden of Eden. As we shall see many 
Europeans, and some of their %^11-educated North Arwrican 
descendants, identified native North Americans with this
* ScxaetiiMS other terms are applied to these concepts, 
e.g. Monkman uses "primitive" for the idealised Indian and 
"savage” for tlw violent sfuusy of civilisation. Leslie 
Monkman, A Native Heritage: ImMss of the lndian in English- 
Canadian Literature (Toronto: Ihiivsrsity of Toronto Press, 
1981). The prc^lem with these definitions is that the 
idealised Indian shares many <d»r«:terlstics of savagism with 
the "savage”.
ideal natural man, the Noble Savage.
The otNmr aide of the coin warn the De^anic Savage, eleo 
free but living in terror of the unknown. Freedom in hie 
case led to fear and chaos, for his was a v^rld without 
control, order or authority. Ewro-American# feared the 
seething passions which ttwiy felt total liberty would 
unleash. They also feazed, and perhaps secretly envied, 
tlwse who they perceived had ccmplete license to do what 
tf»y willed. In Europe, this fear came to be embodied in 
tales of wild men who lived in the depths of dark and 
mysterious forests. These creatures iMre twlieved to have 
qualities of cunnir^ and cruelty like the animals with whom 
they shared a ho^.* As newccmers to North America,
Europeans mistakenly believed that native peoples lived in 
complete freedom. As well, they observed the Indians at ease 
in the iRsmnse forests feared by the new arrivals. It was 
easy to endow these strange beings with qualities of the 
wild man, in partlm*lar hie sjMperently violent amS 
irrational behaviour. A stereotype developed which painted 
the native people as cruel, revengeful and blood-thirsty, as 
evil creatures who lacked all the virtues which civilisation
See Richard Bemheimer, Wild Men in the Middle Ages: 
A-Study in Art. Sentiment. And Peaonoloov. {Cambridget Harvard 
University Press, 1952} for a discussion of this belief. 
Bemheimer feels that the wild man tradition, in both its 
positive and negative aspects, has been part of Western 
culture since its beginnings as it satisfies a psychological 
xmed.
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bemtwfed. Thu#, the wild man of European folklore and 
legem) evolved into the cunning savage of the Amarican 
wilderness.
%3th of these images were part of the cultural baggage 
which Nova Scotians brought to tMir iww homeland. Notions 
of thM Noble Savage and the Demonic Savage provided a 
omceptual framework which helimd Europeans deal with native 
peoples whose lives they found incxNaprehensible. But, at the 
s:am time, their pre-^iceptlons ensured that they would not 
make sincere attempts to understand the Indians.
Stereotypes substituted for genuine understanding.
Finally, a word about terminology. I have used the 
traditional terms, "man", "mankind", "Indian", as they were 
the terms used in the jmriod under discussion. However, i 
have ru3t limited myself to these terms. At times, wrds are 
placed in parentt^sis if the contemporary meaning of the 
terms needs to be separated from those of the past.
word "savage" warrants a ss|»rate discussion, 
especially since the way it was used in the past is 
frequently misunderstood. Both "savage" and the French 
eauvege derive from the Latin, silvaticus. meaning of the 
m)ods, wild and untamed/" Canadian historians have often
" Oxford mwllsh Dictionary. 2nd. ed., 14, (Oxford: 
ClarWon Press, 1989), pp. 522-3.
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assumed that sauvaoe has fewer negative cormotetions than 
the English term." While it is true that the idealized 
Indian, the Weble Savage, played a greater role in the 
writings of the eighteenth century French philosophes than 
in English literature," "levage" meant the same in kwth 
languages. The confusion probably arises from tlm word's 
many different connotations. For example, the Noble Savage 
and the DeiKsnic Savage express the two extremes of the 
possible meaning of "savage." Such usages reflect, 
respectively, the writer's admiration of native virtues or 
contempt for their vices. These interpretations aside, 
another widespread meaning was separate from the strong 
feelings associated with the images of Noble or Demonic 
Savages. As we shall see, "savage" was used to describe a 
class of people as well as a stage of cultural and social 
development. In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
^ntui les, those who were designated "savage" were a 
distinctive component of an ordered, hierarchical society. 
Later in the nineteenth century as the structure of society 
became more fluid, "savages" remained at the bottom of the 
social ladder by being placed in the lowest stage of 
progressive development, It should be reammbered that the
" A recent example is J.R. Miller, Skyscrapers Hide the 
Heavens î_ A History of Indian-White Relations in _CaEuda. 
{Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1989), p. 28.
" David Galloway, "The Voyagers" in Literary History of 
Canada; Canadian Literature in English, Vol. II, ed. Carl F. 
KllncJc (Toronto; University of Toronto Press. 1965), p. 17,
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use of "savage" as a class or developmental stage did not 
always imply a bigoted point of view. It conjured up images 
of rude, uncultivated people who had not yet acquired the 
arts of civilization, but it did not necessarily insinuate 
that they were cruel, ferocious murderers. This negative 
image was iWwrent in the I^usnic Savage, a stereotype which 
gradually superceded «wnpeting images as the nineteenth 
century wore on.
Part I "Civilization" and the "Savage" : 1788 - 1850
Chapter I.
‘Without private pnqwrty...men would remain savages for
ever.
r^va Sostia settlers shared a world view with
their British, American, and European peers. Even though 
t*w» period fztzm 1788 to 1850 was marked by revolutions, 
wars, and great «a>n@sic and st^ial change, the mockS of the 
ti^s tended towards an optimistic belief that lx)th man and 
society were continually advancii^. Western man boasted of 
the new scientific and technical krmwledge that he was 
rapidly accumulating, knowledge which was leading to an 
increased mastery of nature, material prosperity, and global 
domination.
Consequently, Euro-Americans saw th^selves as the 
baneficiaries of a lengthy historical process which had 
produced a superior, vital and energetic civilizatlMi. Of 
this civilization, they were self-TOnsciously proud.
Scholars searched the past, seeking to identify the unique 
traits which had led to European success and dominance, 
idiile at the same time, they assuzwd that the lack of these 
characteristics explained the backwardness of non-Western
lord Henry Hwne Karnes, Sketches of the History of Wan. 
{1778; Hildesheim: G^rg Dims Verlagsbuchhandlung, Anglistics 
& Asæricana, Reprint, 1968) p. 123.
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peoplea. During this period it was a ct^son belief that 
these superior traits could be imparted to lesser peoples, 
thereby elevating them close to European standards, Not 
everyone belieirad that the blessings of civilisation could 
improve the lot of sai^ind, for a portion of the population 
believW, with Aristotle, that some sen were natural sieves. 
This, however, was the minority view, the majority 
optimistically k%lieved that all humankind, no matter how 
savage or barbaric, had potential for improvement.
The characteristics which came to be identified with 
Western society were identified as universal traits, for 
Europeans saw their image reflected in the rest of the 
world. As a result, they believed that their social and 
^ral values were all-encompassing and inherent in all of 
mankind. These qualities were explained as natural laws 
which, beif^ derived fnma nature, were inviolate aruS innate. 
Inevitably, ethnocentrically defined natural laws, based on 
the values and beliefs of European capitalist societies, 
when applied to non-European societies led to 
misunderstanding.
It is important to un^rstand how Westeners of the late 
eighteenth and early nineteen centuries defined 
“clvillzatiOT" and hem they understood the natural laws on
XI
which it rested.* A discussion of some of these concepts 
will help us to understand Nova Scotians' attitudes toward 
the "uncivilizcKS” people in their midst, the Micmsc. These 
cmicepts and beliefs include particular assumptions about 
t*m significance of human nature, the state of nature, 
pnaperty, reason, progress, order, virtue, and race.
1. Human nature and the State of Nature,
Eighteenth and early nineteenth century conceptions of 
man and society imre based on hypothetical and abstract 
mo^la, models which esplained man's develo]^ent and helped 
him to (apprehend and consequently improve his social, 
political and econottic life.
From the time they were first formulated, two 
conflictii^ SKXlels of human nature, articulate by Hobbes 
and Rousseau, were extremely influential. Both views had 
d e ^  roots in the mythic past, for in their w r k  v& can 
rewgnize the previously identified wild man and the ideal 
natural man. Hobbes’ concept of man and t M  state of nature 
*mre in the same tradition as the wild man of tYm woods 
tales while Rousseau was inspired by ayths of the Golden
In tim late eightieth <^ntury the word was so new that 
Samuel Johnson was reluctant to incites it in his dictionary, 
Boswell, more in tune with the times, argued for its inclusion 
as it expressed the opposite of barbarity. Chcford srwiliah 
Picti^iarv. 2nd. W., (Oxford: ClarWon Press, 1989), p. 257.
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Age. Prom these legendary elwmnts, Hobbes and Rousseau 
•peculate on the nature of man and the origin of civil 
society.
As C.B. Maqpherson notes, Hobbes* theories, first
published in tl% middle of t*% seventeenth century, helped
shape the intellectual climate during the folltnfing t w
hujulred and fifty years.* According to Hobbes, humankind in
its original state was always in conflict as all men
«mpet^i with ee<a% other for poimr. Civilization in such a
state was impossible:
In such ct^wiition, there is no pla% for industry,* 
because tl% fruit thereof is uncertain; and 
wnsequently no Culture of the Earth; no Navigation,
Tto use of the «^%ditles that may be imj^rted by Sea; 
no comodlous Building; no Instruments of moving, and 
removing such things as require much force; no 
Knowledge of the fac% of the Earth; no account of Ti:w; 
no Mts; no Letters; no Society; and which is worst of 
all, «mtlnuall fears, and dai^er of violent death;
And the life of man, solitary, poors, nasty, brutish, 
and short.*
To illustrate that this state is iwt strictly hypothetical,
Hobbes states that this is the condition in which many North
Aa»ricen natives live;
For the savage people in many places of America, 
the govemgant of small Families, the concord whereof 
dependsth on naturall lust, have no government 
at all; and live at this day in that brutish 
manner ... .*
* C. B. Msi^terson, intro, to Tl^sas Hobbes. Leviathan. 
{1651; Middlesex, Er^land; Penguin, 1968), p. 24.
* Hobbes, p.186.
* Hobbes, p. 187.
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Hobbes believed that law, order and security were achievm! 
when men entezwl into a Social Contract, w*%reby so(m 
individual rights and powers were transferred to a soimreign 
gxnmr in exchange for security sfd protêt ion. With 
restraints isqposed upon men and with the protection of 
higher auttorities, men were then free to iidulge their 
natural c^petitive instincts in the maritetplace.*
Unfortunately, Hobbes’ theories were not as universally 
valid as his follmmrs t^lleved; for instance, native 
societies lacked the values implicit in Hobbes' model. 
Ai^rlcan Indians were not perceived to be afxjulsitive, 
cc^petltive, thrifty or, accxnrding to Buroi;«an standards, 
hard working. They seesmd to have no codified system of law 
f^r did they s e ^  inclined to willingly sutxait to higher 
authorities. They appeared to glorify war and were 
frecently in a state of conflict with neighbouring tribes. 
Looked at frœa this narrow point of view, the only place for 
nati^ Ar^rleans in Hobbes' theoretical construction was in 
the pre-Social extract, lawless state of nature.
Hobbes' view provided the intell^tual foundation for a 
stereotype of native peoples which, in an attenuated form.
* This was ore of the factors behind the widespread 
acc»ptaiu» of B<^hea' hypothetical model; it was perfectly 
suited to a capitalist society bawd freely me^tiiH; 
individuals in an open market. C.B. MacpWrson, intro, to 
Hobbes, p. 52. It is also important to note that Hobbes' 
interpretatiœi of man's base nature aasordW with the 
Christian doctrine of Original Sin,
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TOntinues to thim day. Tfm myth of the wild man was 
^mvart^, using the methods of science, into fact and 
iwtural law. Hc^bes* Influence is apparent in an article 
published In the ?teva_Scotia Magasine in 1791. The explorer 
(fares' description of tlw little known Nootka conforms to 
%3bbes' intarpretaticm of native life in North Amrica. 
BWares describes the Kootka as a vagrant people who wander 
about, sloping wherever they can and have the inclination. 
They make no fires for fear of their enemies and seem to be 
in a «anstant state of hostility, ^toreover, he feels sure 
that they are cannibals.^ Meares had to change these views 
some$Ast when he learned i^re about the Nootka,' but his 
misrepresentations were entirely due to the prevailing 
HobWsian point of view. Many Europeans* encounters with 
native people were similarly distorted by their 
precon^ptlons.
While Hobbes’ concepts were widely accepted, Rousseau 
proposed contrary views idiich formed the basis for an 
alternative intellectual tradition. Unlike Hobbes, Rousseau 
postulated that the hypothetical social contract which
* John @%arM, "Narrative of the Suffering of the Crew 
of the ïtootka, in Prin^ William’s Sound, during the Winter 
in 1786-7, Nova Scotia Magasin*. March 1791, pp. 153-4. 
fWiarea, a fur trader, eneountaxed tlw Nootka in 1788 on the 
m a t  coast of Vancowwr Island. John Dewhirst, "John »%ares". 
The Canadian Encvclooedis. V. 2, p. 1318.
* J e ^  Meares, "Acrount of an Indian BntertaiMmnt", Nova 
Scotia Maoasine. March 1791, p. 170.
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formed the foundation of society did m>t benefit mankind; 
ratlwr tlm civilisation that developed corrupted men, making 
thms both wlckW and miserable. Private property was 
identified as tlm eourc» of all social ilia;* f r m  it sprang 
wars, murders and every other kind of misfortune and 
N>rror.** Rousseau, «mtrary to miseemceptions which arose 
when his works were first published, did not advocate a 
return to the original state of nature, for his first man 
knew neithe: vice nor virtue, but lived a solitary life 
based solely on instim:t end sensation. He was, however, 
naturally good, being eruSowed with pity, an instinctive and 
natural virtue which in civilised society was often blunted 
by reason omS reflection.**
Rousseau, like Hobtes, looked to the native peoples of 
North America to illustrate hie theories." He found them 
to be in tJ» ideal condition for mankiiwS, midway bett^en 
brute sensation and the ills of modern civilization. This
* Jean-Jacques Rousseau, The Social Contract and 
Plstourse on t M  Origin of In#walitY. ed. Lester Q. Crocker 
(1762; New York: Washiimtem Square Press, 1967} p. xviii.
" Rousseau, p. 211.
" Rousseau, p. *11.
" Both and Rousseau tould have found ample
evittence to support their o^osiiH} timer les, as the reports 
of tlm explorers, from t W  fifteenth ^ntury &i, were shapW 
by two preconceptions : the wild cannibal or the natural man 
living in a land of plenty. See Hugh Honour, The t^w Golden
iamûi Btraaan Xsagtt gg.ftswrAsd-fggffl th# PlBSMrttB ta .thgPresOTt Time (New York; Pantheon, 1975),
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stBt* was not ths original stats of naturs:
... it is for want of stiff icisntly distinguishing 
idsas* aiwi t^Mwrvir^} at Iwsw great a dlstat^i thsss 
psopl# were froa ths first stats of naturs, that so 
aai^ authors hatm hastily coiæludsd that man is 
naturally crtml, and rsgulrss a civil govsrrwsnt to 
B»ks him mors gsntlsi whsrsas rwthlng Is mors gsntls 
than hs in his prisitivs stats, whan placed by naturs 
at an equal distai%s from tiM stupidity of brutes, 
and tiui jpsmicitms snlightsnmsnt of civllisW aan...
This primitivs condition, believed Rousseau, was ths best 
for mankind for it represented the youth of ths world; all 
so-called l^rovs^nts made sine» that tis* had only lad to 
man's physical, iwntal and moral deterioration."
It is important to k w p  in mind that Rousseau's savages 
M r s  as uncivilised as Kotdies'. Ths essential difference in 
the two sKxiels lies in their interpretations of the nature 
of man aisl in ths effect which civilisation has had on 
mankind. Hobbes' natural man is in a perpetual state of 
(kmflict until a social contract sstsblishss hars»ny ami 
ord^, while Rousseau's sava^ is content until private 
proper^ brings dissension into his world. For Hobbes, 
civilisation brings order out of chaos, for Rousseau, it 
destroys the freedom, equality and pea*» of the state of 
nature.
" Ikiussaau, p. 219.
" Robert A. Nisbet, Social Chance and History; Aspects 
of tl» M s t e m  Theory of Development. iHma York: Osford 
Ikiiversity Press, 1969} p. 145.
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Europaans in ftorth Amerlc# imr# apt to chooa# a 
ftot^NMlan intarptatatim of tha atata of nature ami himan 
nature. 71* wlldan*sa appaarad to t h M  to ba dani^roua, aa 
wara Ita cUmlsana, both man and baaat. In fact, nativa 
pac^laa warm baliavad to ahara qualitiaa with tha animala 
with whom thay aharad a hwa; both warm cunning, l*d a kwn 
aanM of astall, and had an irmata ability to fiiul thalr way 
In tha traoklaaa wilda. Tha nawcoflMra fait compallwi to 
inpoaa order on tha traacharoua forasta aid on tha people 
and animale who inhabited them. Tl* wlldaznaae had to be 
eubduad and tha Indiana eliminated or oivillaed."
On tha other hand, {toueaeau'a natural man became 
furt>*r idaalised ^  ninatwrnth century raaantice who tafuSad 
to live in urban environments far removed from tha frontier. 
Ae inSuatry tranafonwd both tha lai^acapa and tl* live# of 
workers, tha appeal of aimple, innocent people wto lived in 
harmony with nature grew. Inatead of finding terror in tha 
North Anarlcw foraeta, romantics perceived them to be 
aanctuaries which offeml solitude, freedom and tha 
opportunity to raraw tha spirit.^* In this natural world, 
where tha f^le Savage ralgnW, tl* for^ta of civilization
Roderick Nash, Wildamaaa arat the American iilnd. 3rd 




could only be destructive.
2. Private Property ami Agrarian Idealism
A fundamental theoretical assumption of the eighteenth 
sf^ niMteenth ^nturies was that the civllis«3 state was 
fo%«WW on t}M institution of private property. Property 
was believed to be inherent in nature; it was one of 
nature's laws WUch esisted before sen lived in societies, 
before laws and institutions M r s  created. This wncept of 
private property as a natural law, "unalterable as tha 
structure of the universe", " held sway from the time that 
John Locke articulated it in t*m seventeenth century until 
the middle of the nineteenth century. According to Locke, 
man had the natural right to property created by his labour. 
Moreover, labour gave value to property, for property, such 
as laiwS, ras alanst worthless if it was not improves. 
lai^ became prlva^ly mnwd aiuS was improved, men felt a 
n w d  to protKt tlwir inves^wints. Accordingly, they joined 
together in «immunities and created institutions which wuld 
provide stability and onïer.** From this foundation of 
individual and coaewnal effort, civilisation developed. 
Withmit property aiuS the need to protwst it t**re would be
" R.B. Schlatter, Prtyftti PiflgtttYî "Rw. flnIdea (!%w York; Russell & Russell) p. 152.
" R. B. Schlatter, pp. 154-5.
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t» •ocial atructur*. only chsoa and anarchy.
Lock#'# tMory o£ natural righta and tha labour thaoiy 
of valM waa admirably aultod to tha naada of countriaa with 
rapidly aai^iwSing frtmtiara. Kowa^r, in Nova Swtia,
Loch#'a tl^riaa wara txnmwrpoiaad with othar righta. Xn 
tha wlony, utilitarian and hiatorical juatificatimia for 
property righta hald that lai^ waa vaatad in tha crown. 
L^ally tha crown amy ha va had diatributlon righta. but aoma 
aattlara. whlla probably knowing nothing about John tockm, 
wara firm adharanta of hla thwry. Sguattara fraquantly 
aattlad on a piacm of proparty, iaprovad it. and obtain#! a 
licamza of ocszupaticm. Fr^^uantly tfmaa prc^rtiaa w r a  on 
laiul uaad. and in aoma caaa promiawS 1^ tha gevan^ant, to 
tha Micmoc. Kowavar tha lam! waa acguirad. tha labour 
t*w)ry of valua waa ganarally appliad. If land waa not 
improved durif̂ ; a glvan period of time it ravartW to tha 
Crotm.
In rafaranoa to land, tha labour that gava valua to 
proparty waa almoat alwaya ralatad to agriculture. Evan 
though induatrialisaticwi waa beginning to cdianga tha 
landacapa and tha aconoay. aightaan^ century agrarian 
idaallam « m t l m W  to ahapa idaaa of ai^ropriata labour and 
law uaa. It waa commonly baliavW that "tha aadantary and 
cultivating atata la t W t  tù which mankind ia moat naturally
20
i n c l i n e d . O n l y  «grlcultur» could w k #  man elvlliead 
■inc» it was tha (aramr who tamad tha earth, who tranaformed 
tha potential offered / nature into an actuality which 
auatainad him, his family, and tha wider omsmunity.*^ Hi# 
product# allowed a ap^ialisaticm of lateur, .hue freeing 
creative innovators to develop a higher state of culture. A
Swtian promoting local agriculture claimed: every
State ... will flourish aiul abound in the conveniewes of 
life, in exTCt proportion to the industry of its inhabitants 
and their skill in agriculture." as proof, he claimed that 
Great Britain * a wealth and power owed as much to agriculture 
as to Bumufaoturing a M  cxamwree.**
i^jrlcultuce, however, did more than benefit the state; 
it also benefited the individual. As Roy Harvey fierce 
explains in Savsoism and Civilisation, the assumption that 
men had a natural right to laM by occupation and labour was 
associated with the belief that men gained status and
" Anon., "The Family Oeconomy arwi the ^rploynumt of the 
Gypsies”, Nova Stastia Maaasine. Sept. 1789, p. 259.
^ Anthcmy Fagden, T M  Fall of Natural Mam T M  American 
Indian and the Qrioins at Gomoarative _gthoolo@v (CwAridge:
Caebrit^ University FMSS, 1982) p. 91.
** An«%., "Plan fc 
in the Province of 1 
No^wiAer 1789, p. 399.
^ cm or a Society for Prosotiix? ^riculture 
%>va Sc»tia*, Kova_ Scotia Maaasine.
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dignity by axerclslng that right.Their interest in their 
pros^rty was assuamd to indue» thrifty and industrious 
behaviour, behaviour which led to prosperity for themselves 
as well as for t*m state. Property was also assumed to give 
fam»r8 a measure of freedom and independence, but at the 
same time, their desire to protect their property made them 
staunch supporters of the existing ox^er. Their enlightened 
self*interest in stability and order qualified property 
owners to participate in government. Aosordingly, natives 
or non-natives without property were also without power.
Agrarian idealism and the natural rights of property 
ware united in international law by the Swiss jurist,
Vattel. His Law of Nations became a standard authority in 
North America, providing legal and moral justification for 
appropriating land frraa the native peoples.** According to 
Vattel:
wt»le earth is destined to furnish sustenance for 
its inhabitants; but it can not do this unless it be 
cultivated. Every nation is therefore bound by 
natural law to cultivate the land which has fallen 
to its share .... Those wl» still pursue this idle 
[i.e., hunting] :wde of life o^upy more land than 
they would have need of under a system of honest 
labour, and they may not explain if other more
Hoy Harvey Peart», Savaalsm and Civilization; A Study 
of the IMian and the toerican Mind. 2nd ed., {Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins Press, 1965} p. 66.
" A copy of this work is listed in "Catalogue of Books 
in ttm Library at Kite's College in the Uni\»rsity of Mii^sor, 
1603". S w  alTO Peax^, pp. 70-71 and Robin PisNxr, Contact 
sod Conflict; Indian-Burooean Relations in British Columbia. 
1774-1890 (Vancouver; University of British (kilumbia Press, 
1977) p. 104.
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industrious Nations, too «mfinsd at Wms, slKmld 
am! occupy part of th#ir lands. Thus, while
t M  conquest of the civilised Empires of Peru and
ftexic^ was a notorious usurpation, the establish­
ment of various colonies upon the wntlnent of 
North Amsrlca might, if done within just limits, 
have b«mn entirely lawful. The peoples of those 
vast tracts of land rather roamew: over them than 
inhabited them."
Thus legal authority and both i^pular and educat«l opinion
were united in the belief that land which was not converted
to agricultural purposes was of no value. It followed that
only those who would "improve" the land had a right to it.
Consequently, along with other native North Americans, 
tl» Micmac were thought to ha\m no right to their land 
because they did not enhance its utility. Hunting and 
fishing had no place in the labour theory of value. Little 
thought was given to the Indian need for subsistence and the 
labour it entailed. To Nova Scotians, many originally frcmi 
Great Britain, hunting and fishing were ^rely leisure 
activities of the wealthy. Native men, because they did not 
farm, were t^wught to be lazy and shiftless. Native women, 
it was comnwinly believed, "like females of all savage 
countries, undergo all the laborious work,"” However, men 
could be induced to labour if they were instilled with a
14 S. de Vattel in Pearce, op. cit. pp. 70-71.
” Anon., "New Acwunt of the Patagonians”, ftova S«?tia 
Msoazine, July 1790, p. 13.
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love for oxcluaivs property.” When settled, wandering 
people would actually bec<^% a»re rational,*’ By labouring 
on their privately o%med land, the Mionac, it was belia%md, 
would acquire tiui virtues of civilized men: self-res^Mct, 
thrift, regularity, and industry.
As the value of Indian labour was disr^arded, so too 
was the native concept of cc^aunal land holding.” While it 
was generally b#lie\wd that private property led to 
individual and community advan^ment, cosmnal ownership of 
land was thought to actually hinder progress. This was 
because Buzt^ans believed that holding lai^ in c<^wn 
dulled individual initiative, thereby "fostering imprudence, 
parasitism and dependence",” Regarded as a retrograde 
system, c^^munal ownership was thought to i» inconsistent 
with human nature;** only private property could lead to
” fierce, p. 68
” Aiuhi., "%e Family Oe^uwsy aiul ®8ploya»nt of ttie 
Gypsies", Hova S«?tia Magazine. Sept. 1789, p.248
** See Thomas R. Berger, A Long end Terrible Shadow: White 
Values and Native Rights in America. 1492-1992 (Vancouver/ 
Toronto: Douglas & McIntyre, 1991) p. 100 for a discussion of 
Indian concepts of land tenure.
” Arthur James Todd, Tl%ories of Social Progress: A 
Critical. Study of the Atteamts to Formulate the Conditions of 
tfiUBan Adi^nce, (Hmi York: Macmillan, 1924), p. 326.
** R.T. Dickinron, Liberty and Property:__
Ideaology in SiQhteentb_Canturv_Britain, (New York; Holmes 
and Meier, 1977), p. 127,
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lead to progreaa, px%ape%rity and enlighteiswnt. Ka the 
zenown^ writer. Lord Kosmm, stated: "Without private 
property, there would be no industry; and without Industry,
men would remain savages for ever."**
3. Reason ami t*m Id^logy of Order
If private property and the social contract were the 
fouiuiation of civilization, reastm was its law. Sim% the 
BnXightenment had put an end to man's doubts and
superstitious fears, the entire universe was comzelved to be
based on reason, harmony, and order. Through reason.
Western man was assured of cœ^retænding and ultimately 
dominating his wrld. God, too, was rational. The orderW 
and wall-n^latml world he had create was gradually 
revealing its secrets under the scientific, reasoned 
enquiries of man.
Onderlyin^ the assumption that Intern man was a 
rational creature living in an ordered, harmonious $wrld 
lingered a fear of hidden and potentially explosive 
passions. Constant vigilance was needed to ensure that 
then passions were subdued by reason. This is reflected in 
an lt«B in a Halifax paper. The I^arl. on the "N«»s8ity of 
Controlling tlw Passions". The author states that it should
•1 Karnes, p. 123.
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"b# our early lesson to subject the passions, appetites and 
desires, to the control and guidant of reason.” When 
lussions "are alJowwS to rage with unbridled fury, they 
«jgatit fearful ravages on the character....” Ruin is the 
inevitable result.**
This ideology of reas<m and order provided an 
intellectual framework for ftestern man which satisfied 
personal, social and spiritual needs. As individuals, sen 
and women defined themselves by their rational, virtuous 
behaviour, (hi a social and spiritual level, order and faith 
in reason provided structure and certainty. Everycme had 
his station in tt» world and was esp^Aed to fulfil his duty 
as God had ordained. Of wurse, this world view favoured 
those in authority, those with property, those who had most 
to lose if tN*ir hierarchical society became unbalanced.
Everything that was negatively perceived, such as 
disorder, chaos, anarchy, and unlnridlW {Mission, was 
p r o t e d  on to uncivilised peoples. Designated as such, 
natiwi North Americans were thought to live in a state of 
anarchy subject only to their feelir^js and desires. On to 
timm were projected tï» dark side of i ^ t e m  zran, the 
passions that were submerged beneath a virtuous exterior.
** Anon., "He^ssity of Controlling the Passions”, The 
Sept. 21, 1838, 2(3S) p. 301,
I
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Th#y Mirvad as axamplas of what would hapjwn to civilisé 
man if enter and reason did not prevail: reversion to ttm 
(xmditiw of Hobbes' savage."
4. Progress
Europeans did c»n<æda that once, centuries ago, 
tlmir ancestors had b ^ n  in the sas% cotutition as the North 
k%rlcan Indians. ^ t  through the ranturies they had 
advanced far beyond any other known sc»lety, past or 
preset. Their elevated position was attributed to 
progress, interpreted to mean the gradual, cumulative 
improimment of technological, social, ai^ moral aspects of 
society.
The idea of progress had sproial significance In the 
late eightieth and t*m nineteenth centuries. )k>t only did 
it suggest that the dominant position of Europeans in the 
wrld was inevitable, it also justified the conquest of so- 
called inferior peoples. 'Sim rationale that advanced
" In this era ¥hmn people defined themselves by their 
civilized behaviour, tiie native peoples were not the <mly oims 
to be desigiuited as savages or barbarians, Oftwi described 
as "wild" and "uncivilized" wmre particular nationalities, 
sucdi as tl» Irish, and wunbers of the lower class, such as 
sailors. Sharwl characteristics were per^i\nk! to be 
drunkwuwss and t)m funeral inability to restrain their 
emotions. Highlai^nrs at Arisalg, Nova Scotia %Are incensed 
that Richard John Uniacke, in a public address, referred to 
thee as barbarians. Colonial Patriot. March 28 1828, 1(17) p. 
129.
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people# must help their less fortunate brethren to 
"progress" served to vindicate colonizers* efforts to 
control subject populations.
During this period Europeans IntarpratcuS their own 
history as a continuai progression from savagery to 
civilisation. Other societies of the past or tlm present 
were compart to the stages that Western civilization had 
already passed thrcnigh. This historical approach, devised 
in tha late eighteenth century Si^ttish scholars, was 
celled Cfmjectural History.** In t)w nineteenth century it 
evolved into tlw Comparative >%thod, a system used by early 
social scientists as Mil as historians.*^ &)th of these 
M t ï ^ s  involved arranging societies in order of their 
advan^atent, with hunting and gathering societies at the 
bottom, succeeded by pastoral and agricultural societies, 
and culsinatii^ in commercial societies.** Societies had to 
advance through each stage, slowly, continuously, and 
gradually. Since all societies followed a similar pattern 
of deMlopemnt, comparisons %uld be made betMsn recorded 
cultures of the past and present day "rude" societies, if
** PearcNi, pp. 92-89.
*̂ J.v. Burww, BfQlutloa and_ Society: A Study in
Victorian Social Theory. {Ccmbridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1966), pp. 11-14.
*• Duncan Forbes, into, to Adam Ferguson, An Bssav on the 
History of Civil Society. (1767; Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 1966), p. ull.
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th#y $##r# at the sa^ stage/* Another assumption was 
made: by studying hunting and gathering societies of the 
preMnt, orm could l ^ m  about cxne’s aiuieators etwn thmy 
tfere at a similar stage.Societies at the lowest stage of 
development mire defined as savage. The next stage, 
pastoral or agricultural societies, ware ctxisidered to be 
barbarous. ** The cowtercial stage was that of modern 
industrial societies.
It should be iu>ted that political and social theorists 
like Adam Fargusxm, did not intern! the terms "savage” end 
"barbarian” to be pejorative, rather these terms were 
classificatory, designating particular stages of 
develop^nt. They had a supplementary classificatory 
function, being comparable to the other terms used to 
describe elesmnts in a ranked society, such as yeomen, 
mechanic, gsntliusan, etc.
Acceptance of the concept of developamntal history 
awant that tl% Ikïbbesian sædel of human nature must also 1m  
adopted. Only assuming that men originally lived in 
chaos, fear and uncertainty, could history te interpreted as
** Burrow, p. 11. 
” % a M M ,  p. 49.
The econ^ic stages were devised by hCLam Smith, the 
moral stages of savagery and t»^»arism by Adam Ferguson. 
Forbes, into, to Warn F«rguson, p. xxiii.
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iwntinual ie#rovmaent. Rouascau'a intarpratation had to b# 
%#j#:t#d 88 it suggastad a datarioration of man's state, m>t 
its advancseant.
This davalopoantal appM>s(A served several purposes. 
First, it provided an historical fraowwrk that traced tha 
prograes of ftestam civilisation frtxs sav^imm to 
rafii^sient. On this scaffolding, scholars defined steps in 
tha process through the as amination of historical records 
and tlw study of «mtemporary savage societies". S^cmd, 
it provided an explanation for the superior cultural 
achievements of iwrtlcular peoples. In this regard, tim 
role of the environment or climate was believed to be of 
primary importante." Warm climates were thought to cause a 
population to be naturally iiuSolent and incapable of 
industry. As a writer in the Nova Scotian Magasins put it, 
people living in such elitetea have "a volatile sensibility, 
or irritability" which renders them weak," The physical 
emriroi^iant of f^rth America was also belienwl to have 
retardas the progress of its iMigenous peoples. The
Thec^ticiana ' information was acquired setend hand 
from trstellers' and explorers' acteunts and from the recwds 
of telonial administra tors,
" Climate includes the factors which today we refer to 
as the environnent such as clitetlo editions and geographic 
lccati«t.
" Anon., "Character of tl» Moors", ftova Soatlan Meoazina. 
Jan. 1790, p. 36.
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wlldsnwaa in which native# lived mad# life difficult, for 
almost all of their tism warn d*\wted to obtaining 
subsiatMmt* time warn available for arts and leisure, 
thus ensuring that native peoples rwsained in a aavaga 
state, fteedless to say, the ideal environment was 
agrioultural, the ideal climate, twoperate. Such climates 
engender*! industry and rational thought.
A third function which the «mparative method served
was to create a»thods for compreheruling arwi dealing with
otlmr cultures. It offered a solution to the vesif^ question
of Nn# to "elevate" uncivilised peoples. An article in thei
Nova Scotia Magasina points out the difficulties inwlved in
twlpif^} "rude" nati*is:
The higher rates of improvwient cawwt, indeed 
impart omch of their kiwwledge to the Icnrer. Our 
luxuries and inqtrovesents suit them not. In order 
to arrive at tlmse, they must pass through certain 
st^ps of a progress aiul must learn to want, and be 
gradually roused to exertions and industry."
According to this belief, missing a stage in development
would be dangerous to a simple people. Savage societies had
to grow and de^mlop just as children matured through stages.
Therefore it was essential that they pass through the
agricultural stage before bectming part of modem Kxmoeroial
aiuï industrial society. If a stage was missed less advannd
societies would suffer irreparable harm. Euro-Americans had
n Ibid., p. 36.
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many aaampl## bafora th» of tha daatnictiva influant thay 
had had othar oulturaa. Tha Rmcapt of prograaa 
aaplaifw: how tiMir suparior valim# and ouatoas wara ao 
aiwsaaloualy harmful: paopla at a lovar ataga of davalopaant 
wara aia^ly not raady for thw.
Tha (%Mwmpt of prograaa cm which tha cxx^paratlva mathod 
waa haawl aarvad a fourth function. It gava dlractlon to 
tha futur#, for prograaa waa not <mly ii^vitabla, it waa 
andlaaa: man %Kmld cu^tinua to advance. S ^ a  Waatanera 
appliwS tha « m ^pta of par fact i bill ty and prograaa 
axcluaivaly to thair own aoclaty and baliavad that thoaa 
paoplaa who wara aunk in tha depths of depravity or 
ignorant could never advance. It waa unfortunate, but such 
aocletlaa had ba cast off in order for superior nations to 
continue on the path to furtlmr Improvements and 
ref infants, (h: the otWr hand, many believed that tt» 
con^pt of progress meant that all man, no matter how savage 
thay wara at prawnt, ware capable of advam^ment, as long 
as the changes took pla» at a slow and careful rate witfwut 
missing any step of tf* hierarchical ladder.
5. Virtue
toooxding to traditicmal tripartite division of 
human nature, mind, body and spirit reflected raticmal.
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Motional and moral faotiltlaa. Mhlla all man had ttwaa 
faoultiaa^ it waa baliavad that tha natura of thoaa who wara 
Mdvillmad waa domina tad by thair amotion#. (hily thoaa who 
%f#M Civiliaad wara abla to uaa tha highar facultiaa of 
raaaon aiwS virtua in ordar to aubdua thair baaar a 1 want a.
Raawm, aa m  twva aaan, waa to ba attained through tha 
ecxfuiaitlw of proparty and an agricultural way of Ufa; 
virtua, on tha othar hand waa to ba ac^juirwl through 
rallgim. Chriatlanity, aa Biahop Charlea Inglia claimed in 
1789, la tha "only aura baala of virtue...[i]t inculcataa 
inward purity, banavolai»» [and] producas ordar and paaca in 
commun!tiaa. in Hova S^tia, Chriatianity, for smat
aattlara afuS for tha aatablla*mant, is^liad almost 
axcluaivaly tha Protestant religion.
A narrow intarpratation of Oiriatianity left the Miosac 
again outside tha bouiwia of adaptable behaviour and belief, 
Aa Roman Catlwlica, tha Micmao wara aitlwr «maiderad to be 
adhérants of an idolatrous, suparatitloua raligicm or, at 
beat, to belong to a Church that waa not highly valued. As 
a No\% Scotian Praabytarian minlatar wrote about t*m Micmao 
in 1846, "Nothing is iwceaaary to elevate them to a state of 
social and intallactual dignity, but thm N>ly light of
** Charles Inglia, "Letter from Charles Bishop of Nova 
Scotia", ttevft Scatlft July 1789, p. 158.
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Oiristlanity. ” th#lr waa of llttla
aigniflofluu», for tha writar ia mwr# that "T*wy ara ail 
Roaan Catholioa, and ... highly davotional In t*mlr *my.
6.
Quaatlona of rat*, that la tha phyaical diffaranoaa 
hatwaan paopla. wara troublaat^a during thla period. Thia 
had baan a TOntantioua iaaua avar ainca tha aixtaanth 
eantury wh«m it had bwsom Twwaaaary to incorporate atranga. 
fWfly diacovarad ^opla into a world view baaed on Chriatian 
theology. Suapioiona aroaa that thaaa paopla, ao unlike 
Buropaana, w r e  not man at all, but were daacendanta of pra- 
Wamio races. HoMvar, tN# Christian religion inaiated that 
all h^anlty. regardleaa of diffarii^ ^yalcal 
eharactariatica, were children of Adam. Consequently, 
cxHiventional opinicm maintaixw) tha unity and coœaon 
brothartood of man; even so tha osntrovarsy failed to 
disappear.
AS new scientific and archaeological information 
appeared, it was Incorporates into a multitude of theories 
which served to explain the origins of different apeciaa of 
man. The deWite waa easentially divides between tN*
John Sprott, "The Indians", Nova Sœtlan. April 6,1846.
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Acmoganiits, thoM who advocated a aingla origin for all of 
mankind, and tha polygenlata, who baliavad that racas wara 
oraatW wparataly and formed diatinst biological uni ta. 
Poly^ilata oftan liidcad ttmlr divaraa racaa togathar Into a 
hiararohloal ayatam, tha Oraat Qiain of Baing. Atxordii^ to 
thia mwkind waa rankad with Maatam Buropaana at
tha top of t M  chain ai^ with tha moat priaiti\« i^opla at 
tha t»ttOB. R̂iia chain gava tha theory aoiantific 
cradibllity, but in thla pM-Darwinian period, uaa of tha 
great chain of batr^ did not imply that one apwlea evolved 
into aiw>thar; each apeciaa waa a fixed, imwtabla tyi», 
created by Cod.”
Menoganiata argued that all varieties of men ware sons 
of Adam, but each type had developed distinct physical 
characteriatica aa a result of living in different climatic 
aruS gMgraphical locations. "Ala anvirommntal argwtent 
aaaumed the potential of man to change, to adapt to new 
envirwmmnta, an ability which later race theorists 
rejected. It also reflects the optimistic belief that man 
is capable of change and will improve if removed from a 
dagradif^ environment. Until thm aid-ninetewith century, 
informed opinicm, both scientific and thwlogical, adhered 
to this theory. To argue otherwise waa to be associate
John S. Haller, Jr. {hitoaata from Evolution: Scientific 
Attitudes of Racial inferiority. 1859-19{X). (Urbans: 
University of Illinois Press, 1971), p. 73.
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witlï atheism and blasphemy.”
All of these Ideas, concepts of human nature and the 
State of Nature, property, reason, progress, virtue, and 
race made up the framework of European "civilization." 
Civilisation defined Ideas, knowledge, institutions, and 
behaviour; It was the touchstone by which Euroj^ans and 
their North American descendants judged themselves and 
others. Tt^se who did not live up to these arbitrary 
standards were found wanting.
Even manners %mre defined by ideas of civilized
behaviour. The behaviour of civilized men and women was
always refined, whereas the behaviour of savages was
influenced by their activities. As Lord Karnes states:
the dally practice of slaughtering innocent 
animals for food, hardens men in cruelty: more 
savage than bears or %mlves, they are crtml 
even to their own kind.”*
Cruelty, he continues leads to "roughness and harshness of
manners.""
The Mloaac in Nova Stxatia had only to become more 
rational, refine tlwir manners, settle on their o%m private
” Thomas F. Gossett, Race: "Mm History of an Idea in 
America. (New York: Schocken, 1965), pp. 40-41.
*® Karnes, p. 341.
ai Kasms, p. 365.
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property, take up faming, and adopt the Protestant religion 
In order to take the first step on the path to civilized 
behaviour. Nova Scotians felt that the doorway to progress 
and improvement was open, even to the Micmac, and were 
puzzled that few native people were enticed by what the 
newctmmrs believed to be an obviously superior way of life.
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Chapter II 
"Rude Children of the Forest"
An exasinatlon of the literature that Hova Scotians 
m r e  writli^ and reading sN}uld illuminate their attitude 
towards natiim people in general and the Micmao in 
particular. This chapter deals with imaginative literature 
in the form of peltry, sketdies and fiction. Over the 
period to be examii^ there is a gradual increase in the 
material written by those bom and raised in Nova Scotia. 
During the eighteenth century, reading material was usually 
taken from British or Asærican source, but by the 1830s a W  
1840s, Nova Scotian poets, journalists, historians, 
thMjlogians and scientists werr* expressing tlmmselves in 
local fmwspapers and journals.‘ Lengthy works of fiction 
are rare, but tWre is one of particular interest: a novel 
by a New Brunswick author, Huyghue. Huyghue's story, 
Arolmou; A Le<^nd of the Micaaac. was published in Halifax, 
after first appearing as a serial in The Amaranth, a New 
Brunswick periodical.^
 ̂ See b .c . Harvay, "Intellectual Awakening of Nova 
Scotia", Dalhousie Review. 13, 1933-34, pp. 1-22.
* Samuel Douglas ^ t h  Htq^bue, AralB»u: A Legend of the 
Micmac. Halifax, 1847. Reprinted with an introduction by 
Gwendolyn Davies, Sackville, N.B.: R.8. Bell Library, Mount Allison University, 1977. Originally published in The 
Amaranth under the pseudonym "Eugene*.
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T W  important questions %» be addressed in this chapter 
are: how did these writers, foreign and native bom, depict 
nati^ peoples, in particular, the Hicmac? Raes the 
literary evidence suggest any real concern for the 
difficulties that the Micmao faced or were descriptions of 
the Indiana clrcumscribwi literary conventions of the 
time?
aafore addressing these queatitms, the relevant 
literary conventions, that is the stereotypes of the Noble 
Savage and the Demonic Savage, n e W  elaboration. These 
conventions, with their antecedents in tales of the wild men 
of the woods aiw9 in ayths of the Golden Age, had been given 
intellectual foundations by Hobbes and Rousseau. &)th 
conventions assus»d that people denoted as savages were 
wild, uncivilized, and exists in the lowest stage of 
devel^ment. Moreover, savagery was usually associated with 
unrestraliœd behaviour. In this context, c^saparisons were 
made with children who had not yet learned to restrain their 
passions. Thus native pcwaples tecame children in two senses 
—  in direct comparison to uninhibited children and in their 
Immature stage of historical davelopewmt. TNi roe»ntlc 
perception differed slightly. Romantics also perceived 
native peoples to be child-like, but their interpretation 
correlated Indians to tha innocence and purity of
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childhood;* inaaaturity in this case implied that their 
behaviour was naturally virtuous and just. Inditms had no 
n M d  for artificial constraints or for penal codes and laws 
that were essential in European society. Neither were they 
restrained by the social conventions which influenced the 
behaviour of Europeans. Free of restraints, both social and 
political, their natural innot^nce and virtue ensured 
behaviour that was beyond reproach. They represented the 
youth of tl% world before decay and corruption set in.
Aside from a few characteristics which the Noble Savage 
and the Demonic Savage shared, they differed considerably. 
These differences can be outlined through an analysis of two 
articles publishW in Nova Scotia Maaasine in 1791. In 
April "A General View of the Native Ai^ricans in their 
Military Character* appeared.* It is tempting to assume 
that this grues<»» depiction of enmity, torture and 
eaimibali«K was criticized and that the sket^, 
*Characteristiks(sic) of tîm American Indians",* that
* This too was a relatively recent concept which 
parallèles the Romantics' interest in tite Noble Savage. The 
alternative view was that children were b o m  with original Bin.
* Anon., "A Geimral View of t W  Native Americans in ti»ir 
Military Character", Nova S«>tia Maoatine. April 1791, pp. 
212-215. Hereinafter referrm: to as "A Gemiral View ...".
* Ai%n., "Characteristiks of the American Iiwlian*, Nova 
S^tia Magazine. Nov. 1791, pp. 668-9. Hereinafter referred 
to as "Characteristiks...".
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appeared seven i^^ths later describing the pea<^ loving 
Noble Savage was selected to show another point of view. 
Neltl^r the Noble Savage of "Characteristiks...” or the 
O^Nmlc Savage of "A General View... " bears such resemblance 
to reality, but both are an accurate reflection of the 
«mtradictory attitudes which prevailed at the time. By 
examinlim tt^m in detail we cum perceive the defining 
characteristics of each image and also deduce seme of the 
fwwtions tMt they servW.
The dm^inating characteristic of natl^m people,
acrording to tt«i anoi^sous author of "A General View ..."
is cruelty, a cruelty due. he claims, to the Indians’ sole
OTOUpation being war or preparing for it. His description
of the torture of a prisoner was bound to horrify and
titillate his readers. The savages begin, he says, by
pulling out tl» prismier's fingernails. Then they pull off
his fiî jers, one of which is placed in a pipe and smoked.
T h ^  continue to;
cut circles ... and gaslma in the fleshy part 
of his limbs, which they sear immediately with 
red hot irons ... they pull of tills flesh thus 
mangled and roasted bit by bit, devouring it 
with gremliiwws. and esaarii^ their faces with 
the blood, in an enthusiasm of horror aiui fury.
After more tom^t, described with great relish, the
prisoner is finally put to death. Then ti% body is "put
into the kettle, aikl this barbarous wHpl^msnt is succeed by
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a faast a# barbarous.
It is not Just an all-oonauming interest in war that 
acraunts for thew bestial actions. The root of this 
behaviour was osaaonXy believed to lie in the savages' close 
relationship to the Mioal world. Instinct predœainated in 
those who had not learned restraint, who had not taken the 
first step on the path to civilization. Evidence of this 
close kinship is suggested by the author. He states that 
native Americans can detect ttv& presence of their enemies 
from the saall of ssK>ke and, frtm footprints, can identify 
the number of people, the Iwgth of time since they passed 
and, si^ti^s, the tribe.^ Another characteristic of 
native people which was dsemd to be instinctive rather than 
leamsd was their uncanny ability to negotiate their way in 
a seemingly trackless wilderness.*
Tt» author acknowledges savage virtues such as 
vigilance, patient», strength, bravery, and the ability to 
eiwiuzo pain but ttwse m r a  c^ra&cmly idmitifiW as a natural 
davelopo»nt from a way of life which concentrated on war.
As Pearce states in Savaalsm end Civilization, savage
* Ai%m., Hova Scotia Maaasine. April 1791, pp. 214-216. 
 ̂Axwm., Hova Scotia Magazine. April 1791, p. 213.
* This ability, of coun^, was leanwl. TÎ» Micmao tale,
*A Child ttourished by a Bear” deals with the dangers of 
getting lost in the forest. Silas Tertius Rand, Legends of the 
Micmac. (»%w York: Lcmipmns, 1894), pp. 259-262.
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virtuMr like #avage vices, were considered to be uniquely 
eevage.*
This cruel, bloodthirsty savage embodlW all of tt% 
qualities which civilized man abhorred. As such, he served a 
useful function, becoming a "symbol for all that over which 
civilization must triumph."’̂ This function is clearly 
apparent in "A General view .... " The author claims that 
his de«:ription of native cruelty is morally edifying 
because it points out the "advantages of Christian religion 
(cusmpassion), and the value of ct^sserce, art of civilized 
life and the lights of literature."^’ His readers are being 
shown what they had triumphed ovbt. The contrast between 
the two ways of life, according to the author, reveals the 
vast g*ilf between the racas, an impassable gulf created by 
tanturies of development and progress cm the part of 
Europeans.
Descriptifs of %monic Savages also served as a 
wamif^f, espf ially to those living on the edge of the 
frontier where freedom could lead to license. The author of 
"A General View ..." is aware of these temptations. He 
emphasizes Indian cruelty in order to illustrate "what an 
ineof^eivable degree of barbarity the passions of sen let
* Pearce, p. 104.
“ Pearf, p. 73.
“ Anon., Nova Scotia tteoazita. April 1791, p. 215.
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looM Will carry them.”’* Aware of their m m  submerged 
passions, Europeans proj^ted these fears onto the "savage.” 
Because the Deasmic Savage represented negative qualities, 
his image helpwl the reader clarify ideal values such as 
rationality, control, and ocapassion.
Tîwre was another dim«ision to the villainous savage.
He not only embmlied the antithesis of civilization in 
referewe to the deslMd characteristics of the inhabitants 
of a new world, he also served as a human extension of the 
wilderness.** For those attempting to prevail o w r  a 
hostile wilderness, the Indian was an animal-like being "hid 
in the bosom of hideous, and alnxsat bcuiuSless forests”
He and his wilderness had to be brought umSer control,
by fort» if necessary.
As a literary (invention, the ctmcapt of the Dœsonic 
Savage served a furtl»r purpose: it provided thrills for 
thoM wtw> read captivity narratives, the pulp fiction of the 
period. In these adventure stories the Indians were always 
the villains who killed and captured helpless settlers. Due 
to t ^  grace of God, captiws inevitably escaped w d  
returrmd to civilised society to tall their tales of horror
" Ibid., p. 215.
" Monkman, p. 14,
" Anon., Hova Scotia B a z i n a . April 1791, p. 213.
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and tadamptiMi."
Admlrar» of the idealised Noble Savage also eaw the 
eubduing of the elldeznsss and its native inhabitants, as 
well as the advancwwnt of civilisation, as inevitable. 
Homver. they did not a w  this conquest in terms of a 
victory over anarchy and evil, instead the coming of 
civilisation Inspired feelings of regret and nostalgia. 
Itousseau*8 follotrere contrasted tim simplicity, virtue and 
natural goodm*se of the native fwoples to the materialism 
and hypocrisy of civilised life,** Typical of this point of 
view is the author of "Qiaracteristiks of the American 
Indians.”*̂ He clearly admires the native people, but his 
portrait of them is no sore realistic than that expressed in 
"A General View fki begins by refuting those who cling
to the HobWsian interpretation of the natives* character: 
*lt is a great mistake to think those people are barbarians, 
always thirsting after human blood." To the claim that they 
are irolely devotW to war, tm respomls that they are "the 
greatest peace Icnwrs." He does, however, acknowledge that
** GweiuSolyn Davies includes a brief discussion of 
Maritime captivity tales in "Belles in the Backimods: A Study 
of Fiction in Nineteenth-Century Maritime Periodicals", 
tolloouium on Atlantic I^ovinces _Litereture. {Saint John; 
Atlantic Canada Institute, 1977), pp.46-47.
** Koxie Neale Fairchild, Ttm Noble SavMS: A Study in 
Romantic Naturalism. 2nd ed., (New York: Russell 6 Ruswll, 
1961), p. 4.
*’ Ancm., ttova %otla tteoasine. Nov. 1791, pp. 668-69.
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th#lr TOuntry or liberty are at stake they will fight 
with "fmroio ardour and wntempt of death.
Tim author links native peoples to the past, but to a 
different past than that espoused by those who took the 
Kobbesian point of view. Like other admirers of the Noble 
Savage, he (x>mparee tlm Indians to the heroic peoples of 
ancient tiams, in this instance to the brave and noble 
RNsans," He relates tlm cermnonles and acclamations on the 
return of a war party to the honours of a Roman triumph. He 
also finds in native customs the germs of those institutions 
which characterize civilized man. He suggests that tlm War 
tones with its songs, stories and rhythmic movement "might 
have given the first rise to tragedy."*® Songs, stories end 
pictographQ are described as being a means of transmitting 
information from one generation to another, indicating the 
beginning of a sense of history. Native oratorical skills 
are noted: "tWir speech forms a poetical language, or 
rather a sort of divine enthusiawR.""
** Ibid., p. 668.
** Almost two hundred years previously Marc Lescarbot 
likened the Micmac to the Spartans. The History of New 
France, ed. W.L. Grant, {3 vols; Champlain Society, Torwito, 1907-14), i^seim.
Anon., fteva S<a?tia Magazine. >tov. 1791, p. 669.
“ Ibid., p. 668.
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AnoUmr admirabl# virtu* was thair gvnaroua
N)#pitality:
Strau^r#, who t W w  aanctuary among thw:, of 
whatavar natl%% or «slour, thay proti^t with 
tha moat sorupuloua aanotity of hoiwur. Sooner 
than dallimr up any rafuga*# or violate what 
t*my think tha laws of hospitality, th&y will 
pay hie debts for him, or give tha value of 
him in skins to his master. Nor do they rest 
...until thay have given him lands for a 
msintanafwa, and naturalized him amor̂ j their 
nations."
Even prisoners are treated with humanity and hospitality: 
"once tîmy have secur*^ their priMnars, they never use th#m 
ill, and in times of the greatest want, they will rather 
suffer thwBselves, tWir wives and children, to starve, than 
to sea their prisofwrs destitute of their allowance.""
Such generosity, the author suggests, reflects the virtue 
and simplicity of primitive ages.
Nevertheless, the author concedes that, along with all 
their "shining virtues," native peoples do have some vices. 
Evoking concepts of cultural relativity, he reminds his 
readers that European nations now wnsidered to be civilized 
%mre guilty of similar actios in the past.
Another asfSK̂ t of the Noble Savage which is implied but 
is not made explicit in "Chsracteristiks ..." is the
" Ibid., p. 669. 
" Ibid., p. 669.
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haraonious ralatlonship of tha natlva to hi# envlronmant. 
Juat am with tha D«sonic Savaga, tha Nobla Savaga aarvwS aa 
a human axtanaion of tîm wildamaaa. But rathar than baing 
a plaça of avll, to tha romantlca, tha wildamaaa waa a holy 
placmi, raaplandant with God'a povar. At thia tima 
aaathatic t)*oriaa of tha picturaaqua and tha aublima, aa 
wall aa Daiat thought, allowed nature with spiritual 
algnificanoa." <%>d*a powar waa beliaved to awaat immanant 
in iaolatad plaoaa whara tha hand of man was least apparent. 
Just as civilisation sulllW tha natural beauty of the 
environment, so to did it damage those like the native 
propla who liw#d close to nature.
The author of "Chsracteristiks ...” presents native 
virtues in a way that exposes weaknesses and failings of his 
own society. Native ganarosity and caring for c«amunity 
BMUBbers, their lack of owterlalimn, even ttmir idealized 
love of peace, are invokmS as characteristics "worthy of the 
imitation of politer nations.*” For this autkor, along 
with other advocates of primitivism, civilisation had 
destroyed tradititmal virtues, replacing vigour, courage and 
honour with hypocrisy, greed and d^iit. Knowledge had not 
brought happiness; that was to be found in unspoilt, 
primitive societies whether ttmy were located in a
** Nash, p. 43.
” Anon., ttova S<X)tia Hagasimi. Nov. 1791, p, 668.
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roo^tlcisod pact or In contamporary societies as yat 
unapoilad by tha evils of civilisation. Consaquently, 
romantics projacted on to Noble Savages all of the "shining 
virtues* they fotuul wanting in their own society. Not 
eurprisiiH^ly. real native people failed to 11^ up to the 
perfection with which they %mre burdened.
The rtmanticlsed native and his wilderness htme became 
symbols of innocence, virtue and har^ny. The Noble Savage, 
in works of art aiuS literature, was endowed with all tha 
virtues that civilised men had lost. As a literary 
convention, the Noble Savage was most popular in Europe and 
in Icmg settled areas of North Africa. On the frontier, the 
settlers who )»d close contact with native peoples did not 
share the literati*s enthusiasm,"
Before examining other literary evidei^e frc^ the 
period, it must be pointed out that writers were often 
inronsistent in ttwir point of view. Some switched from 
depicting the %ble Savage to tha Desxmic Savage in the same 
work. These mutually contradictory positions usually 
illustrate the point the author is trying to make, but the 
ambiguity it reflects serves to make us conscious of two 
potential difficulties. First, it suggests that the 
attitude towards natives in tha period under discussion was
** Nash, p. 63.
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frequently ambivalent, with points of views shifting 
ac«?rding to circumstances. Second, it is possible that 
what is being expressed are simply literary conventions, not 
actual beliefs. This is especially true of the concept of 
the Noble Savage, which has a lengthy ancestry as a literary 
convention. Just because writers extol the virtues of 
native people in works of literature we cannot assume that 
they acted upon these beliefs in everyday life. However, 
Hoxie Neale Fairchild in The Noble Savaoe; A Study in 
Rgasntic Naturalism suggests that the idea of the Noble 
Savage is "related to sensibility, humanitarianism, and 
political radicalism".” Writers with these characteristics 
might be exfocted to be sympathetic to the plight of native 
peoples, but it is also possible that expressed admiration 
might be only for the idealized Indian of the past, not the 
cont^nporary, unheroic Indian corrupted by the white man.
Attributes of the %3ble Savage and the Demonic Savage 
are easily identified in poetry and fiction read or 
published in Nova Scotia. Although authors employed 
different themes and Images, they all shared a similar 
preoccupation: whether their Indian character was Noble or
malevolent, he or she was fated to die. For romantic or 
sentimental writers the passing of the Noble Savage was a 
tragedy expressed in elegiac poems or stories about the
if Fairchild, p. 498.
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(teath of an individual Indian. Frequently authors linked 
msatalgia for a lost way of life with rasance by depicting a 
loyal, devoted Indian maiden grieving for her dead lover. 
Eulogies for a doomed people often served as a «mmento amri, 
reminding readers that all things must pass. Authors who 
regarded the impending disappearance of the Indians as a 
triumph of civilization over savagery depicted the Demonic 
Savage as an antagonist to progress. They were always 
vanquished by Euro-Americans who gained heroic stature 
through their valiant struggle with a cunning, treacherous 
enemy." Triumph or tragedy, the fate of the Indians was 
always the same.
Early laments for the dying Indian in Nova Scotian 
publications deal with tribes other than the Mionac, due 
both to a lack of interest and to the dearth of local 
writers. But Nova Scotians could read about the Noble, as 
well as the Deœmic Savage, in lc»al publications. The 
January, 1791 edition of the Nova Scotia Magazine included
Dying Indian, or the Last Words of Shalum" by Philip 
Preneau, an American poet. This pcem describes a Huron 
Indian who goes bravely forward, meeting death alone. The 
first issue of The Bee include a eulogy to a "distinguished
" Monkman, passim.
" Philip Preneau, *Ti» Dying Indian, or the Last Words 
of ShaluB", Nova Scotia Magazine. Jan. 1791, p. 55.
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Winnebago saches*, "The Indien Chief Redbird”, who died in
prison. The poet describes tt» warrior languishing in a
jail c»ll, reflating on his past free and wild life. But
he has been conquered by Che white man:
... his spirit was crushed by the dungeon’s glocm.
And the chain of the ruthless stranger.^
"The Imlian Girl's Lament", another As^rican poem appearing
in The Bee in 1835, describes a 1:^1 Indian maid’s grief
for her warrior lover. Here, the white man is not blamed,
but the suggestion of mourning for a lost way of life
remains.
"Azakia: A Canadian Story," in the Nova Scotia Magazine 
of 1791, provides us with another instance of a virtuous 
Indian maiden." In this story, probably adapted frœa Mrs. 
Morton's narrative poem, "Ouabi; or. The Virtues of Nature", 
Azakia is the loyal wife of Ouabi, a Huron chief. She is 
saved by Baron St. Cas tine when a French soldier molests
William Pitt Palmer, "The Indian Chief Radbird", Ejg , May 27, 1835, 1(1) p. 8,
" William Cullen Bryant, "The IiuSian Girl’s Lament", The i, June 17, 1835, 1(4), 34.
" Anon., "Azakia: A Canadian Story", Nova Scotia
Magazine, Jur» 1791, pp. 353-57. Monkman (p. 51) says that 
tlm sutler of this story is amnyrwnis, but it closely 
resembles a poea by Mrs. Morton described in Pearœ (pp. 185- 86).
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hftr.” Finding h#r attractive, tha Baron makes mlvencas, 
but she repulses him as she is married. According to t)m 
auttwr, Indian women are always faithful to their husbands 
in spite of the pernicious influeiK» of iriiites: ”[t)he 
t^ighbourtuHJd of tt» Suropeans and their examples were never 
able to diminish [this sense of fidelity]". Later St. 
Castine finds refuge with Azakia's tribe. While fighting 
alongside his adopted trlbesmmi, ha is «founded and Azakia 
nurses him back to health. They fall in love hut Azakia*s 
virtue cannot be shaken even when her husband is believed to 
haim been lost in battle. She is prepared to follow the 
native custcxn of ««anitting suicide in order to join Ouabi 
in tlm afterlife, after he appears to her in a dream.
Castine saves her from this fate by rescuing (hisbl from one 
e«mn ax>re cruel: the Iroquois had tied him to a stake, 
preparii^ to torture and b u m  him. On his return, Ouabi, 
realizing that Azakia and St. Castine love each other, nobly 
offers her a divorce so that she is free to marry the Baron. 
This version of the story offers a happy ending; virtue is 
rewarded, aiul Ouabi, too, finds a new mate. In Mrs. Morton's
” Jean Vincent, Baron de Saint "Castine, is an historical 
figure wto s^ms to have taken on mythic proportitms in 
romantic literature of the time. Be «fas a Prewh offi^r wîw 
was adopted by a Penobswt tribe, married the great chief's 
daughter azui eventually took on his father-in-law’s role. In 
spi'te of being an ammy of the English, his colourful life and 
noble birth made him an at^ealiim figure of romance. Salagnac, 
Georges Ccurbelaud, "Abbadie de Saint-Castina, Jean-Vincent O ’, 
Baron de Saint Castine, Dictionary of Canadian Biography II, 
(Toronto: Uni«^sity of Toronto Press, 1969), pp. 4-6.
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pora, s&»rdlng to ^arce, Ouabi dies of a broken heart.” 
This was the usual fate of noble-hearted Indians.
Writers with a poetic sensibility who were also 
humani tari ans often reveal tension in ^eir depiction of 
native peoples. This ambivalent^ is apparent in some of 
Jose^ Howe's poems. In them see alternate depictions of 
tlm romanticist Indian and the Indian as the cruel enemy of 
progress. Howe was very familiar with the Micmac through 
his work as Indian %mmissioner. but his knowledge of and 
8ymi»thy with their predicament did not often surface in his 
works of imagination. Just as followed traditional 
eighteenth œntury literary forms," so too did he adhere to 
literary conventions of the Noble and Daaonic Savage. In 
part first of "tadia" and "Song of the Micmac" he presents 
an idyllic picture of the past when "Free sons of the 
forest" lived in harmony with nature:
Tim Camp exteiuSs Bltmg t!% pebbly shore,
A sylvan city, rude as ttose of yore.
By Patriarch hands within tlw desert built,
W m n  fresh frcso Eden's j^s aiuS Eden's guilt.
Like those, 'tis man's abode where round him twine 
Those ties that make a wilden^as divine.
No ardiitectural piles salute the sky.
No marble column strikes the gazer's eye.
The solemn graikleur of tf% spacious hall.
The stuccoed ceilii^ and the pictured wall.
Art's skilful hand may sedulously rear.
” Pearce, pp. 186-87.
” Joseph Hœ*e, Poems and Essavs. ed. M.G. Parks, 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press) p. *v.
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The eimple tos»s of Nature’s sons are here."
In this TOntext of paradise, the arts of western man would
be a desecration. Aurordii^ly, Howe describes the white
man's invasion of this hallowed ground with sympathy;
Alt, wîmn the white man landed on the shore.
His dMsms of Gods and Spirits soon was o'er.
He saw t h ^  rear their dwellings on the sod 
m^ze his fz^ fathers had for ages trod;
He saw them thoughtlessly remove the stones 
His hands had gatMr'd o'er his parents' bones;
He saw them fell the trws which they had spared.
And war, eternal war, his soul declared.'^
At this point Howe changes sides. In part second of
"Acadia", and in his patriotic po^s, "Our Fathers" and
"Song for the 8th June”, the Micmac become the dreaded enemy
of the colony's brave forefathers. The Noble Savage is
metamorphose into the Demonic Savage, for Howe’s purpose
was now to celebrate the present state of the colony and pay
homage to ancestors who
,. .vanquish^ the forests to make us a ÎKxse,
Though the knife of the savage defended each grove."
In part s^ond of "Acadia” Howe describes an att^;k on a
settler's family with as much gore and violence as c^uld be
found in captivity tales. The Micmac are "treacherous”,
"shrieking fiends” motivated by filings of hate and
“ Howe, "Acadia”, p. 13.
*’ Ibid., p. 16.
” Howe, "Song for the 8th June", p. 61.
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revenge: i
The wretched >^ther from hex babe is tom^ |
Which on a red right bend aloft is bon», \
Then dae*»d to earth before its Parent's eyes, j
And, as its form, deform'd and quivering lies, î
Life from its fragile tei^aent is trod . , I
TNi Micœac celebrate after they massacre the entire family:
Around the «at the Indians form a ring.
And soî js of joy and triumph wildly sing 
With horrid gesture ajui demoniac strain.
Then plunge into the forest depths again/"
In these patriotic poems, a need to pay tribute to his iIeiwestors overrode the sympathy Hoim had for the Nicmwc. ]
For Howe, in spite of his rwaantic strain which led him to j
admire wild laiulscapes and their proud denizens, shared his ^
contemporaries' view that savage life was rude and |
uncivilized. He compares the Mi«aac way of life to j
Britain's dark ^ e  when "rude Barbarians r o v e d . T h i s  3
Îroaming way of life had to be cast aside for all the 3
benefits, the improvements, which the British had brought to j
tl» OTlony —  science, religion, literature and art. The 
ideal, for Howe, was nature improved by art, nature 
controlled and domesticated.
Other writers solved tAe dilemma of depicting native
Hwe, "Acadia", pp. 24-25.
" Ibid., p. 25.
" Ibid., p. 16.
" Ibid., p. 17.
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p#opl#a aa aithar Draonlc or K^la by attributing tha 
relevant characteristics to different tribes.*’ In "The 
Lost Son: An Affecting Story,” published in the Nova Scotia 
Magazine of 1791, tlm Algonquins are an "Idolatrous nation 
[with]... savage custwss and manners" while the Huron, 
becauM they have a Jesuit missionary airong them, treat the 
lost child with kindness.**
This technique of attributing conflicting 
characteristics to different tribes is evident in a novel of 
the 1840s, Aroimou: A Legend of the Micmac.** The auttor, 
Douglas Huyghue, say have tried to get beyond stereotypes in 
his sympathetic portrayal of the Micmac, but he was too much 
a man of his tic» to succ%d.** Adhering to literary 
conventions of his day, he set his story in a romanticized 
past at a ti:m when the savage was still heroic and noble.
^ Probably the most famous writer to do so was Je^s 
Fenimore Cooper, His "good" Indians wars the heroic 
Delawares, his "bad" iiuSlans, the Mii^oes. Warren 5. Walker, 
- aapjpgg Î- Aa. tiLtcadastign mW ,(fWw York: Bams# & Noble, 1962), pp. 46-57.
** Armn.r Lost Son: An Affecting Story", Nova Saotid
Wagazir». %rch, pp. 147-150 and April, 216-222, 1791.
** See p. 37, ftnt. 2.
** Janice Kulyk Keefer states t)mt tha novel is "a venture 
staggeringly al*ad of its time", but looked at in the context 
of Huyghue’a oonteaqporaries, this is not so. Under Eastern 
Sves: A Critical Reading of Maritime Fiction. (Toronto:
University of Torons Press, 1967), p. 111.
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Tfw ctmfliet bet$%en tlM Fxtmch ami the English w a r  
Acadia in mid-eighteenth century forms the background for 
Huyghue*s rtmantic tale. It is a story of separated lovers, 
an Imroic pursuit and fond ret^tciliation. Together,
Edward, a British officer and Arigmou, a Nicsac sachem 
pursue their respective loves, Clarenra end Mae%fetchcul, who 
are in the hands of the Milieete." Just as the story is 
conventional, so too are tl% characters. Tha Kic^acs, their 
chief, Argiaou, and his father, Panasway, are Nobles 
Savages, while the Milicete and their chief, Madowakawando, 
are cunning villains. Edward is a stalwart, but sensitive 
military offi^r and Clarence is his fragile English flower 
who swoons and %meps when faced with any difficulty.
Dennis, Edward's servant is a stock cmmlc character, an 
intemperate, red-haired, dim-witted Irishman.
Like other admirers of the primitive, Huyghue 
contrasted tlm superiority of the natural life to the 
artificial and conventional restraints of civilised 
behaviour. A central theme of the novel is Edward’s growing 
appreciation of native values as he becases tetter 
acquainted with Argimou and Panasway. Eventually, he 
realises that
Here, amofm men unrestraifwi by penal codes.
The MiliMte, a conteavory spellif^ of "Mal^ita, " 
were native people in Hew Brunswick whose territory was 
adjacent to the Micmac.
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or chains, or strong dungeons, %#sre to be found 
the most unflinching virtue; the elsments of a 
beautiful philosophy; ... Hare M r s  no fmmlng 
^fo^^iants, no slai^erers of their neighbours, 
no Miling facms with false hearts, no robbers 
in t*m garb of hoiwsty, no niggards that would 
grasp the aeoursed gold and a w  their brethren starve.”
While Huyghue holds up the idealized Mit^ac to reveal 
weaknesses in his own society, he does concede that their 
habit of scalping enwies is a vice. Like the author of 
"Qwracterisks of tîm American Indians", Huyghue draws on 
ideas of cultural relativity to excuse the cruel behaviour 
of an otherwise îmnourable people. Edward reflects that 
both the British and the French enMuraged scalping as they 
both offered bounties on scalps, the Indian motive of 
wanting a trophy is favourably compared to the European 
desire to diminish "as much as possible, the number of their 
opponents."”
Aa individual characters, Argimou, Panasway and
Waswetchcul have all the traits of the stereotyped Noble
Savage: bravery, stoicism and dignity. Tte forms of
antiquity are evoked in the description of ArgiiKm:
Argimou appeared.. .revaalii^ a form moulded in the 
purest contour of natural beauty, whose natural 
Mjesty was not unworthy a wmparison with the 
ideals of antique sculpture.**
” Huyghue, p. 93. 
” Ibid., p. 107.
96 Ibid., p. 12.
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The bravery and virtue of ancient tribea are called forth 
and compared to the native people. Both lived by "rule# 
drawn from thoae subtle truths taught them through deep 
observation of the natural and ^ral wrld. Panasway 
also has a gift which was deemed to be particular to the red 
man and to the ancients, that of oratory.
Waswetchcul is a particularly interesting Noble Savage.
A child of nature, her "unstudied graces and unaffected
delicacy would have shamed the artificial allurements of
many a fashionable bell.* Endowed with natural beauty, she
is, nevertheless, partly European. Like Azakia, she is
conn«:ted to Baron de Saint •castine. As a direct descendant
of the Baron, Imr European blood gives her a beauty which is
more white than Indian;
Her cxmaplexion was esceWing clear and almost as 
light as a European's; and the pals cheek, in sKxnents 
of animation or impulsive feeling, would glow with 
a rich suffusion like the petals of t!% wild rose."
At the time, tlm ability to blush was thought to be a
defining, ami pleasing, characteristic of the white race.
Significantly, Wasimtchcul's behaviour conforms to the Noble
Savage mods, but her ai^>earanca is more European than
native.
" Ibid., p. 93.
" Ibid., p. 14.
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This is rœt the only instance in which the European
influence is judged to be beneficial. As Huj^hue describes
his "bad* Indians, the Milicete:
...t**ir habiliments were more in keeping with 
their rude, savage aspect; for o^nipying a territory 
further removed from the European settleswnts, they 
had not caught insensibly the polite tone which was 
evident in the Misses, from their intercourse with 
the French... .**
This is inconsistent with Huyghue'a claim that imported
European luxuries, disease, and alcohol ware responsible for
tha present degraded character of the IinSisns. Like Jose;A
Howe, Huyghue was tom between his rcmwntlc view of the
ImSlana, his c^passim for them, and the idea that progress
and civilisation were inevitable and, in a subtle way,
superior. This ambivalent» is also evident in Huyghue's
statement of a widely held belief of the ti:m: Acadia's
"progress toward cultivation and agricultural improvement,
had been continually retarded by the successive struggles of
the French ani English....*^ In this context progress and
Is^rovemant is seen to be beneficial.
In his story, Huyghue's villainous Indians are not 
antagonists of European settlers, but they are the enemies 
of Indians who have some of ttw physical characteristics and 
qualities of whites. In their role as villains, the
** Ibid., p. 6.
” Ibid., p. 19.
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MlllcMt* differ elgnlflcantly from the Mianec. The moet
obvioua lifference 1# that the Hlcmsc can c^trol their
paaeions, while ttui Milicete cannot. Thia ia evident in
Huyghue*a deacription of a war danw» in which both tribea
take part. It ia *a acem where human paaaion revelled in
very drunkenneaa of unreatraint.” Hadokawando. the Milicete
chief, wearily d M r  home on hie tead and a bear akin over
hia aWuldera, worka the warriora into a frenzy with hia
ahrieka and wild, diatorted dan^. The "fire of madneaa"
within hie dri^ma the warriora into auch an "ungovernable
rage” that they wound each other with their knives. Only
the atoie, dignified Argimou can atc^ the frenzied dance."
The reatrained and calm behaviour of the Micmac ia again
contraated to the "phrenzied” Milicite in tha context of
mourning for the dead. In a ghaatly scene the Milicete
... threw their limba about, tmd leepW into the air, 
with extravagant grief, or rushed, now here, now 
Umre, in search of something upon which to wreak 
their excitw! fury, for they seemed frantic with 
ex^aa of passion ...
When fa^d with death, admittedly in leas dramatic
circumatancaB, the Micmac react with dignity. The loss of
their patriarch
... forced the big tears from «any an iron-hearted 
warrior, who turned aside that men might not see 
how weak grief would make an Indian brave; but the 
women leas regardful of appearanama, let tMir tears
" Ibid., pp. 26-27.
" Ibid., p. 137.
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flow
Th* Mlllcot# sharo other qualities of the Demonic
Savage. Evil qualities are sharply focused in the portrayal
of Madokawando who is variously described as "avaricious",
"bestial" er^ "cunning." The Milicete ambush in which they
capture Claren^ is portrayed in the conventional tones of a
captivity tale:
... the painted serpent-like head of a crawling 
BBvat^ was protruded into the trail .... ... a 
malignant gleam shot from his eyes, while hia parted 
lips showed the white teeth in a triumphant grin...'
Even the Milicete laiHIuage differs in tone from the
language of the Noble Savage. The only Milicete who si^aks
with a musical inflection is Wast^tehcul, the heroine with
European ancestry. The villainous Milicetea speak with
ur^uth guttural sounds. Particularly notSMsrthy la the
contrast between Madokawando's pidgin English and Panasway'a
aiuS Argimou*s eloquence. Madokawando speaks in patois:
"You see that thing what go out? Him nobody. fW 
kick him away, all same like old tsocmmaln when him 
worn out - don’t be afeart...."”
Panasway, on the other hand, speaks with rhetorical
flourishes:
"Ttm Kicswc shall be as the wind: - you can feel 
him - you can hear his war-cry, but always with a
•’ Ibid., p. 73. 
** Ibid., p. 40.
** Ibid., p. 64.
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powerful arm and a sound, he comes and goes - no man 
knoweth whence or whither....
Huyghue, like his contemporaries, thought of the native 
peopler as an extension of the landscape. Thus the Noble 
Savage is surrounded by the "gorgeous mantle of prlR^val 
nature." He is an "natural adjunct to the wild majesty of 
the s c e n e . B u t  when the landscape changes frœn "the 
soft, light foliage of the hardwood" to "scraggy, bristling" 
softw(X)d, it beœmes "stem and forbidding as the savage 
people who were known to make their home within its forest 
l a i r s . T h e  dark, fearsome forests continued to harbour 
the Villainous Savage, while the Noble Savage dwelt in airy, 
lumim>us realms.
Huyghue was also a man of his time in lamenting tbm
impending loss of the native people. The novel begins and
ends with grim warnings of their ultimate d^ise end,
prophetically, it concludes with Argimou dying of a broken
heart as he stands over the graves of his ancestors. With
strong, emotional language Huyghue places the blame sguarely
on his compatriots:
We are the sole and only cause of their over- 
wlwlming oisevy, their gradual extinction; directly, 
by lawless appropriation of their hunting grounds,
Ibid., p. 145.
" Ibid., p. 3.
“ Ibid., p. 118-119.
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to utter violation of every priruziple of justice, 
human or divine...: indirectly, through the propagation 
of disease in its TOSt harrowing forms, and the 
blighting introduction of that direst of all plagues 
the accursed "fire-water"
These authorial interjections in which Huyghue appeals to
his readers' conscience and feelings of guilt are among the
few aspects of the novel which extend beyond the
conventional, but they, too, are in keeping with the
humanitarian impulses of the time.
According to Gwendolyn Davies, Huyghue was well
acquainted with the Indian way of life,** and could,
presumably, have written a more realistic tale of the
Indian. This is evident in the ocxzasional authentic note in
Arigmou. such as the scene portraying Panasway*s apology to
a slain moose:
"It grieves me, my cousin, to see you so low.
Where is the fine mist gone? Where is the breath 
of thy nostrils? The morning will not hear thee 
call. Thy sister will listen for thy voice, in 
the autumn time; she will be very sorry when you 
cosm to her no more
Moreover, his knowledge of IruSian material culture and his
appreciation of native skills is apparent throughout the
i^vel. Unfortunately, Huj^hue could not escape from the
literary conventions of his day and, as a result, has left
" Ibid., p. 2.
“ Gwendolyn Davies, intro, to Araisasu. p. v,
** Huyghue, p. 105.
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us with e conventions! romance featuring stereotypical Noble 
and Demonic Savages.
In an epic poem by Andrew Shiels, a prominent Dart)%)uth
resident, literary convention overrode reality to the extent
that he fabricated imaginary friendly and villainous Micmac
tribes. In "TJw Witch of the Westcot: A Tale of Nova
Scotia”, the "Waghon" tribe viciously attacks and murders
Dartmouth's first settlers. On the other hand, a member of
the friendly *Wuspem* tribe saves the heroine's mother
during an earlier attack. In a footnote Shiels acknowledges
that he has divided the Micmsac into tribes for ". .certain
poetical purposes":
Aœordingly, I divide them into three trii^s - 
first, t W  Wuspes, or triW of the Lake, to be 
located in the neighbortæod of Rosignol ... - 
second, the Waghon, or tribe of the Long-Knives, 
to inhabit the regions of the Shubenacadie, and 
tlm middle division - and third, the ffonguash 
tribe, to occupy Canseau, and the eastward.̂
For Shiels the native petals of Nova Scotia served primarily
as a source of poetical inspiraticm. As such, the reality
of their life was discounted in favour of literary
convention.
It is apparent that literary convention determined how 
native peoples were depicted in "refined" literature. Even
“ Andrew Shiels, Witch of the WestTOt. A Tale of Nova 
SjKStia. (Halifax: Joseph Howe, 1831), p. 62, 92-99.
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thoae sympathetic to the Micmac, like Howe and Huyghue,
created stereotM»ed ïAAle and l^s^ic Savages. Contemporary
ZiMSians «mre usually ignored as not being worthy of a wrk
of the imagination. Howe states this position clearly in
"The Micmac". He begins by describing the native p^ple of
the present day; outcasts, destroyed by "fire-water",
wandering listlessly in a country where
...scarce a single trace remains 
Of what he was in other days.
Howe believes that it is unfortunate that "Nature's child"
has been dispossessed, but it is inevitable. He concludes:
Then let fair Fancy change the scene.
While gazing on the Micmac’s brow.
And showing what he cmce has been.
Make us forget what he is now.*’
Even for Howe, at least in literature, the contemporary
degraded Indian did not exist. "Fair fancy" placed them in
the heroic past or depicted them as a dying race, fated to
disappear.
There are three plausible reasons why Nova Scotian 
writers vere blinded by stereotypes. First, as previously 
discussed, images of Noble and Demonic Savage were used to 
define the ideal society and the ideal characteristics of a 
member of that society. On to the Deaxmic Savage were 
focused the dark side of human nature, while the Noble 
Savage reflected an image of admirable virtues. In essence.
«T Howe, "The Micmac", pp. 89-90.
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the images of a people who were being supplanted helped to 
define a new society which was striving for TOhesiveness and 
a sense of identity. Se<x)nd, the concept that native 
peoples $mre savages on the lovœst level of human 
develo^ent justified their replacement by a superior race. 
When Micmac village sites were given to white settlers, it 
assuaged the »nsciei%e to beliera tl^t the natives were 
only wandering %%mads who *mre not using the land as 
Providence had ordained. Settlers felt, with pious self- 
satisfaction, that they had rescued Nova Scotia fraa the 
savage state. Displacei^nt was, after all, for the good of 
all humankind. Third, the nature of scholarship during the 
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries needs to be 
taken into account. At the tiiw, theories were based on a 
priori reasoning, not on observation and analysis. There 
was little interast in gathering information about native 
life until the mid-nineteenth cmitury. Until tlmn the 
little data that was available was distorted to fit into 
predetemtined mxiels.
But what do these works of literature, bound as they 
are by convention, reveal about Nova Sotians* attitudes 
towards the Micmac? Whether the tone is elegiac as 
expressed by "sensitive" writers or triumphant as expressed 
by patriots, t>w overwhelming impression is that the Indian 
will soon disappear. His savegsness doomed him to
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extinction. With this belief flnaly in place there was 
little n ^ d  to oneself over the present degraded
condition of the Miosac. Even those who regarded the Mi^tac 
with pity or were angry at their compatriots' indifference 
felt that, in the long run, progress am) "improvements" must 
override the state of nature. If any of the children of the 
forest were to survive they had to adhere to a European way 
of life and adopt their social and cultural values.
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adapter III 
•Ho Room for Wild
Because works of the imagination are circumscribed by 
literary stereotypes they only hint at European attitudes 
and fail to tell us how these attitudes may have influenced 
behaviour. It may te possible to get beyond stereotypes if 
works other than those that reflect the literary imagination 
axe examined. Documents such as historical atxaaunts. 
newspapers, periodicals, prcx&otional pampAlets, and 
legislative records contain references to the Mieaac which 
reveal how Hove Scotians regarded the native people. Along 
with this material, I have included two poems by resident 
writers for illustrative purposes. With all this evidence 
we can ascertain the role that attitudes played in the 
development of government policy, the programs of 
philanthropists, and the relationship between the settlers 
and the people they had displace.
It is also necessary to consider how beliefs and 
perceptions regarding the aboriginal people changed through 
time. From the arrival of the Loyalists in 1783 until the
 ̂Judge Wiswall, Letter regarding the Indian Settl«aent 
at tear River, Oct. 22, 1828, PANS. The entire quotation is 
"[tte Indians]... must have their natural propensities 
altered, or be very shortly utterly extinguished, for wa have 
no room for wild men."
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late 1820a the d%umenta reveal a shift in attitudes from 
aosxYiful diar^ard to, at least for a minority, concern 
augmented by guilt.
Initial British response to the Micmtac in Nova Scotia 
was hostile as the Mic^ac were allies of the French in the 
continuing colonial wars. %*hen the French were no longer 
able to support their allies, the Micmac and the British 
«ïlonial govemi^nt had to c o m  to terms. The British tried 
to pacify the Micmac by establishing truckhouses for trade 
and by signing treaties of peace and friendship. All of 
these efforts were rendered unnecessary by the arrival of 
the Loyalists; their settlements meant the virtual end of 
the ability of the Mi^ac to maintain a semblance of their 
traditional lifestyle. The flood of refugees quickly 
assimsed possession of Mlcŝ ac village sites which were 
locates on desirable land at river mouths and harbours along 
the coast.* The overwhelming numbers of new arrivals 
combined with the loss of coastal food getherii^ sites 
forced the Micmac into the interior where resources were 
limited. Isolated in the interior wilderness, they %mre 
lass visible, thereto making it easier for the settlers to
* Harold F. M^ee, "The Micmac Indians: The Earliest 
Migrants" in Fires: The Ethnics of Nova Scotia, ed.
Douglas F CagqAell, {Port Credit, Ont.: Scribblers’ Press}, 
p. 27 end Leslie F.S. Upton, Micmacs and Colonists: Indian- 
White Relations in tt^ Maritimes. 1713-1867. {Vancouver: 
University of Oritiah Columbia PMSS, 1979), p. 82.
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It is not rsfereneas to the Micaec, but the lack of
theOf that suggest the Loyalists' attitudes towards the
native people. Hostility engendered by memories of Indian
wars in Hew England, a l i n e d  with fear of the still not
completely pacified Micmac, 1«1 to a wish simply to have the
native people disappear. Documents which touch on the kind
of society which settlers hoped to establish in Hova Scotia
sake it abundantly clear that the Micmac were to have no
role to play. Roger Vlsts' Annaoolis Rovalî A Poem
expresses ttus hopes of the Loyalist refugees. As Thomas B.
Vincent points out in his Introduction to the poem, it:
...anchors hope in a faith based on a sophisticated 
perception of order and refused to permit the primitive 
coruWtions of the present to undermine the sense of 
civilisation on which human life must be founded.*
Vists' civilisation is characterize by a thriving
agricultural «ssmunity with honest villagers rearing with
"careful Hands ... [a] newborn Race.”* His new homeland was
’ Upton provides an earlier manifestation of this policy 
of driving the Micmac into the interior. In 1762 after an 
Imlian scare at Lunenburg, the local assembly's London agent 
stated that "the proper pier* for tl* savages was the 
interior, where t>*y could hunt for skins, which is their lazy 
occupation": they should be s l l w W  to cosw to the coast only 
if they did iK>t disturb the whi^ settlers and fishermen, Upton, p. 62.
* Thomas B. viwent, intro, to Ro^r Viets, tonaoolis 
Hovel; A Poes. (1788; Kingston: Loyal Colonies Press, 1979), pp. vi-vii.
’ Viets, p. 4.
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^  be a society based on stability, enterprise, aivS harmony; 
it was a «mservatlve world In which every person had their 
place and did not seek to move above his appointed station. 
StrikifHfly absent from Viets* vision are the Micmac; they do 
TOt even appear as antagonists.
Fifteen years later, when the Mlasac were no longer a
threat, they could be safely ^ntioned in Nova Scotian
literature. A prologue to a play perforMd in Halifax In
1803 depicts the "%tamorphosls" of the provint» frt»i a
haunt of savages to a plat» of elegance and culture. The
"savage imiatas," "filthy squaws* and "shaggy chiefs* have
disappeared to be replaced by men and wo^n of fashion with
their powdered wigs and perfume:
Otter of roses now perfumes the fair.
Late the sweet odours of the rarusid bear.
With great self-satisfaction, the author continues to
chronicle the bestial life of the savage and its refined
replacement;
W%ere greasy skeweres an eel-skin girdle graced,
A sparkling topaz gems the tempting waist.
Heroes rto more, tattooed with azure j^wder.
Prefer fat porcupine to beef and chowder 
Eel soup to turtle, water to champagne.
T1» po«B refers to fifty p^pls murdered by Indians, but as
adversaries they were no longer to be feared; where the
"war-whoop" cmce sounded, no i^ise is "heard but Lucy
Caj^bell's reel." Completely subjugatW, "The blood stainW
‘ Ale*and«r Crok«, Prologue to The Three Rivale. 
Performed at the Theatre Royal at Halifax, Feb. 17, 1803. in 
Crrtte’e Tl* Prooreae of Itolatrv. (Oxford; J.8. Parker, 1841), 
pp. 105-108. I am grateful to Patrick B, 0*Keill for thie reference.
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Sachas ... bury the hatchet which they fear to uae."
Throughout thie poem, the contempt and diedain the colonists 
felt for those they had conquered is apparent.*
At this time, the Miasac were faced with continually 
dwindling resources, rampant disease and harassment. With ^
no alternatives available, they had become increasingly |
dependent on oroasional provisions provided by the |
legislatiim assembly. From ei^ies to be feared, the native |
people were transformed into objets of pity. |
I
As objects of pity, the image of the Micmac changed. |
Gradually concepts of the Noble ami Dm^nic Savage merged 1
into a exseaonly held perception of the Indians as a degradW I
people. This perception was shared by both the conservative |
element of wlonial society, who simply wanted the Micmac to j
disappear, and by liberal humanitarians wN) wanted to |I
ameliorate their condition. So at first glance, it may IJ
appear strange that philanthropists came to hold ali^st the 
same stereotypical image as did those who had always "
believed that native peoples were cunning murderers with no 
human feelings.
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Th« explanation lias in the pravioualy dlBcusaed 
ninataanth cantury intarpratatIona of history and prograaa 
that dafirtad a savaga aociaty as ona in the first stags of 
man' a advancaaamt. it was ganarally agraad that hunters and 
gattMrars did have som* simple virtues, but if they bacanm 
wntamlnated, their purity was lost and they saNt even lower 
on the davaloi^nntal scale.
Abraham GasiNir’s 1848 report as Commissioner of Ziwlian
Affairs illustrates how even those who may have admired the
Noble Savage came to see natives as a degraded race of
people. Gesnsr compares the Mlmac's pzaviously simple, but
hapMF state, when in boo»  ways they resembled the Greeks and
ftoiMns, to tiMir present way of life. îtow, "Under a series
of misfortunes t*m tarais of tim Hlaaac have declined and
the whole race has degenerated. The manly pride and honesty
of their forefathers have been siu^eedM! by Intrigue and
a r t i f i c e . A n  1838 iwiwspaper report about the Nova S«)tla
Philanthropic Society also paints a pathetic picture of the
fall of a ones noble people;
O m »  they had an abundance wherewith to supply 
their wants ... they were peaceable, sociable, 
obliging, charitable, and Iwspitable, among 
thsmelves .... How dark is the picture which they 
now present! Of all miserable objects they appear 
to be the most miserable. With but few redeeming 
traits, they are sunk to the lowest state of
 ̂LANSJ, 1848, App. 24, pp. 118-19.
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tfcgratSaticm .... '
caw#* of thi# d#g#n*ration we# a##wwd to b* a
reeult of th* «mtaæinating Infliwnc* of the low*#t elesmnt#
of European #ocl*ty. A provincial goverr^nt committee
xeport on the condition of the Indian# presents thi# view:
In tïwi present degraded state of the Indians of 
this Proving, we easily perceive that by their 
intercourse with the British population of the 
Country, they have imbibed many of their vic»s, 
witlwut any corresponding virtues.... The wblenees 
of man occasionally seen in hie savage state, has 
sunk into the degradation resulting frtmi the vicious 
propensities of a civllirW race: and we look in 
vain flunongst the Aborigines of this Province for 
that independence of tWught and action, which have 
at times distinguished many of the Indians of the 
American Continent.*
De^^i^rata peoples war* believed to be even worse off than
savages; they became "weaker and more abject," so "sunk and
reduced that t̂ ,ere seemed no possibility of saving them.
This created difficulties for potential benefactors since
"elevating" a degraded people was considered to be al^st
impossible.
Conséquently, whether Nova Scotia's native people were 
perceived as degenerate Noble Savages or as defeated Demonic
* Afwn., "The Indians", The Pearl. Nov. 2, 1838, 2 (44), p. 350.
* LAÏŒJ, 1844, App. 69, p. 164.
Anon., "Character of the >toors", tfeva Scotia Magazine. Jan. 1790, p. 36.
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the rasultlng image of degradation was almost 
universally shared> The Mlcmac continued to emXx^y all the 
viMs that an aspiring colonial swiety ahhorred: sloth, 
drunkenness, vagrancy, and dependence. Lika Rousseau's 
savage they were «msiderW to be child-like, however, most 
of their characteristics were a legacy from Hobbes. Nova 
Scotian literature is replete with these negative 
descriptions of the Micmac, even by those who befriend, d 
them.
Of the vices most often identified with the aboriginal 
population, the one that most irritated white colonists was 
tlmir ^rcelved laziness. They were believed to be 
"naturally indolent,to the extent that any evidence of 
native exertion and hard work was misinterpreted. This is 
evident in Moses Parley's acæount of native night fishing.” 
He notes, with disapproval, the exciteront and energy with 
which the Indians pursue what he calls "sport." Night 
fishing does not correspcmd with the orderly, regular 
Industry Parley associates with labour. Consequently, he 
condsams the Imlians for "languidly creeping off to sleep 
away another day in total idlaiutss," completely 
misunderstanding that what he had observed was work. The 
Micmac had spent the entire night procuring food for their
” LANSJ, 188, Report of Joint Committee, p. 75. 
” See p. 79 for Parley.
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femllies. *’
As we have seen, this natural indolence was belle\md to 
be due to a lack of private proparcy" and the irregular 
habits engendered by a deg%ndence on *he hunt. But it was
not Just the men who needed to be taught industrious habits.
A legislative committee report suggests that native women 
might "be excited to industry" if local wjmen instructed 
them ill spinning and knitting.” ^ain, native skilla are 
ignored; only European handicraft skills are evidence of 
industry. Even children were accused of idlennas tod gross 
Ignorance because they chose to play in the wods ano on 
river banks during the heat of the summer.”
The colonial population also misinterpreted the role of
women in Micmac society, assuming that the women were ill
treated. Haliburton tells how the Micmac, like other rude
nations, treat women as inferiors:
... the fwaale sex are the servants of the men, and
carry not only the children, but in travelling, all
the domestic utensils, provisions and other burdens.
At home they are «nployed in making baskets, carrying
” Ptoses H. Parley, "Reports on the Indian Settlements 
of New Brunswick", quoted in Allison Mitcham, Three Remarkable 
Maritimers. (Kantsport, K.S.: Lancelot Press, 1985), p. 32.
” Ferguson, p. 97.
” >kmk. Report of Joint Committee, Jan. 23, 1801, RG 1, Vol. 430, doc. 49, PAÎ®.
” LANSJ, 1848, App. 24, p. 119.
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water, cooking, and other drudgery. Taeks are imposed 
upon tl%m without pity, and services are received with­
out complaisance or gratitude.*^
This view of native women as degraded beasts of burden
allowed European men to congratulate themselves on their own
"enllghtenW attitudes towards women.
One native vice which was generally acknowledged to be 
a direct result of European influence and a contributor to 
the natives' degraded condition was intemperance. 
Humanitarians, such as Walter Bromley, felt a sense of 
responsibility for this problem as whites had introduced 
alcohol to natives and continued to encourage its use for 
monetary reasons." Cesner believed its use to be "one of 
the principal causes of their infirmities and poverty."** 
While a few felt some guilt over the Europeans' role In 
native el«jbol abuse, Bromley was alone in pointing out 
that, proportionately, the problem of intemperance was the 
same in both the white and the native populations."
Thomas Chandler Haliburton, A general Description of 
Nova Scotia. (Halifax, N.S., 1825), pp. 50-51.
" Walter Bromley, "An Appeal to the Virtue and Good Sense 
of the Inhabitants of Great Britain and Canada in behalf of 
the Indians of North America”, (Halifax, N.S.: Ward, 1820), 
p. 17 and Walter Bromley, "Two Addresses on the Deplorable 
State of the Indians", (London, 1815), footnote pp. 8-9.
LANSJ, 1848, Apr. 24. p. 118.
" Brœnley, 1820, p. 27.
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However, for the assumed native vice of vagrancy, the 
settlers would take no blame. They failed to perceive that 
colonial population pressures were responsible for the 
Micmacs * increasingly fx^mdic llfwtyle. The c»nc^pt that 
t M  Micmac might, in the present or in the past, reside in 
anythii^ other than temporary casg>s did not accord with 
their ideas of the reckless life l«i by wandering "savages. " 
tocording to European interpretations of hunting and 
gathering societies, members of such groups wandered frœa 
place to place desf^ralaly searching for sustenance. The 
only difference. Nova S<x)tians believed, was that now the 
Miasac "wander frwa place to plat», and door to door, 
seeking alms."**
Vagrancy was considered to be a serious problem, as it 
was the major drawback in any attempt to civilize the 
Kicsac.** Any such endeawur would fail if the Indians were 
not permanently settled. This was necessary not only to 
make native people available for reformation; it was assumed 
that a settled existent» made uncivilized peoples more 
rational.
Contributing to the distorted image of a degraded 
people was the belief in the Mitsaac’s "Habits of precarious
“ LANSJ, 1848, App. 24, p. 119,
** Haliburton, p. 51.
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Dependence.*” This was supposed to to a result of their 
child-like nature. As children, native people were thought 
to raed guidante fr&s a more mature aiuS refined race.
Perley suggested that "They should at all tisms to treated 
as wards of the Sovereign who possess property - as orpharis 
who have j^culiar claims upon the instant care and 
attention of the Government. As such they were dependent 
on guardians, whether they were government officials or 
self-appointed refom^rs.
While the preveiling stereotype of the Micmac was based 
on an image of degeneracy, some comments in the literature 
suggest that characteristics of the Demonic Savage 
persisted. Haliburton states that "The Nova Scotia Indians 
had the character of being more savage and cruel than the 
other n a t i o n s . A s  we have seen these references to war­
like Micmacs in the past served to heighten the glory of the 
"solitary and peaceable settlers"” who had to overcome 
tretondous odds when they arrived in their new homeland.
But vestiges c " the cruel savage stereot^^e remained in the 
present as Mrs. Pheland notes in a letter to Walter Brœaley.
” LANSJ, 1800, p. 75.
” LANSJ, 1843, App. 49, p. 130.
” Halibur-Wn, p. 47. 
” Ibid., p. 45.
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Sï» points out that many are disposed to view the Indians as 
a *ra^ of Cannibals" and ct^oeents on the ladies who 
"express horror and aversion if an Indian happens to cross 
their path.
Few qualities of the Noble Savage remained in the 
prmlominant image of the degraded Indian, characterized by 
his idleness, drunkenness and vagrancy. Haliburton does 
acknowledge stme native virtues as do the humanitarians who 
took up the Indians* cause. Haliburton says that the native 
people are strong, couragrous, and, under the influence of 
Roman Catholic priests, honest. Although Indian childzen 
be(X^e independent at an earlier age than in "polished 
society, ” he states that they axe tenderly cared for when 
they are "feeble and helpless. " Moreover, native 
craftsmanship and woodsman skills are worthy of 
sfMiratlon.'* zt^antic ideas lingered, such as Mrs.
Phelan's belief thac the native people were descended from 
the lost tribes of Israel,^ but in general, the Noble 
Savage lived only in the literary imagination, and here he 
was always placed in the past.
While the majority of Nova Scotians, both liberal
Bromley, 1820, p. 27. 
Haliburton, pp. 49-51. 
” Bromley, 1820, p. 33.
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reformers and conservatives, cam» to share the same 
stereotypical image of the Miasec, there was little coaœon 
ground on the ways in which the Indian "problem" should be 
tackled. In theory, all agreed that the Indians should be 
civilized and concurred on the steps that had to be taken to 
acoasplish this formidable task. The difference of opinion 
revolved around the question of whether civilizing the 
Miczsac was realistic, or, on another level, whether it was 
worthwhile. The problem was complicated by the assumption 
that degraded people, like the Micmac, were difficult to 
"elevate."
Conservatives, comprising the establishment, the 
cx>lonial government, and the majority of the settlers, 
usually took the position that the task was hopeless. They 
assumed that the native people would e\wntually become 
extinct; therefore, there was no r^ed to be conœrnral about 
them, exempt for the occasional charitable handout to ease 
their present misery. Even these handouts were sometimes 
disputed:
There are those ..- who maintain that it is the 
destiny of the coloured races to be corrupted and 
destroyed by white people. According to such 
perscms, the efforts of philanthropy are putting 
off for a tin» the day of evil things.*®
Until this fateful day arrived, the Indians were to be
“ Anon., "The Indians", The Pearl. Nov. 2, 1838, 2(44), 
p. 350.
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allowed to carry on their traditional lifestyle, as well as 
they were able, as long as they did not interfere with the 
activities of the white settlers.
Humanitarian, middle-class reformers took a t^re 
positive approach. Bromley had introduced British 
humanitarian and self-help concerns to a largely indifferent 
colonial society in the 1810s, “ but it was not until the 
late 1820s that s«se resident Nova Scotians took up similar 
causes. The optimistic attitudes of the reformers were 
constantly opposed to the indifferent of most of the 
colonial population. Full of hope, they believed that it 
was possible to change both the character of the Kic 'c and 
their way of life.
The argument over whether it was possible to civilize 
aboriginal peoples rested on another tntroverslal question: 
were s o t  peoples naturally inferior? Even though it was 
agreed that the native people were close to the bottom of 
the ladWer of human and social development, conservatives 
tended to believe that this position was due to nature 
inferiority, while liberals put the blame on the environment 
and accidental circumstances. Neither religion, history, or
See Judith Fingard, "English Human!tarianism end the 
Colonial Mind: Walter Bromley in Nova %x»tia, 1813-25",
Canadian Hi8torical_Reyiew. 54{2), pp. 123-51 for a discussion 
of Brmmley.
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science endorsed the concept of natural inferiority, 
nevertheless, it seems to have been a commonly held 
perception, intellectual support was to be found in the 
work of the influential writer. Lord Karnes, who claimed that 
there were different ratæs of men, s^m of which were 
superior to others, k̂sreovar, he stated that there was no 
ht̂ pe for a degenerate nation "but to let the natives die 
out, and to recopie the country with tetter men."" Many 
Nova Scotians seem to have identified the Mlcmac as one of 
Karnes’ degraded, inferior races who should be allowed to 
become extinct-
The prevalence of the idea that the Mlcmac were 
incapable of becoming civilized and that their extinction 
was inevitable, even beneficial, is evident in the Nova 
Scotian literature, h particularly telling book is Anthony 
Lockwood’s A Brief Description of Nova Scotia." It can be 
assumed that Lockwood’s views reflect the opinion of many 
aalonists as it is these attitudes against which refonmrs 
constantly argue, but it is also an extreme view which, at 
least in Nova Scotia, rarely appears in the written record.
” Lord Karnes, p. 45 ate p. 415. Lord Karnes acknowledges 
that tte polygen 1st view that there are different races of men 
is t^ntroverslal. Ke expects opposition "from thtee who are 
biased against the new and ura»m®on." Ibid., p. 45.
” Anthfmy Lockwood, A Brief Pescription of Nova Scotia. 
(London: Printed for the autter G. Hayden, 1818). For 
Lockwood see Peter TivMias, Strangers from a Secret Land. 
(Toronto; University of Toronto Press, 1986), passim.
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Locki^xxS bluntly states that it is hoj»less to attempt to
civilise the aborigines as they are stupid, lazy, drunken
beggars. Even if given the opportunity, according to
lÆckwood, they cannot be improved. He believes that their
numbers have declined because many have left the province;
furthermore, it vKwld be better if all of them left;
... the Provide would be altogether relieved of 
a useless, idle, filthy race, whose disposition to 
ramble, and distaste of all social cmaforts and 
civilized life, will ever leave them in their 
present degraded state.**
Charity is a wasted effort as far as Lockwood is concerned:
... att^^ts made to improve their condition, 
have not only been abortive, but even productive 
of evil, lessening their little energy, and 
teaching them to expect by begging, what they 
oi^ht to obtain by ammson industry.”
"Even the infants, taken from their tribe, cannot be 
civilized," according to this author.”
Branley ackncwledged that Lockwood's views represented 
the "favourite opinion,"” but they were ones that he and 
other reformers, such as Howe, Gesi^r and Perley, strove to
” Lockwood, p. 8. Titus Smith also thought that many 
natives had left because saw so few on his tours of the 
province. Andrw* H. Clark, "Titus Smith, Jr. and the 
Geography of Nova Scotia in 1801 and 1802", Annals of the 
Association_of^American Geographers. 44(4), 1954, p. 313.
” Lockwood, p. 7.
” Ibid., p. 7.
” Bromley, 1820, p. 16. This publication is, in part, 
a response to Lockwood.
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refute.** Reformers also fought an uphill battle trying to
get the government to act on their proposals. Some
goverment reports suggest that cc^iittee members shared
Lockwood's critical, pessimistic attitude. A report from
1800 states tiiat a few younger natives might be helped but:
...their natural inveterate Habits of indolence, 
ai^ precarious Dependence, forbid the hope of their 
being either universally or suddenly reclait^d to 
a State of Industry and Civilization.”
Forty-four years later another cmmittee report struck the
aasm defeatist attitude:
If it were possible by such training and instruction 
to bring up <me or more to the age of maiüiood, 
capable of pointing out to his race the miseries 
likely to be entailed upon them in their present 
wretchwl state of degradation ... we might almost 
fondly anticipate that the reament still surviving 
... would, perhaps, possibly be rescued 
although past esperienc» almost shuts out and forbids 
such an opinion to be well entertained.
The attitudes reflected in these reports suggest that the
œlonial government found it easy to dismiss plans to help
*• All were, at different times, Indian Commissioners. 
Altlusugh M.H. Perley was Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 
New Brunswick, l have included him in my discussion for two 
reasons. First, he dealt with the Micrnwc in that province and 
se«md, as l^rley notes, information on Indian affairs was 
shared between the two provim%s. I have referred to Parley's 
1842 report sent to tlw Nova &x>tla L^islature for their 
information. See LANSJ, App. 49, pp. 126-31. For a 
discussion of the work of Nova Scotia's Indian Commissicmers 
see Helen Ralston, "Religion, public policy, and the education 
of Kicsac liwSians of Nova Scotia, 1605-1872", Revue Canadienne 
de Sociologie & Anthroooloole/Canadian Review of Sociology & 
18(4), 1981, pp. 470-97.
” LANSJ, 1800, p. 75.
" LANSJ, 1844, App. 69, p. 164.
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the Micawc as ho$»less efforts that would only waste public 
funds.
Undaunted by the negative attitude of the 
establishment, liberal humanitarians continued to indulge 
their passim for improvement. Injecting the idea that ecme 
ra^s ware naturally inferior to others, reformers argued 
that differences between races could be overcos» by altering 
the environment of the "lower" race. By this means 
aboriginal people could be gradually elevated, passing 
through the different developmental stages until they were 
ready to take their place in white society as successful 
farsærs and mechanics.
This sanguine expectation was grounded in Christian
doctrine, in the belief "that all the human race sprang frtxn
the r,aisB source."*^ At times, it was necessary to defend
this monogenist belief, as John Sparrow Thompson's address
to the Halifax f^zhanic * a Institute suggests. Th^ipson
argues that the universal desire of man to record his
history indicates that the himan fe^ily is descended from
one original stock. Mor«wver:
The passions and sympathies, the virtues and the 
vices of uncivilisW man, have been foum! nearly 
alike, in tribes greatly divided by space; and in 
the first steps towards refinement, nations have 
proc^Sed with little varlatimi, except that
41 Bromley, 1820, p. 3.
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prc^ut^ by accidental circusatanois.**
According to Christian values, the Mi<mK:, as human 
beings, should be equal to whites a W  capable of following 
in their footsteps, navertWless, refon^rs had constantly 
to TOnvince others of the natives' capabilities, 
intelligence and potential. Gesner argued that "The Indians 
display much skill aid ingenuity, and they are quits equal 
to the whites in natural understanding and ability."** 
t^ley claimed that "they possess all the higher attributes; 
their minds are strong; their imaginative powers are highly 
fertile ...."** With these attributes, humanitarians had no 
doubt but that the Micaac could be civilized. Gesner 
modestly clai^d that his "imperfect" efforts had reinforced 
his belief "that the Aborigines of Nova-Scotla may yet be 
brought into a state of civilization, and taught to enjoy 
all the blessir^s of t^dem society.”**
In spits of the disagxeesænt over «hether it was 
wrthwhile to spend tin» and money elevating the Micmac, the 
steps ttust would theoretically accomplish this were agreed 
upon. Consequently, the s a w  tMmes emerge throughout all
** Jchn S. Thompson, "History", lecture for Jtechanic's 
Institut», May 9, 1832. TNmpaon papers, PANS.
** LAf@J, 1848, App. 24, p. 120.
** LANSJ, 1843, App. 49, p. 128.
** LANSJ, 1848, App. 24, p. 114.
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of proposals to Improve lot of the Mlcmac: the 
Christian freed Protestant) religion, the acquisition of 
private property, agriculture, and education. For a few, 
the franchise was also an important part of the civilising 
process.
Inculcating the "true principles of Christianity"'* was 
a difficult project for Protestants Wcause the Mio^acs had 
already been converted to Rœnan Catholicism. Even so, 
according to Briley, the "glomm of superstition and 
Idolatry” had to be dispelled. Gesner, too, felt that the 
influence of the Catholics had not been beneficial: they had 
not made the natives "acquainted with the arts and industry 
of civilised life, ” nor had they improved their moral 
f^ndition or added to their comforts of life.** Although 
the Micmacs ' religion did not meet with the approbation of 
the Nova Scotia establishment, the native people clung to 
their adopted religion; it was msw part of their self­
definition, another part of their identity which marked them 
as non-English. As a rest*.lt, Protestant missionary efforts 
were not successful. Fortunately, most advocates of the 
native people agreed that conversion was not the essential 
first step to civilisation.
*• Bromley, 1815, p. 7.
*’ Ibid., p. 20.
*• LANSJ, 1848, App. 24, p. 118.
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Land and a settled existence were important.
Land, If it was to have the pro^r edifying effect, had to 
be privately o%nw3. To this end, Joseph Howe arranged to 
have some reserves divided into private lots of thirty acres 
to be allocated to heads of families. As with white 
settlers, if the land was not improved, the owner would lose 
his title and the land would be given "to others of R»re 
industrious habits."" This and other attempts to subdivide 
reserves ended in failure, due in part to native adherence 
to their traditional, cssmmunal land holding pattern.
By farming their own piece of private property, 
reformers believed that the Micmac would imbibe many 
virtues. Labour, as an article in The Pearl declares, "is 
heaven's great ordinance for human improvement,"*®
Confirming this view, Gesner notes that Indians who 
"cultivate land are regular in their habits and honorable in 
their dealing” while those who wander about are 
"depraved. An added beitsfit, especially pleasing to the 
establishomnt, %fas that self-sufficient native people would 
no longer r«]uire public aid.
** LANSJ, Joseph Howe, Report on Indian Affairs, 1843,
p. 7.
Orville, Rev., "The True Nobility of Labour", The 
Pearl. Jen. 13, 1838, 2(2), p. 13.
” LANSJ, 1848, App. 24, p. 119.
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Ttœ belief in the uplifting effects of a settled 
agricultural life was so entrenched that Bromley's 
philanthropic society refused to give supplies to those who 
would not settle. A gun was refused one young man because 
it would not contribute to the civilizing prt^ess, but would 
only allow him to pursue his "wild habits."** For Bromley, 
no exapromise was possible, although other supporters of the 
Micmac, such as Perley and Gesner, advised that the Indians 
be gradually weamd fron their savage life. They would 
allow some fishing and hunting until an agricultural way of 
life was established.**
Another tœnefit of settling the Mlcmac on farms was 
that they would be isolated from pernicious urban 
influences. It was generally accepted that native læoples’ 
immaturity and irregular habits made them es{^ially 
susceptible to contamination from the lower elements of 
European society. However, in rural areas, as Gesner 
expressed it, "Among the farmers in the country they are in 
little danger of being corrupted."** Indeed the farmers 
would serve as admirable models of virtue and industry. 
Protecting the Micmac from evil influences that degraded
Bromley, 1820, p. 29,
'* LANSJ. 1842, App. 49, p. 129 and 1848, App, 24, 
p. 123.
“ LANSJ, 1848, App. 24, pp. 123-24.
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Instead of elevated thes helped ensure their upward 
progress. Although philanthropists argu^ for isolation 
with the %mlfere of the native people in mind, for many 
settlers, isolated reserve simply served to place the 
Miasac out of sight and out of mind.
Many refon^rs placed great faith in the ability of
education to elevate the Mlcmac. Hope was centred on the
children as it was believed to be easier to alter their
malleable minds than those of their parents. As an 1844
Comiittee Report states:
...the only sure, effectual, and permanent mode 
to i^rov^ the conditions of the Indians, and 
render tiism fit ^  participate in and enjt^ the 
comforts of social life, can only be obtained by 
the education of their youth....”
Perley confidently predicted that the establishment of
schools for the native people would lead to «amplete
assimilation:
...they would lead to the perfect civilization of 
the rising generation of Indians, who, beli^ regularly 
trained aiu3 instructs from the earliest possible 
period, and associated with Schools with the Children 
of the Whites, would grow up with all the habits, 
thoughts and feelings, of the other Inhabitants of 
tî» Provin». They would, as a matter of course, 
leam to speak the English Language perfectly, and 
thus all distinction between the different races 
would be at an end.”
” LANSJ, 1844, App. 6, p. 164. 
” LANSJ, 1843, App. 49, p. 129.
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Although all humanitarians felt that education would
help to civilise the Mlcmac, only of couple of their
supporters suggested that the franchise could serve the same
purpose. At the tii%, owning laiuJ gave proprietors certain
privileges and duties, as well as status within the
community. After reserves were settled on the Micmac, it
had to be conc^ed that they were property owners, even if
the land was held in trust. Crawley, Indian Commissioner of
Cape Breton, Wlleved that the Micmaac, as owners of land,
should have the right to vote. Besides helping them to
protect their rights, the franchise would "implant in the
Indians themselves a feeling of self-respect, and a desire
for progress.”*’ Bovm, although opposed to universal
suffrage, also supported the Indians' right to vote. He
pleaded in the assembly:
...«dien I omet an Indian on the passage to the 
other sKjrld, I do not want him to tax tm with not 
only having robbed him of his broad lands, but 
of having wrested from him the privilege of 
voting.”
Reformers were convinced that if their proposals were 
put in place the Indians would eventually become civilized. 
Year after year, the same remedies weira suggested; most of 
these Initiatives failed due to lack of financial support, 
aiuS, it must be emphasized, the Hicmac's reluctance to
*’ LAîffiJ, 1849, App. 45, p. 200.
” Cited in J. Murray Beck, Joseph Howe. Vol. II. 
(Kingston, Ont.: KcGill-Qu^n's Press), ftnt. 77, p. 299.
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change their way of life.
It was easy for the government to defer, delay or deny 
proposals designed to aid the Mlcmac. Their failure to act 
reflected the attitudes of the majority of the colonial 
population towards the Indigenous people of the province.
It is difficult to Bs^rtain popular attitudes as they are 
rarely expressed in print, but tfmre is enough evidence to 
illustrate that attitudes ranged the full gamut fxtm 
contempt to admiration to pity.
Antipathy towards the Ml^ac is evident in a settler's 
ctssplaint that he and his neighbours did "not mean to have 
an Indian Town at [their] elbow."** Other settlers 
encroached on land grants to Indians knowing that there was 
little chance that officials would evict tt^s.*® Nor did 
settlers readily countenance having Indian children attend 
their local schools, as IWwe distovered wtmn some parents at 
Nappan responded negatively to the idea that Mlcmac children 
attend their school.*^ And in 1830 settlers in Wadmacook 
petitioned the Governor because the "Inhumane Feelings of
it Cited in Upton, p. 82.
" Ibid., pp. 87-88.
“ LANSJ, 1844, App. 50, cited in ÿkX;ee, 1974, p. 93.
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these {Bra Bore) irutlans" put them at risk.**
Hotraver, these seem like minor problems compared to the
racial incidents cited by Brc^ley. It should be kept in
mind that Bromley's stories are hearsay and that it suited
his purpose to paint as black a picture as possible. Doing
so magnified his difficulties, thus creating more syt^thy
among his spiritual and financial supporters. Nevertheless,
B^nes such as the following may ha\m occasionally taken
place. According to a friend of Brzmley's, some Indians at
Chsdebucto Bay were
...expelled in the most brutal manner...by the white 
l^ople, who entered their camps, defiled their women, 
abused and beat the men, and in fact conducted them­
selves in such a manner as to prevent the possibility 
of their remaining any longer."
Furthermore, Bromley claims that
...the peasantry of this country declare in the 
most uiuSisguis^ manner, that they thought it no 
greater sin to shoot an Indian than a Baar or a 
Carraboo( sic}. **
While it is difficult to ascertain tto truth of such
statements, they do reflect an attitude of disdain, as do
similar comments about shooting "black ducks." Haliburton
says that it is a "common expression among English soldiers.
** Joseph Uowe Papers, R ^ l  21, Petition to Sir Peregrine 
Maitland, Dec. 15, 1830. PANS.
** Bromley, 1820, p. 24.
M Bromley, 1815, p. 6.
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and aometimea Engliah hunters, who, when they had killed an 
Indian, made their bcHist of having killed a black duck.”**
Attitudes such as these may have been restricted to a 
mall minority of the population, but at the other and of 
the scale, another miwrity felt great c^mpaeeion for the 
native people. Included in this group are the public 
figures I have referred to, those who tried to a^mliorete 
the CTiuSitions in which the Mioaac were living. Evidence 
that a pc^ion of the colonial population supported t h m  
exists in two organ!cations, the Pictou Indian Civilization 
Society and the Nova Scotia Philanthropic Society of 
Halifax. The former was founded solely to assist the 
Mi^ac, the latter included the Micmac among those they 
hoped to help. Although neither of these societies actually 
acMmpliahed their goals vis-a-vis the Mlcmaac, their very 
existence indicates stcse « x w e m  and goodwill on the part of 
the Bwrnbers.
The Pictou Society was founded in 182S by a number of 
leadiiMJ citizens, inspired by their "feelings of sympathy 
[with].. .tlw destitute «mdition of the Indians, in this 
neighborhood, and their hopeless prospects for tlm future." 
Tt» task they set for tlmmselves was to help the Irulians by
" Haliburton, p. 46.
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«lœouraglr^ industry in agriculture and discouraging vice.** 
In spite of electing officers, laying out rules and payli^ 
fees, the society folded. Perhaps the task was too daunting 
or, as is sore likely, especially if assistance was linked 
to conversion, their solicitude was not well received by the 
HiCTiac.
Nor did the Nova Scotia Philanthropic Society, founded 
in 1834, have any impact on the life of the Micmac. This 
was the year in which the British humanitarian trovement 
achieved its goal of abolishing slavery and then turned its 
attention to ottor oppressed pwples in the colonies.*^
This surge of Interest in aboriginal peoples was partially 
responsible for the founding of the Nova Scotian society.
As their constitution stated, one of their aims was to tmlp 
the "remnant of the aborigines."** However, their otl%r 
goals of helplr^ their indigent white brethren and promoting 
fselit^B of patriotism se«B to have overridden the a»W)ers' 
concern for the welfare of the native people. As a result, 
their interest in the Micmac was limited to the role they 
could play in the development of regional self-definition.
“  Colonial Patriot. Mar. 14 1828, 1(15), p. 115. This 
association was connectW to the local Bible Society.
* For 10 years, b^inning in 1835, t W  British parliament 
flMuSe ex^nsive mx%uiries into tfm ^tuSition of aboriginal 
peoples in the colonies. Upton, p. 102.
*• D.C. Harvey, "Kova Scotia Philanthropic Society”, The 
l^ltousie Review. 1939, 19, p. 289.
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Th#lr roi#, as definad by white Nova Scotians, was to take 
pert in ceremonial evasions dressed in appropriate 
picturesque costumes.** Tt^ society dissolved in 1859, 
apparently havii^ done nothing to improve the lot of the 
Micmac.*®
î^vertheless, the hope that the Kova Scotia
Riilanthropic Society might do something to alleviate the
deplorable state of the Micmac inspired at least one
journalist to heights of guilt and self-recrimination. A
writer for The i^arl. responding to the Philanthropic
Society's call for information about the Micmac,*^ took up
their cause with ea^tional fervour. The colonists are,
after all, he points out, responsible for the present plight
of the native peoples:
Their possessions have b«mn intruded upon with­
out ^asif^. <hir most vicious propensities have 
been transferred to them without c!m^. AruS our 
diseases have been introduced amongst them with­
out correspoiwüng efforts at prevention or cure.
To ensure that the readers understand their guilt and the
need for action to remedy the situation, the reporter quotes
*’ One such celebratory occasion was Queen Victoria's 
marriage. Tta Nova Scotian. Halifax, May 7, 1840 quoted in 
Ruth Whitehead, T*w Old Man Told Us. (Halifax, M.S.; Nimbus, 
1991), pp. 216-17.
Harvey's article lauds the society’s achievements, 
none of which involviNS the Micmac. Harvey, 1939, passim.
^ This request may have been in response to the enquiries 
of the Colonial Office regarding aboriginal peoples.
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froŒ a Hritlah «ork, William Howitt's Colonization and
Chrlatlanltv:
...thera la and can be no evil like that Bwnmtroua 
and #arth-an(%:^»a#sing evil, which the Europeans 
have «^omitted against the Aborigines of every 
œuntry in whi^ tfwy have settled.... It is often 
said...that the sun never sets on the dominions of 
our youthful «jueen; but who dares to tell us the 
sore horrible truth, that it never sets on the 
Bcwtes of our injustit^ end oppression!
The writer for The Pearl was "glad to find Kova Srotians
alive to a sense of their imperious duty" and felt sure that
the noble goals of the Philanthropic Society would gain the
"good will and assistance of all classes of the
«xmunlty. However, there is no evidence that the
writer's enthusiasm led to any tangible benefits for the
object of his sympathy, the Micmac.
In between these two extremes of contempt and 
Rsspassion mixed with guilt, there is a middle road of 
apathy, indifference and lu^lect. Here the majority of Kova 
tootians w r e  probably to be found. Many undoubtedly felt 
some sympathy for the Micmac*s plight, but they accepted it 
as part of Destiny's plan. As the Rev. John Sprott wrote, 
"Rielr existence is incompatible with a state of 
civilisation,... The approach of the white man, and the 
march of improvement, have seal»: their <k)om." Sprott does 
admire "Nature's gentlmen, " but, like others of his time
' AiXHi., "The Indians", The Pearl, Ptov. 2, 1838, 2(44), 
pp. 350-31,
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and plaça, he felt that an inferior way of life was being 
replaced by one that wee vastly sugwrlor/'
%)va Swtlana were often puzsled that their "gift" of 
civilisation did iwt take hold among the Mlcmac. Indeed, it 
was often rejKted. The explanation had to lie in the 
character of the potential racipisnta, not in the values aruJ 
beliefs that were proffered. Therefore, the colonists need 
not feel guilty or responsible for the pitiable state of the 
Indiana. Haliburton admitted that there had been an immense 
decrease in the native population, but that they had m>t 
been ill treated or enslaved, "conseguwitly cruelty and ill 
usage so abhorrent to the nature of an Simlishman have had 
no share in their diminution. Some Nova Scotians sight 
occasionally feel a twinge of guilt, but they were consoled 
by t!m belief that a degraded people were fated to disappear 
before a more virtuous, industrious, and refined race.
*Wwre we s m  Nn# the image of the d4%raded Indian was at 
the root of colonial imilffezem^e, contributing to a lack of 
« M ^ e m  am! justifying the inaction of government. Having 
a m *  below the level of simple, but pure, hunters aixS
71 Sprott, p. 110.
* Haliburton, p. 45. The British deplored tlw Spanish 
usî je of aboriginal peoples in Central and South America. 
They contrasted it to what titey per^iiw! to be their own fair 
and just treatment of native pet^les.
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gather#, th# Micmm: had beco^ eo corrupted that force# of 
nature would *oon, mercifully, allow them to die out. Moat 
agreed that degenerate Indians were impossible to "elevate"; 
w l y  a minority optimistically believed that it was 
possible. Fewer still actcMi upon their beliefs. And in 
their attempts to help, reforamrs were hindered by the ideas 
they shared with their society; that the Mioitac were a 
d^yenerate, ruined people, and, to be saved, they had to 
take on tlmir conqueror*# way of life.
In retrospect we can see that the Micmac actually 
bejwfitted from colonial Indifference. If humanitarians had 
suœeesfully carried out their plans to settle the native 
people, to turn them into farwrs, to completely assimilate 




Seianca and t.<a "Savage"
Chapter IV
"Sclwtce aide.. tlm onward march of man"^
IHirlî  the latter half of the nineteenth ^ntury Nova 
SOTtlana «mtlnwed to regard tîm MIo u k : ae a people apart* 
However, a rapidly chai^ii^ world led to a new climate of 
opinion and a different juatification for the ieolation and 
Mglwrt of the imligenoue p%»ple.
During the 1850a, 60a and 70a, %?va Scotiana* world 
view began to take on a different parapet Ive. New idea a 
were introduce from Europe aiwS the United Statea with aofw 
engendering fwlinga of anxiety and others providing reaaona 
for optieiMi. In a «maervati^m society like Nova Scotia, 
tim moat troublir^ ideas vmrm ttm scientific concepts that 
threatened to undermine Quristian orthodoxy. Also 
unsettling were the social ami political ideas that attacked 
the foumlation of Nova Scotia's traditional, hierarchical 
society. But for those willing to incorporate new 
scientific (xmMpts into their belief iQretem, a rwiw, modem 
way of dealii^ with a changing world was at hand. Many
* Charles Fenerty, Essays on Progress (Halifax: J. b o m s , 
1866). p. 9.
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tl* challenge, as Isaac Chlpcan, a »k)va S^tian and
Isadlng m»ptist minister, reveals:
Onited with the most powerful energies of Christianity, 
sclera has raised the human mind frtmi a fearful 
depth of degradatl^; and we foresee that day as near, 
whan by their cooperation, united with Art, the Intel 
lectual and moral powers of man shall be mightily 
enlarged aiuS purified.*
This profound faith in science led to the acceptance of
ideas which sensed logical at the time, ideas which today’s
readers find irrational, incomprehensible and racijti.
The ideological shift that occurred in Victorian 
society can best be explained within the context of Thomas 
Kuhn’s theory of paradigms and scientific revolutions. 
According to Kuhn, when answers to problems are no longer 
satisfactory, new ones are sought out. Those that are most 
successful are tïworles that seem better than their 
«mpetltors; simply put, they provide better answers. These 
solutions b(^OB» paradigms and prevail as long as new 
pîmncmena can be mate to fit into them. Phencm»ena that do 
not fit are often not even seen, as scientists attempt to 
adapt their material to the prevailing paradigm. This 
continues until the paradi{ps can no longer incorporate 
inoonslstewies aiwi, amidst arguments, evasions, and debate
* Gwrge Rawlyk, "J.M. Crmap and W.C. Keiratead: the 
Response of Two Late Ni ne teenth-Century Baptist Sermons to 
Science” in Paul A. Bogaard, ad. Profiles _ of Sciehoe and
 In  Maritimes Prjgr %  W A ,  (AcadiensisPMsa/Moumt AlliKm University, 1990), p. 120.
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a new paradif^ emrgas to replace the old. According to 
Kuhn, these changes constitute scientifii revolutions.' 
Kuhn's tMory is intended to explain scientific change but 
it can be applied to a broader spectrum of thought. In this 
case, I am applying it to the Weltanschauung of the middle 
and late Victorian era. Kuhn's theory is especially 
appropriate in this regard as scientific explanations 
underlay many social and political ideas of the tisto. In 
particular, Kuhn's theory helps us to understand how ideas 
we now tonsider racist could have become so entrenched.
There is no question that the old scientific ideas and 
traditional religious certainties wore no longer able to 
explain the vastness of the Victorian world. There was a 
need for the wide diversity of humankind to be accepted and 
incorporated into a satisfying fraiMwork of belief.
Moreover, an ideology was wanted to reassure Europeans that 
their domination of other groups was in everyone's best 
interests. To be accepted, a new world view had to be 
^totionally, as well as intellectually, satisfyir^.
The Victorian era was ^rtainly a time when the need to 
understand indigenous peoples was more urgmt than it had 
been in the pas %  Within the iaœense boundaries of
* Thomas Kuhn, lfaa_S£iaffiture of Scientific Be\«?lutions. 
2%d W . , (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970).
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Britain's sc^nd aspire, ^ r s  and more of its citizens were 
brought into contact with colonized peoples, either 
directly, through govenvBent or business or Indirectly, 
through the print nædia. In order to govern these subject 
peoples, they had to be understood, to the extent that this 
was believed to be possible. Attention was focused on 
scientists: ^rhaps they could explain behaviour which 
seegmd irrational to n»st Westeners.
The new sciences held the key to this and almost every 
other dilemma. Paradoxically, science both broaden^ the 
gap between Western societies and indigenous peoples and, at 
the same time, brought them together. On the one hand, 
advamæs in scientific technology seemed to widen the 
distance between "civillz^" Europeans and "uncivilized" 
indigenous peoples. Victorians, enamoured with their 
"^mforts", equated the material goods acquired through 
tectinological advances with progress and civilization. On 
the other haiwS, t W  new sciences which focused on the study 
of man and society were bringing "savages" and Euro- 
Americans together by discovering common ancestors and a 
cæamxm history, in essense, science fostered a sense of 
interconnKtednass at th ̂ same time it confirmed differences 
between peoples and establish^ these differences in a rigid 
biological and social hierarchy.
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It is difficult to chose one particular date that 
signifies the time wheut new ideas changed attitudes towards 
native people. However, one eimnt that took place in 1651 
is Indicative of the new currents of opinion, that is the 
publication of Lewis f%)rgan's League of the Horde-no-nee or 
Iroouols. Previous acæounts of nati%m people had been, for 
the most part, re^rdm: within the context of the belief 
system discussed in Part I, with native people perceived as 
eitWr Noble or Demonic Savages.* Accordingly, travellers 
and missionaries r^^rded udiat caught their attention, 
usually strange or bizarre behaviour and odd customs. 
Colourful myths and legends also interested early 
chrwilclers, suggesting a taste for tfm «alourful and 
romantic. Pkargan, an American lawyer, was the first to look 
beyond these curious custc^s and romantic tales in order to 
examine the social and political structure of an aboriginal 
(Kïciety. Using tim methods of science, îtorgan subjected the 
information be gathered fr«B the Iroquois to a reasoned and 
systematic analysis. Not surprisingly, the order Morgan 
imposed on his data reflected tl^ belief systesœ of his 
time. But Morgan did simply adapt his data to 
conteaqxnrary ideas; his a-, juments based on emerging œncepts 
of progress and i^cial evoluti«i help^ to shape the rmv
* Paul Bohannan, intro, to Lewis Morgan, Houses and
B g q w L i f g   the A^œritan ̂ Aborigines. C1881; Ovicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1965), p. vi.
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world view,®
The new Weltanschauung that esmrged in mid-century and 
prevailed well into the t%mntieth «ntury had profound 
ioplicaticms for the native people. Just as it was 
necessary to analyse the «%sap<%wnts of ”civlllzation" in 
order to understand late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
century attitudes, so to is it useful to know what changing 
beliefs meant to Itova Sœtians of the last half of the 
nineteenth century. Only then can we understand Itovs 
Scotians' attitudes towards the Mlcmac. The concepts to be 
consider^ are: evolution. Social Darwinism, the «^mparati^ 
method, and race, precmied by an overview of the importance 
of science in the period. The only anti-materialistic, non- 
utilitarian teliefs remaining extant were those i^rtaining 
to traditional Christianity and romanticism. T!my warrant 
discussion since they still influenced attitudes towards the 
iiuiigenous peoples of Nova Scotia.
It should not be assumed that scientific concepts 
r ^ l a ^ ^  the value put on civilization. Instead, the 
emphasis on what it meant to be "civilized” shifted. 
Civilized behaviour, defined by Euro-AB»rleans, ranained the 
touchstoim by which all people *mre jwlgœi.
* Bohannan, intro, to Morgan, p. vli.
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1. Science
Tt» eewnd half of the nineteenth century saw the 
œœrganc» of biology, geology, «xsperative anatomy, 
paleontology, philology, anthropology, ethnology and 
archaeology as separate disciplines. It was discoveries in 
some of these fields that undermined lujt only the received 
tenets of religion, but also tl% traditional interpretation 
of the original state of man and of nature. Hypothetical, 
abstract theories no Icmger sensed satisfactory when seen in 
the light of new scientific evident. For instant, 
archaeological finds offered a vast and previously 
unimagined time s^le on which to trace man's history. 
Furthen^jre, information gatherW frraa tte far comers of 
colonial empires suggested that conj^tural models and 
Mosaic theology, both of which assumed the original unity of 
humankind, were inadequate to explain man's ui^oubted 
diversity. Even the wncept that man, everywhere, was 
guided by the light of reason was question^, for colcmial 
administrators, travellers, and explorers provided a great 
deal of informatim about institutions and custoow that were 
not explicable in utilitarian These custM» semned
to have some fuiKïtion sim» subjected peoples became upset 
when attempts were to alter or abolish them, but «diat
that purpose was, Europeans could not faOuxn.*
‘ Burrow, p. 170.
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A noM cosaralogy was needed to make sense of this 
changing world. Information gathered from previously unknown 
conwrs of the world and evldeiæe discovered in the 
geological and fossil Mcord M d  to be arranged, ordered and 
interpreted. Scientists stepped in with promises to 
diswver absolute eiuS universal natural laws to replace 
those they had confounded. The new sciences would discover 
tlm natural laws tdiich gtnremed man, society and the 
universe. These laws would be based on scientific methods 
and founded on physical evidence.
Burgeoning scientific fields of study influenœd each 
other, but the impetus for change was the study of geology. 
Enormously influential. Sir Charles Lyell’s Principles of 
Geology, published in 1630, provided the metlwds and theory 
that were later applied to the study of men and society. 
L^ll popularized the tt^nry of uniform!tarianism which 
postulate gradual change though a previously unioagii^ 
tlsw scale. Changes observable in the geological record 
were interpreted to be operating as universal laws in 
processes that %#ere slow, gradual and causally determined. 
Since these pro^sses were tmiversal, it was assumed that 
they wmld ^ntinue to act in the future as they had in the 
past.’'
’ Burrow, pp. 110-113.
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OttHir field# of study, including anthropology, borrowed 
from these principles and allied them to the study of 
humankind. It was speculated that man, too, had «Oanged 
gradually and slowly through eons of time. If man's 
development was causally determiimd, t W n  it would be 
p<»sible, tdïen the a^»ropriate data were collated and 
arranged, for scientists to t r a ^  man's development frcm his 
primitive origins to his present high state of civilisation. 
Theories of causality and uniformitarianism allo%wd students 
of man and society to link the past to the present, as imll 
as to priKlict the future.
2. Evolution
Darwin's On the Origin of Soecles. published in 1859, 
did not, as is coemtonly believed, sii^jlehandedly shatter 
orthodox Christian beliefs. The currents of tlun^ht evident 
in Darwin's theories of biological chai^je were apparent in 
earlier works such as Lyell's Prliœlples of Geoloov. Like 
Lyell, Darwin postulated that change through time had been 
uniform, wntinuous and slow. Biological life forms, 
includii^ humankind, bad avol^md through a process that was 
uiwhanging and would continue into Üie future.
TÎW aspect of Darwin's work that had the most profound 
influence on his con^aporaries was the idea that man shared
I
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kin#hlp with the animal#. For th# first tiaw man was placad 
fully in natuxm, with a dlract link to lower anii^ls.* Just 
as witrovaralal was Darwin’s theory of natural selection 
which proposed that in the struggle for asistence only the 
best adaptW survived. Animals and plants that %mre less 
wall suited to the environment failed to reproduce and 
eventually died out.*
Darwin's theory of evolution aiwied the moiwgenist- 
polyganist debate; multiple origins were no longer requited 
to esplain the diversity of man. Polygenists abandoned the 
great chain of being, a o^ncept that linked races together 
in a hierarchical system, with Europeans at the top and 
blacks at the bottom." This theory was held in some 
disdain because it distorted the Mosaic at^ount of creation. 
Now the theory of evolution could be applied to the social, 
cultural and biological development of man. In the process, 
Daivln's hypothesis was distorted, however, the final result 
was a BKsdam, scientific, socially a«*ptable theory in 
which races could continue to be ranked."
' Burrow, p. 114.
* Murray J. Leaf, mn._Mlnd and Science; A History of 
An^ufoooloov. (New York, N.Y.: Ck>lumbia University Press, 
1979), p. 99.
" Nancy Stepan, The Idea of Race in Sclem;#; Great 
Britain lflt^-196Q. (U*%don; Nacaailan, 1982), p. IS.
" J.B. Miller, p. 97.
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M*# idea of reawving God from creation frightened a<xm 
Chrietiane. Yet many were able to reconcile tîMir religioua 
beliefs with Darwin's t^potheses about man aruS nature; 
others rejeotW his ideas outright.
3. Social Darwinism
It was the challenge of the new social scientists -
ethiK>loglsts, anthropologists, and sociologists - to
construct theories of human de^lop^nt based on Darwin's
and Lyell *8 principlas and awthods. Their aim was to
disTOver laws which explaiiuKS human society, aiwS the
processes which had brought man to his present position of
ascendancy. As J.S. Mill put it;
The fuiwlaaental prxAlam: ... is to fii^ ttm laws 
aœording to whixA asvy state of society prodtM^s 
the state which succeeds it and takes its plac».
This opens t*m grwt and vexed questlcai of the 
progressiveness of man and society .,
Of all who addressed this problem, the most influential 
was Herbert Spencer. Speiwer devised a universal system, 
his "Synttwtic Philoso;Ay", whi<^ provided many Victorians 
with a satisfying interpretation of their wœrld. Using an 
organic analogy of gimwth and develc^ewit, he explainW how 
the emrth and everything on it hmi evolimd. The commoji 
principle was the development from the tuMsogeneous to the
" 3.S. Mill, A Svst«# of Logic. II. in marrow, p. 108.
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h#terog#neou9. Just as the earth evolv^ frc^ a nebular 
mass, just as semla grew into trees and embryos into animals 
ami humane, so did socistlea develop from the simple to the 
«amples." According to Spencer this evolutionary process 
was nature's law which causmS a»nkind and societies, through 
a p r o M M  of adaptation, to be«x% increasing differentiated 
and comples.
Darwin's theory of natural selmation became Spencer's 
"survival of the fittest". If humankind was allowed to 
follow the law of social evolution, the weaker elements, 
that is the lass differentiated, would be eliminated,
'Uieraby making room for the superior, more complex types to 
advance. The ultimate goal was perfection, but this could 
only be achieved if the natural profess of evolution was 
allo*md to follw its course. Competition and conflict 
play«S an ess«itial role in this proves. ^%rding to 
Spencer, conflict between imSlviduals, between classes, 
nations, and races was nature's way of heeding out inferior 
elements and bringing forth superior elements."
Sp«%oer's notiww of $Aat c«istitut«l cos^lex or
" Richard Kofstadter, Social Darwinism in American 
%ought. 2nd W . , (New York; George Sraziller, 1955), p. 37 
and Robert A. Nisbet, Social Change and History; AscKts of 
the Western Tîwxrv ot Develooment. (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1959), p. 124.
M Gossett, p. 12.
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lMt«rogan^uB aociftties and simple or fUTBtogeneoue societies 
were predicated on the values and beliefs of his Victorian 
world. Characteristics of an advanced society clearly 
eatchW his own, while he drew examples of lower, simpler 
societies from «lionised pet^les who were little understood 
by Europeans. Accxjrdii^ to Spentmr's universal systra, all 
contemporary societies aiuS t)wlr anta<%dent8 «luld be 
classifiW and placed in a chronological seguence which 
would reveal the development of Western civilisation.
In this grand schwte of evolutionary progress, 
similarities to earlier theories of conjectural history are 
evident. But now the system was no longer based on 
conjecture and hypotheses; it was derived from scientific 
mettods and universal law. L^ll a»S Darwin had proven that 
a uniform me{Aani«m of change acted in the universe; this 
sM^hanlMt #msured that the smse processes occurred in the 
past, the present and tlm future.'* As conceived by Spencer 
and hie conteaqporariee, a similar gradual, «mtinuous, 
natural, and dlMCtlonal pattern was evident in man's social 
and cultural development. As a result, every stage in tl» 
development of civilization could be sequentially placwi on 
this linMT (Mntinutm.
The wncept of social evolution became immensely
*• Nisbet, p. 184.
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popular, providing ui ideology which satiafiad w a t  Euro- 
Aaaricana Mil into t M  twantiath century. Spam^r 
Intagratad tha rapidly a«nuBulatif^, but imdioata, 
information about atranga, alian paoplaa; ha impoaad a 
pattam cm all aociatiaa, paat and praaant, which mada tham 
intalligibla an4 meaningful to his Victorian pw»ra. Buro- 
Amaricana ^ntld nort look at indigenous paoplaa aruS racogniaa 
in alaaanta of ttMir own wxmatry. This did not bring 
them any clcwar, but at least they could be explained and 
understood.
Victorians also found comfort in Spencer's Synthetic 
Philosophy because it gave a purpose and direction to the 
rapid social and ewiwmic changes which were transforming 
ttmir society. Not only did it provide an explanation of 
change, it also promised a better future.^* There was even 
hope for some simple societies ; for those not fat«l to 
disappear, tha direction of their progress was clearly laid 
out in the pattern of Western development. This optimistic 
outlook was an important factor in Social Darwinism becoming 
tha prevailing paradigm. It satisfied tha ne«) to believe 
in a continually improving society, while it also placated 
underlying anxieties and fears.
Anotl^r reason for the ready aoceptanM of the idea of
u ^fstader, p. 45.
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•oclal avoltttlon was that it validated the statue quo. It 
seemed self-evident to tfesteners that their aeoendamsy wee a 
result of tteir natural superiority." He%e, their success 
was eaplainm: and justified by the tîmory of social 
evolution which proffer^ that tlwir almost world-wide 
he^sony was due to their advan^d s t a ^  of evolution.
While these t*%ories of social developnmnt enhauwad 
British and heerlcan self-esteem by placing their societies 
at the top of an updatW ladder of progress, the position of
indigsfwus peoples, such as the MloMC, a)ntinued to be
denigrated, L ^ g  staruSing prejudl{*s towards native pi»ple 
now h«I a new validation with social evolutionary theories
<^)tinuing to place t N w  near the bottom of the
developmental ladder.
Further validation for the idea that native peoples 
were immature and child-like was at hand in the popular 
theory of recapitulation. This thmxcy, a refinement of 
Spencer's model of organic growth, was used to explain both 
the development of children and of indigenous people. The 
oon^pt stipulated that just as t W  embryo recapitulates tlwi 
stages of evolution, so the mind of the child r^apitulates 
the development of the tumian race from savagery to
1Î GosMtt, p. 140.
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civilization.The child must learn reason and self- 
restraint before he can iMcoee an independent adult. The 
parallel to indis^mnia people vas self-evident to the 
Victorians. Soient had onc^ again proven what Uw»y had 
always assumed: savages were like children, they could not 
^ntrol their passions, they had no sense of purpose and 
t N v  had volatile tmipers. ** The explanation for this 
childishness was that indigenous p^ples had become 
sidetracked in tha evolutionary process and were therefoxe 
in an arrested state of either childhood or adolescence.^ 
Again this was an old idea in new, modem, scientific dress.
Theories of social evolution and progress had other 
implications for the way native peoples were regarded.
Since the concept of linear develog«%nt assuawd continual 
improvisent, indigenous peoples continued to be identified 
with Hobbes' rude, wild savage. The Noble Savage all but 
disappeared with only a few roi»ntics la^nting his demise.
Tha Hobbesian savage continued to play his traditional 
role within the revised theory of man and society. He still 
represented the dark mirror image of everything that Euro- 
Anericans held dear, that is civilized behaviour, rational
' GMsett, p. 13. 
Todd, p. 89. 
Rofstader, p. 193.
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values, ^terial comforts, and love of family. Rationality, 
as Victorians defined it, was economically driven, 
utilitarian behaviour which inevitably led to self- 
ioqprovement. The »rollary was that tehaviour which seea»d 
to have no utility or purpose, which cons^iuently did not 
lead to advancement or impro^msœnt, was irrational end 
meaningless." Euro-Amerleans percei^md that there was 
little hope for people who had no interest in improving 
tl%ir condition. Furtîœrw^re, according to Social 
Darwinism, if outsiders interfered with the natural 
deralosHBent of the evolutionary process, indigenous people 
would be irreparably harmed. Native people were used to 
t^ing regarded with indifference, but now the apathy of the 
dcmslnant society was sanctioned by sciencæ.
Conservatives found in Social Darwinism another 
rational for diai^nmting the un^rtain future of many native 
peoples. The kwlief that they would eventually becase 
extinct was affirm^ by evolutionary tîœory. In the battle 
for survival, the fittest were fatW to overcome inferior 
races. It was unfortunate, but, most Euro-Amsricans 
believed, it was ne^ssary that inferior races disappear in 
order for strongs, s»re advanced nations to take their 
platæ and «mtinue t M  iimvltable improve^&nt of humankind. 
Extinction was the fate of any group which became
" Todd, pp. 88-89.
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sidetracked or arrested on the evolutionary path. Their own 
inherent flaws and weaknesses meant they would inevitably 
perish. Omswpfwtly, a large segment of the population 
believed that humanitarian gestures, although well- 
intentioned. were doomed to failure."
Not everyone approved of this deterministic point of 
view. For instance, liberal humanitarians accepted the 
{^ancepts of social evoluticm and progress, but not Senear's 
idea that tl% environment shaped and controlled man.
Instead, they believed that man had scmte measure of freedom 
as well as some «antrol over his environment. " They 
modifié other Social Darwinist ideas to accord with their 
optimistic outlook. They argued that, indeed, inferior 
peoples were in grave danger of extinction, but they could 
be saved if they got back on the right evolutionary track. 
The process, of cæurse, would have to take place naturally 
and slowly. All that humanitarians could do was to treat 
native people kindly, and encourima and protect them until 
they %mre ready to advance on tî»ir own. The environment 
was a crucial factor in the "advancement " of indigenous 
peoples and was one element over which those tryii^ to help 
had SCO» control.
” Haller, p. 207.
" Kofstader, p. 125.
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The idea that rapid and sudden evolutionary change was 
harmful to races that were not ready for it is a refinement 
of the degredatitxi tlwory which prevailed in the first half 
of the nineteenth century. Science had explained progress, 
now it explainW the Inexplicable: why contact with superior 
white ra(%s harmed indigenous people. The explanation that 
contact with tte inferior elssænts of Buro-Ai%rican society 
resulted in degradation had not been entirely satisfying, as 
the lower classes, ware in the final analysis, part of the 
dominant society. A new explanation was found in the 
evolutionary process. The Caucasian race had advam^d 
through its own innate abilities, its own consciousness and 
sense of purpose. The only way uncivilired races cxsuld 
ascend the ladder was by acquiring the same characteristics 
am) by evolving in a similar mani»r. Humanitarian efforts 
to assist indigenous peoples to advent were entirely 
aisplacmS for the civilized values and Whaviour they sought 
to teach wuld be l e a m W  through cmspulslon or imitation. 
Both metNads eight lead to superficial assimilation, but 
this *muld actually be harmful to tl% prople they were 
trying to help. Change had to be achieved through a natural 
process of self-development; it had to come from within tîw 
people t}^mselves. If advancement was imposed, the process 
would be artificial and would result in s»ral, physical and 
social degeneration.” Consequently, determinists believed
it Haller, pp. 143-144.
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that there were many races who could never progress because 
of their Inherent weaknesses.
Evolutionary theories justified what was already taking 
plSM*. Native j^oples were telng isolated, arguably for 
tfmlr own benefit. Isolation, it *ms argued, would protect 
them frcHa the unWalthy influences of white society and 
would allcnr then to "advance" through the essential gradual 
stages. Governments took a paternalistic approach, 
ostensibly tMating iemature native people kindly, while, at 
the same time, setting them on the right road to prt^ress.
3. C^paretii^ Method
A direct descendant of conjectural history, the 
«mparativB method has to be seen within the larger context 
of social develoiNsent and progress. Like its pr^ec^ssor, 
the comparative s»thod arrangé cultures in a series with 
t W  least advened at the bottom and the most advanced at 
the top. But the new scientific method produced a more 
systematic result. The standard of evaluation, as before, 
was civilisation as defined Western values. Usii^ these 
staiuiards, social scientists were able to arrange their data 
in a pattern which showed liimar progress from savagery to 
civilization. Moreover, evolution showed that pxogress was 
uniform through time and around the world. By romparing
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cont«i^porary societies at a particular stage to thoam fr&i 
the ^ s t  at a similar stage, it was possible to reconstruct 
the sequence of cultures which resulted in modern 
civilisât
Civilisation was dividW into stages as the conjectural 
historians had doim, but the stages were more clearly 
defined. In this area, Lewis Organ’s work was influential. 
He divide what he termed ethnical periods, or stages of 
culture, into three subperiods. Thus, the stages of 
savagery and barbarity were separated into older, middle and 
later stages. Each stage was define by "some important 
invention or discovery which materially influenced human 
progress, and inaugurated an iiqooved condition.
According to Morgan's cat^priration, most Itorth Ao»rican 
imSians had advanced to the later stage of savagery as they 
had aojuir»! t W  bow aiwl arrow. % e  acquisititm of further 
"arts of life" were necessary if they were to progress any 
further.*’
It was as representatives of a people at the lowest
** Nisbet, p. 192
^ Bohimnan, intro, to Morgan, p. xxv.
Xi Morgwi, p. 42. See Brian «. Dippie, The Vanishing 
Awerican: White Attitudes and U.S. Indian £olicv. (Middleton, 
Omn. : Wesleyan (ftiiversity Press, 1982), pp. 103-06 for a 
discussion of Morgan and evolutionary progress.
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stage of evolutionary development that scientists, such as 
Lewis Morgan, becaiM interested in native people. By 
studyii^ aboriginal people, scientists, both piofessional 
and amateur, believed that they were examining people who 
w e M  at the saim stage as their own, recently discovered, 
palaeolithic an^store. %mseguently, by studying native 
P ^ p l e  who had preserved the earlier stages of human 
development, Westeners could learn about their own pre­
history. T*my could learn, among other things, how 
civilization progressed, how institutions evolved, and why 
soam societies stagnatW. There was audh to learn frcm 
native groups, but little tii% to do it, as it was still 
assuimd that they would soon beccsse extinct. Time was of 
the essence as anthropologists undertook what came to be 
known as salvage anthropology.
4. Ra^
Attempts to define and classify different races became 
an obsession of the era. Scientists attempted to define and 
categorize racial differences with the goal of arranging 
races on a liiwar scale. Eventually, they twped to place 
all of humankind in a fraamwork based on theories of 
evolutionary development. While this research r ^ % g n i z W  
the wide diversity of humankind, as always, Westensrs vrara 
givw$ the pre-^*inent pcmiti^.
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This task was undertaken by specialists in the new 
fields of anthropology end ethnology, both of which focused 
the study of man and his culture. Classifying races by 
ttMir physical différeras tourne the smjor interest of 
physical anthropologists. The goal of finding pure rar^, 
b^ame, acwrding to Todd, their "Holy Grail.”" Criteria 
for (tercribing and defining racial differeiu^s were sought, 
with cranial eeasures^nts, human pigmentation, and hair 
c»lour becoming the most widely used.
The use of crania to determine racial types was not 
new. Skulls were obvious markers of race as they were 
readily available, provide a smasurable unit of comparison, 
and contained the brain, an organ ^rrelated with 
intelligence. Early in the nineteenth century, some 
scientists had used crania to classify different races and 
phrenologists had used tlusB %  illustrate the relationship 
betwMn the wntours of the skull and mental and moral 
char^teristics. ”
Johann Friedrich Blumenbach, a famous ctmparative
" Todd, p. 314.
** The "Kience" of phmtology becam# very popular in t*m 
first half of the century, eventually degei^ating into a 
parlour game. In spite of its frivolous nature, phrenology 
was influential in that it spread t W  idea that physical 
characteristics rauld be equated «rith intellTOtual abilities 
a W  moral qualities. St«̂ >en, p. 25.
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anatOKist activa in tim early nineteenth century, devised a
syetttB of rat» classification using cranial measurements as
his criteria. It is of interest to note that his r^ial
ttuiories were initially not widely aœepted as the climate
of opinion was not ready for the idea that there were
different ratms of wn. ln*#W, a series of articles called
"The History of Han" which appear»: in The Bee in 1838,
suggests that Blumenbach's arguments were rejected at that
tis» with the same arguments that would be used in the early
twentieth œntury to challenge similar systems of racial
classification. The author of "The History of Kan" respomSs
to Blumenbach* s claim Üiat there are five varieties of man:
But ti» truth is, that this and all other divisions 
are perfectly arbitrary, and we &>ubt much tdiether 
tl»y stwuld be received. The differei^s so 
established depe»3 primsipally on the different 
configurations of the skull; but the truth is, that 
there is almost as much differeiwe between the skull 
of an Irishamn and that of a Scotchman, as there is 
between the skull of a Circassian and that of a 
KoiHlolian; nay, not only in t*m same country, and 
Mong the same inhabitants, but even in the same 
families, the most remarkable differences, in the 
form of the head ... are observable; yet we do not 
dream of classifying them into any definite order of 
varieties.
furthermore, the author argues, Blu^nbech*s 
"...observations w r e . .. fotmded on individual skulls, which 
can never be reli»l on as representii^ correctly those of 
the bulk of any nation.” A final argument attacks 
Blumenbach’8 five varieties, why fi%m, the author argues, 
when it is possible to make fifty or a hundred with a little
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ingenuity.** Similar argumenta, includit^ the infinite 
variationa in ekull shape, and arbitrary racial division# 
were uswl by Prms Boas in 1912 to counter the by tfwn 
entrencMd study of oraniology." %  tween the criticism of 
tfmse two sceptics, a period of over seventy years, the 
fmmdaticm that Blumenbach had built wntlnued to grow.
Using crania, scientists built «xsples and elaborate systems 
of racial divisitms, tï»ir research «mtributing to tt» 
prevallir# racist paradigm.
TIM appeal of skulls was simply overwhelming, as was 
tlM temqptation to fit thmm into evolutionary patterns. 
Moiwver, there was a new diaiansion to the study of crania 
not available to earlier scientists. The discovery of 
fossil skulls gave Victorian scientists the means to compare 
«ntemporary ra<MS to those of Stone Age peoples.
Scientists arrai^ed tiM ancient skulls in a liiMsr w p w u M ,  
corrélatif^ them to a similar pattern of wntemporery 
"primitive" skulls.
Physical characteristics of crania were used to gauge 
both mental and moral qualities, the assumptitm being that
“ "Hie History of MankiM", The B w . Juim 24, 1835, 1(5), 
p. 37.
** Stepan, p. 104. For a summary oi Boas and his influent 
M  BrucM G. Trigger, Sativee and Kewcassers. (Kingston & 
Montreal: McKïill-Qumm's %%ivarsity Press, 1985), pp. 112-14.
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c m  #»plainml th« other. The diaeneione and shape of the 
skull aiul ttM else of the brain %mre measurW using precise 
^iterla. Dne method used to determine intelligence was 
measuring cranial capacity. Another widely used 
classifleatory gauge was the cephalic index. This n»thod 
InvolvW "divldi^ ttui length of the skull into the breadth 
and multiplyii^) the quotient by 100 to eliminate decimals”.
A I w g  skull was callW dollcî«>Mphalic and a round cme, 
brachyt»|d»lic. These skull shapes, including an 
intermediate mesocephalic type, imre used to define racial 
varieties. Awtlwr classification technique was the 
measunmmnt of facial angles. The ideal angle, based on 
Greek statues, was 100*. A facial angle of 60* to 70* 
indicated a sl<^ing foiehead, assuming a close association 
with apes aiwS low intelligent. The terms used for facial 
angles «mre, respectively, prognatlwus and orthognatîMus. "
A toplex system, indeed.
Such osncepts were mst limited to the scientific 
community; they became widespread and popular. By the end 
of the nineteenth century thm skull had betme the arbiter 
of racial tWory.** This Kientifie rssean^ l«l to the 
widely bald belief that luiean physiology, esp#:ially tlm 
skull, reflect! intellectual aiuS moral characteristics of
** Gossett, pp. 69-76. 
” Stepan, p. xviii.
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imlivlduals and of races. Craniometry did (Mre than 
astabliah hierarchies of physically different races; it also 
offerW a scientific esplanatimi of t*m inability of some 
races to evolve. Spencer and soaw of his followers believed 
that inferior r«»s were seall-brain^. Ttm study of brain 
weight and convolutions esplained why these races would 
nanmr evolve any further than their current «mdition. They 
were outside the process of evolution and would never be 
able to progress.*^
tim work of physical anthropologists had a profound 
eff^t on attitudes towards the native people. Science was 
"provir^”, what m ^ y  had always believed, that the "lowr" 
rac^s were, indMKi, inferior; moreover, this inferiority was 
reflected in their physical appearar^. This new attitude 
is apparent in Nova Scotia in 1862 when a traveller 
cc«Bent«S on t M  "(te^^nerate* Micawc "squaws and children" 
he observé: "the low foreheads denote a lack of that higher 
order of in^llact which desi^pwKtes the superior miiu!."**
If temperament and intelligei^ ware inborn, then there was 
little chance that these characteristics could be changed. 
The physical appear ana# of savages confirmed that they were 
stuck in an evolutionary backwater, with almost no chance of
** teller, p. 137.
” AMrew L, Spcdon, S«felt8 , ttWL(Montreal: Lovell, 1863), p. 133.
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•«caps. Per thmm «volution was at an #nO.
Aaot^jst tïHi aoat a a t m n  of th# racial th#ori#« which 
dav#lop#Kl in th# nirwtsanth c«ntury was tha ^ i ^ p t  of th# 
Aryan or Tautonic raca, a ra*% which was suppoasd to have 
b ^ n  tha carrier of all civilised traits. This race was 
inventive, adaptable, empanslve, the only one able to live 
in any climate aruS tlm wily one suited for democracy. An 
Ai^lo-Saamn/Celtic variant moat influencé Nova S^tiens.
Per Nova Scotians, connected politically, et^nomically and 
socially with Great Britain it seemed self-evident that 
Britain's dominant position in the writ? was a result of its 
citisens* inherent abilities and intelligence. It was 
Britain's destiny to rule much of the known world, in this 
circular argument Britain's success prowtd its superiority.
The idea that the abilities and talents of this 
privileged race also entailed responsibilities was 
widespread. It was tfw duty of civilised people to govern 
those less fortunate than themselves. Each race was 
governed according to the stage of evolution that they had 
reached, one prwtical reas{m tl»t racial definitions were 
needM. Host subject proples, it was believed, were i»t 
ready for liberty and required a paternalistic government. 
This was the "white man's burdwi", the daunting, but 
inescapable challenge facing wpire builders.
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5. Christian Vlaws
By tha lattar 6^«:a# of tha ninataanth cantury, 
thaorlas of social avolutlon, prograas and Inharitad racial 
différâmes war# taken for granted. T*ey «rare tha assantlal 
cemqponants of tha way Buro-tetaricans parcaived their world, 
but tha Bc^ptame of tha tew ideology was not without 
variability. While some accepted a Mxnpletaly materialistic 
and scientific interpretation of tha cosmos which the new 
beliefs implied, many more adharmS to traditional religious 
views.
Moat Christians had m) problem recoteillng concepts of 
r a ^  and progress into their belief systme, but evolutionary 
theory was another matter, gimlutlon eliminated the role of 
tha Creator and made man an integral part of nature, 
ofmcepts too blas^mmous for many Christians to accept. 
However, Christians had little trouble with the idea that 
ra^e were unequal because of the stage of developwnt they 
had reached. The «mcept of the brothertwxxS of man had 
almost always, in practi», incorporated the idea that some 
grmips were more advanwd than others.
Polygenism was no Itmger necessary, so the quarrel 
between it and monogenims disappeared, to be replacW by 
debates about evolutitwi and Mosaic czeation. William
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Dawson, a prominent Nova S<»tlan, became the leading 
scientific opponwt of Darwin's ideas. In several books, he 
showed W w  It was possible to reconcile sKxSern scientific 
knowledge with traditional belief in the Divine origin of 
humankind. But his wrks also Illustrate that those who 
believed in the brotherhood of man did not ne^ssarlly 
believe that different races were equal In ability."
Christlxmlty also influencé the dessinant society's 
sense of duty. Christians' sense of mission, their desire 
to "save" savages in every part of the world paralleled and 
sonmtliMs exceeded the imperialistic drive of politicians 
and businessmen. Itereovsr, Christianity reinforced the 
self-righteousness of Euro-Americans. They believed that 
God had ordained that mankind should control the material 
world and if the white races were most successfully 
followii^ his Divine plan, it folioté that He favoured 
tlwm, that they were his chosen people. Some Britons and 
tt^ir d#Kem$ants in America took this idea so literally 
that they fostered the belief that they were the true 
descstHSants of the ten tribes of Israel.*^
“ For example see J.Wiiliaa aiwson. The Qrioio of the 
World. Accordino to^avelation ai^Science. {Montreal: Dawson 
Brothers, 1877J.
^ Rev. James Christie, ed., Anolo-Saxon Ensign. V. 1, 
%». 1, Aug 1, 1880 (Truro, Nova Scotia: Joto Ross). The 
frontispice of this Journal states that it is "Devoted to 
the Identification of t M  British Nation with the Lost 10 
Tribes of Israel aruS Kindred Subjects”.
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6. Rmanticism
ZnduBtriaXlzBtion and urbanization drove romantics, at 
least SH)taphorically, to find solace in solitary, pure 
nature, far from the contaminating influence of man. The 
image of the African native had once been part of this 
vision, but by the latter half of tlm nineteenth century, it 
was believed that most Indians had beetle tainted by the 
evils of Western civilization. As such, they were no longer 
viable symbols of virtue and innocents, ex<^pt when placed 
in the past. Here, they continued to represent the ideal 
relationship between man and nature.
Writers continued to find images of nostalgia, death 
and disintegration in the anticipated extim;tion of the 
native peoples. Their passing served as a memento mori, a 
remiiuier that all things must pass. As heroic figures in 
the past they represented a tis» when men lived in peace and 
harrony with his environnait. Writers also usm) 
Btereoiyplcal Indians characters to provide atmosphere in 
adventure stories or historical fiction. Indian myths, 
legeiuSs and place-nsBms provided a sense of colour and drama 
to landscapes, which to Euro-Americans, ware devoid of 
associaticn.
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A shift in idsology does not necessarily mean tfmt the 
way aboriginal people were regarded and treated dhanged to 
any great extent. Rather, new ideologies offered a new 
justification for a social structure which taantinued to 
favour MTtain races and classes and oppress others. Old 
ideas, the need for hierarchy and order, the essential unity 
of man, conjectural history, the influence of the 
environment, all had served the interests of Euro-Americans. 
A shift in ideology also advanced their cause, but the new 
justificatitxi for oppressing subject races was, in their 
eyes, more authoritative. Western superiority was now 
validated by scientific theories which proved that their 
high status and position was just.
Scientists whose work on race was responsible for 
changing attitudes were not consciously racist. Nor did 
they lead public opinion on the question of race." Their 
role was to organize masses of new and puzzling data, 
thereby giving order to potential chaos. However, it cannot 
be denied that the consequence of their research was a 
racist paradigm that was used to legitimate the status quo.
A further consequence was the belief, frequently put into 
practice, that inferior races could be justifiably n^lectsd 
as they were fated for extinction.
}( St^en, p. X.
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Solemn had an profound impact on late nineteenth 
«mtury ttought. By "proving" that ratæs vmre separate and 
discrete according to their place on the evolutionary 
ladder, scientists challenged the Christian incept of the 
unity of man. Progress, too, in the early part of the 
nineteenth ^ntury had been assumed by reformers and 
philanthropists to include the less advanced races. Now, 
social scientists equated progress with Social Darwinism. 
This msant a harsh fate for tNasa, like the native people, 
who were m>t "fit".
By the w>d of the nineteenth t^ntury, a racist 
paradigm, fostered by science, was so pervasive that few 
escaped its influent. History was interpreted from a 
racist point of view, literature extolled the virtues of the 
blond Nordic type, afW legislation was enacted based on the 
assua^tion of t)% inferiority of particular races.
Scientists upheld the belief in biological and racial 
determinants, rejectii% cultural a W  environs%ntal 
influents. It was not until the early twentieth century 
that paradigms based on racial con^pts began to be 




Most literate Nova Scotians were interested in at least 
some aspwte of tïm scientific debates current in their 
mjclaty. Many were familiar with tIm gmblicetions of 
TOientists whose work influeimed tlm debate, irarks by famous 
Ksientists and social scientists such as Louis Agassiz, 
Samuel O. Morton, Josiah G. Mott and G.R. Glidden, Herbert 
Spencer and, of course, Darwin.'
By 1862 the interest in science had reardwl the point 
that local scientists, both amateur and professional, felt 
the need for an organization as a focus for their 
enthusiasm. The Nova Scotia Institute of Natural Science 
was tha result.' At meetiiHjs members read pa{«rs and 
subseguently publishW thma in the Institutes* Transactions
' J.B* Gilpen, "%n t M  Stime hgo of Nova Scotia", Nova
Swtia Institute of Nature Science. Transactions sod
PMX^ediiws. 3, 1871-74, p. 225.
' Morton, Agassiz, Nott and Gliddcui influenced the 
development of race sclent. Their studies provided a base 
for polygenlst tlmories as Oiey argumS that different rs^s 
were distinct and had serrate origins. Curtis M. Kinsley, 
Jr., Savaoes ami Scientists. (Washington, D C. : Smithsonian 
Institution Press, 1981), pp. 27-28.
* D.C. Harvey says that tite îknra Scotia Institute of 
Natural Science grew out of a Literary am) Scientific Social 
foui^^ in 1859. "The Age of Faith in f̂ sva Scotia", Roval 
Society of Canada. Trans. Series III, 15, Sect. II, 1946, p. 
14.
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and Proc^adlRQ». Topics were wide ranging, reflecting tlw 
ncm-specialiet interests of the participants. They ware 
also up to date. Indicating a fmniliarity with «mteaporary 
topics, such as evolution, craniology and Social Darwinism.
Although xK)t the major interest of ambers, a few 
papers dealt, directly or ii^rectly, with aboriginal 
j^ople. The vantent and motivations of these papers varied, 
but all reflected the need to discover and record 
information about ttm Micmac before they broame extimst. 
There was an awareness that little was known about the 
aboriginal pe*^le of Move Scx>tia and that what was known had 
m>t been acquired acsærding to scientific methods. Anoth^ 
contributing factor was the desire to keep up with the 
archaeological and anthropological work being done elsewhe]% 
in American and in Europe. In 1888 Rev. Patterson pointed 
out tlm drawbacks of investigative research in Kova Scotia. 
Me pointed out that Note S^tia had caves or lake 
<htfellit̂ 8 as had recently been di^^vered in Europe; 
nevertheless, there were sufficient resources to discoter 
the history of the "primitive state of society found among 
us."*
* %v. George Pattereca, "The Stww ^ e  in Itova Scotia, 
as Illustrated ^  a Collection of Relics Presented to 
Dalhousie College”, Nova Scotia Institute of Natural Science. Trunaaetlewa 3, 1888-1889, p. 231.
13?
Nova Scotian gentlemen scholars contributed to the 
fti^ansion of knowledge by giving papers on conta^>orsry 
topics such as archaeology, oraniamtry, philology, 
prehistory and evolution. Sosm publications were 
speculative, but others were based on research and the 
Mllection and analysis of artifacts.* They also continued 
the old debate betw^n ssornsgenism and polygenism, 
buttressing their arguments with new scientific data.
More than Just abstract intellectual debates are 
represented in this scientific literature. The ideas 
expressed and argued were those that gradually came to 
influence Nova Scotians <dianging attitudes toward the 
Micmac. The idea that the Micswc were equivalent to Kova 
Scotians* European ancestors when they were at the same 
stage of dévalorisent made them a new focus of scientific 
curiosity. However, for nasny Kova Scotians, this interest 
was limited, as distant stone age ancestors and savage 
Ziulians were equally far remove from "civilized" Euro- 
Ai^ricans. Tha ideas that had a greater impact on relations 
bettmm tIm two peoples were those relating to social
' Tlu%e articles which suggest serious artdtaeological 
i4Westigatlon, but are not discussed, are Henry Piers, 
"Aboriginal {grains of Nova Swtia", Nova Scotia Institute of 
Natural SciefKes. Proc. am! Trai».. 7, Part III, 1838-89, pp. 
276-90, "Relics of the Stmrn Age in Kova Scotia", %iva Swtia 
Institue of Science. 9, 1894-98, pp. 26-58, and G. Patterson, 
"Antiquities of Nova Scotia”, Smithsonian Institute. Annual 
fteoort. 1831, (Wwhingtmi: Government Printing Of fie», 1883).
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Danrlniaai, Th# theory of aoclftl evolution and the concept 
of biological determinlms were widely ad<^sd, along with 
the belief that pl^ical characteristics reflected a race's 
mental am! moral gualities. Gradually, the idea that native 
pef^le had bef^me degraded through their imaknessee and 
inability to withstand twrnptations was transformed into the 
belief that degradation was genetic, predetermined, 
irreversible, and recognizable in the body's structure.
Thera new beliefs about aboriginal people did not 
(xxaplately nullify old ones. KcxSem scientific ideas 
incorporated many old concepts, giving them a new 
authenticity. The result was a paradigm idiich provided a 
modified rationalization for neglect and paternalism. A 
change in idralogy raant little to the Miosacs as their 
llN^s were not alters, but from the point of view of the 
dominant society, the new cowepts would have bran very 
satisfying. Now Nova Scotians' belief system, their 
attitudes ami their actions, were justified by the 
author!tatira evidemie of science.
A few Nova Scotians contributed to literature linking 
the North American Indian to thm recratly disravered 
palaralithic man in Europe. The usual proradure was to 
rampare the two praples in such as way as to reraal tl% 
brutal character of oarly man as he was both in the strae
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ag# Bsvi In tha haw %)rld. Awordlng to this Interpretation, 
i»n began as Hobbea* fearful aavage, and then progreaaed 
aœordlng to the linear development of Social Darwinism. 
Owaaionally, a scientiat reversed the process, assuming a 
fall fr«n an original state of grace. In this case, "stone 
men" anû aboriginal people ware proven to be pure and noble 
creatures, at least in their original state before 
depredation took place.
The latter was the argument advocated by 3. William 
Dawson, one of Kova Scotia's most illustrious sons.*
Dawson, a highly respected geologist and educator, 
«uleavoured to re^mcile religion a M  science by combining 
the Mosaic amount of creatiw with up to date 
withxopological and archaeological information.^ Dawson 
argued that primitive man, in particular the indigenous 
proples of %)Tth Americans, shared the same impulses, the 
same intellectual abilities, and the same skills as 
Smcpeans* palaeolithic ancestors. To support his arguwnt, 
he provides illustrations of artifacts that signify that the
* For more on Da*wm see Susan Slmets-P^^nson, "Sir 
William Dawson: the Kova S«»tia Roots of a Geologist's
Worldvim* in Profiles of Science and Society in the Maritimes 
prior to 1914 ed. by Paul A. Bogsaz^ (Mount Allison 
thtiversity: Acsdisnsis Press), pp. 83-99.
 ̂ See J. William Bawwrn, The Origin of tIm World...; 
Nature and the Bible. {Hmi York: Ihsbert Carter, 1875) and 
Fossil Men and their Modem Representatives. (Montreal: 
IMnrson, 1880).
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”handl«K>rk of th# red man ... 1# of «imllar charactor to 
that of p:^-hiatoric man in Europe."* In phyalcal 
appearand too^ Da%wm found aimllaritiaa between rude 
hunting tribes like the Nicmac and recmntly discovered Cro- 
Magnon man. He concluded that "the God and the demon were 
combimw: in these rsMs. but tNure was nothing of the smre 
brute. "*
This inclusion might lead one to assume that Damon 
held a higher opinion of natim people than in fact, 
did. Damon did not escape the prevailing paradigm which 
ranked races fran the Icn^mt to the highest. Dawson'a 
insistent on the original goodi^ss and innate capability of 
native pécules rested on his belief in the Biblical version 
of creation. It was simply incompatible with this belief 
that man's progenitors «@uld have been cruel, inhuman 
ïmttes, as Social Darwinists were making them out to be. 
Instead, Dawson argued, present day savages, such as the 
indigeiUHis peoples of North Series, had tecome degra*^ 
after the fall of Eden. A hard and difficult life had 
reduced him to savagary, but his "...earlier state was the 
beat, ... t» had been a good and iu)ble creature before he 
bewame a savage.
* Dawson, 1880, p. 16.
* Ibid., p. 198.
“ Ibid., p. 202.
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Throughout Dawvon'a %## cmi mem how thom who
ttdvocatod th# unity of humankind shar#d th# mam# teliofs a# 
thorn# who b#li#v#d in distinct rac»#. Whathar tt» Hia^c 
war# savagas naar th# bottom of tha mmlutionary meal# or 
•avagaa who had sunk into this condition from an aarliar, 
m^la St at# mad# little diffaranca to th# way they war# 
regarded. In both thair character aiul their physique, the 
Mioaac came to be defined by their biological inheritance.
Ihara was considerable interest in physical
anthropology and craniometry in Nova Scotia, and it is in
thast̂  fields that several contradictions appear in Dawson's
work. He rejected ttw idea that races could be
distinguished by different skull forms, however, they (%uld
be used to measure low amS high culture in Individuals and
societies. Moreover, he conceded that if enough skulls were
available t*m ge^ral character of a rmce cmild be
determined.** His criteria were those accepted at the time:
...the small :^velc^pment of th# frontal and 
superior r^icms of t W  skull, aiwl the large size 
of the jaws and facial bones, are marks of low type.
... long heads with low frontal region generally 
belong to the lowest race; short and broad heads 
often to an intermediate stage of cultun; and 
regular oval heads to the highest type."
Dawson drew on th# work of Dr. Daniel Wilson of the
“ Ibid., p. 180
" Ibid., p. 180.
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Univarslty of Toronto who mtudiod th# skulls of Ik>rth 
American Indians. Algo»3uin tribas. Wilson had e^ncludsd. 
are Iwg-headed. Datf^i atæeptad this classification 
modified by his assumption that hsad-shapos changed through 
t W  process of degradation. As he atatWi ”... civilised 
peoples had more delicate and refinwS forms of face and iiead 
than tl» ruder tribes.”'*
Unlike Dr. Wilson. Nova Sc»tians did not appear to have 
Bwess to the skulls of natiiw p«^le. so their 
participation in this field of research was limited.
However, one such endeavour took place in the 1690s when 
W.H. Rrest presented the evidem» of his craniœ»tric study 
of two Beothuk skulls to ttm owabers of the Nova Scotia 
Institute of Scient». In the St. John’s Museum Frest had 
been able to measure two skulls and to observe another that 
"showed features of a decidWly lower type than the otNirs. 
particularly in the enormous suparcilliary ridges and narrow 
ntreatifMj fozelwad. From his curKiry esamlnatlon, Prest 
determined that one Beothuk skull was meso-Mphalic and one 
was brachy-^phalic verging on t*» seso-<»phallc. Ttwrefore 
concluded that the Beo^iuks were intermediate between the 
inferior long-headed ( dollcW-^phalic ) ra^s and the
“ Ibid., p. 184.
*• W.H. Prest, * 
La Institute of 
1894-96, p. laxmix.
'* "MeasuremKits of two Beothuk Skulls”, Nova 
Scoti Scleiw». Prtx»edl«is and Transactions. 9,
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*up#rior rounâ-MMdsd ( brschy-csphalic > raoas. Praat 
fwWlttad that hla atudy cæuld not lead to the establlehaent 
of a tribal index ae more akulle needed to be examined. In 
order to continue thie ecientific endeavour. Preet euggeat«S 
the further exploration of Beothuk burial ground#."
Ae an amateur acientist, Preat waa contributing to the 
accumulation of luwwledp». but he realised that thia type of 
work waa better Ir.ft to experte. In ignorance, he had made 
an error in meaeuring from the bregma to the occipital 
condyle instead of to the basion, an error he freely 
admitted.
Chie Micmac skull did have to suffer the indignity of 
cranial analysis at a date beyond the a c o ^  of this study 
and as well, at a time when the validity of craniometry waa 
gueatiwwl by scientiata. Hoimver, the fact ttuit the skull 
of a fifteen year old MiCRUc boy. Kike Mitchell, ended up in 
the Proviiusial misetm in 1872 is in itself significant."
The assumption can be made that when the boy was killed in a 
railway accident in 1854 the coroner kept the skull, likely 
against the family*# wields. Eighteen years later the skull 
was {»ased on to tïw miaeua where it probably sat gatt»ring
"  Ibid.
"  Kova Scotia Provincial Museum Library, File Card, 
Micmac.
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dust until Dr. John C«t«ron analyse: it in 1919. At thia 
tlna, it ia aps»rant from Dr. Camaron'a atudy that acholara 
war# atill tryii^ to dafin# gradaa of racaa on an 
•volutionary aoalm. Aa ha axpactad. hia thorough analysis 
of tfm skull sNnrnd it to b# "...midway b#tw##n th# highaat 
and tïM lowaat raeat of modam Homimidaa". Lika Prast, 
Caaaron daplorad tha lack of availabla skulls for tha study 
of i^ysical anthropology and callad for tha axploration of 
burial sltas to raotify tha situation.*' Obviously, in soa* 
circlas craniology was slow to disappaar.
tfhila it was tha pravailiiHi paradigm, data darivad from 
oraniological studias was usad to support many différant 
aspacts of TCisnca. Angus Ross, another Nova Swtian 
Kiantist, usad physical anthropology to support his 
arguMnt that différant ra^s of man had different origins. 
In his article, "Evolution", Ross usad maasurmaants of 
facial angles to illustrate tha evolutionary process, 
pointing w t  that tha highast races and lowest races have
John Cameron. "A Craniometric Study of tha Micmac Skull 
in tha Provincial Museum of Nova S^tia", Nova S«>tia 
institute Jif Sciant». V. 15, Part 1, 1918*22, p. 25.
** It is intarastii^ to wntrast this attitute towards 
Micmso burial sites to tha attituiWa held by Gaanar in th# 
first half of tha ninataanth cantury, imila travelling in 
Prince Wward Islai^ Oe«iar fotn^ a burial site exposed by 
erosion. Instead of collecting tha bones for study hm 
gathered them together and reburied them. Charles Elliot, 
"The Pictou Indians, an Original Poem", (Piotout Eastern 
Oirwicla Office, 1847), p. 14.
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widely differing facial angles. To elucidate, Rose 
explained that the moat developed races have a facial angle 
by a line passing tnsm the forehead over the upper 
jaw, meetl!^ another line passing along the base of the 
skull".** This near right angle is wntrasted to the facial 
angles of lower races with their sloping foreheads and 
protruding jaws.
It is readily apparent that thwse kind of data wuld be 
interpreted to suit alwxtat any arguamnt. Whereas Ross used 
physical anthropology to further his polygenic argument, 
Dawson used the same evidence to argue for the unity of man. 
Willima Gossip, another Nova Scotian scientist, also used 
cranlology to support his case for monogenic in "The 
Affinity of Races". He claimed "an affinity of races" 
because:
... in most installs the skulls of the remote 
stone age man, both in Buxt^ and ^sarica, bear 
to each other strong resemblances. They are 
dolichocephalic or Iotm? headed,^*
It is to be expected that this scientific study of 
crania and physical structure spilled over into the social 
and political world where Suro-Aaericans interacted with
** Angus ROSS, "Evolution", Nova_ S<a?tia Institute of 
Nature Science. Proceedimis and Transaction. 3, 1B71-1874, p. 
424.
” William Gossip, "The Affinity of Racms", Nova Scotia 
Institute of Nature Science. Proceedings and Transactions. 3, 
1871-1874, p. 300.
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imtiv# people. The scientific studies coloured the way 
native people were perceived, with Nova Scn>tians now sha^ly 
aware of tfm significance of the Micmacs' bodily form.
Since physical fors was now believed to reflect levels of 
developsent. Nova Soutiens thought that by observing the 
Micmacs' physiognomy, they could find in it traces of native 
morality, intelligence and character. J. Bernard OiXpen 
takes this approach in "The Indians of Nova Scotia”. He 
begins by identifying the Mit^ac as a racial type, the 
Mongolian:
He wears his hair cropped now which brings still 
more in relief the ^lall and narrowed skull, high 
and broad cheek bone, high frontal ridges, and 
square heavy jaw bone of the red man, or Mongolian 
type."
Ottwr aspects of racial t^^ing are discussed, such as eye
and nose shape, skin colour and facial hair. Gilpen
explains how the physical characteristics of "the Stone Man
of two hundred and fifty years a^" h a w  changed since the
Europeans arrived. Evolutionary forces have been working on
them, softenir^} tteir savage features:
The ceaseless influences of civilization, of different 
food and altered habits, have worn down ai^ softened 
his contour. The high cheek bone is lessenW, the 
strong jaw is less square, and tl% wild aspect of 
savage life is softenW. He has ceased to tear his 
meat like a dog, tlwefore the square jaw is more
Bernard J. Gilpen, "Indians of NOva Scotia", Nova
Scotia Institute of Nature SGlKKg, PrgggadlPgg andTransactions. 4, 1875-78, in The Native Idoles of Atlantic 
Canada. «S. H.F. Mc%e, (Torwto: H^lelland and Stewart, 
1974), p. 112.
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pointas, and the clmek bone ... has fallen; nor has he 
the wild utterance or startled looks of one always 
fearing his enemy."
Gilpen admits that these "advances" would be obliterated if
the Wiaoac returned to their old enviroiumnt, since "a
strong «>heslvenes8 of race has kept him so little
unaltered"."
Not everyone considered that the physiognœay of the
Mi^ac reflected a rude end harsh life. There continued to
be p^ple who admired both the appearance and way of life of
the Micmac, but their admiration was also influenced by
wntemporary attitudes. This is apparent in the following
n o w  by Dr. Edward Brack describing a photo of Kattio
Jeremy, a Micmac hunter and trapper:
Ttm head seems to so fine a t y w  of its race, 
that I venture to send you a print. The race is 
deteriorating in type, owing no doubt to inter­
marrying, so a pure specimen may be valuable 
later.”
Dr. Brack's interest in racial types, pure races, and head 
shapes was a result of the prevailing paradigm, which shaped 
the way he saw the Micasac, a people he appears to admire.
While scimitific ideas taken from physical anthropology 
came to permeate most of Nova Swtifm society, the
" Ibid., p. 113. 
" Ibid., p. 113.
” Nova S(X)tia Provincial Museum, 13.23 ( 4051).
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scientific study of language had a less powerful impact. 
Philology was, htnrnver, of great interest to those, educated 
or self-educated, who were fascinated by language, history, 
aiKl ethnology. It was widely believed that the study of 
lainage was the key to discovering t*m diffusion of stai^lnd 
frost his original plat» of origin. Through language, it was 
hoped that the patterns of tribal movement could be 
discerned and the relationships of different races 
discovered.
The Micmacs too had to be accounts for. How had they 
GOTO to be in the Maritimes? Perhaps they ware part of an 
early migration of pre-Aryan peoples, such as the Basques. 
Basque words were identified in the Micmac vwabulary, as 
were wrds that resembled Greek, Gaelic and Anglo-Saxon. 
Gentleman scholars, like George Patterron, dabbled in this 
kind of linguistic study, always lookii^ for some way W  
wnnect the Micnmc to ancient peoples of the past.^*
Another Nova Swtian, William Gossip, used langui^e as 
part of his argunwnt to prove that the Indians of North 
America ware the original, pre-!Wachii» peoples. In "On the 
totiquity of Man in America", t» argues that the aboriginal 
pwples spoke the original Aryan language which philologists
** See George Patterson’s History Qf_j£heLCountv of Pictou. 
Nova Scxatia. (Mcmtreal: Dawson Mothers, 1877).
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are asking. Goaaip claim# that Indian languages are
directly conimcted to the original, basal language spoken
before the flood:
It is derived fr«B the language spĉ ten in the old 
world 80:% eight hundred ^ars before the Koschian 
Deluge, when the ancestors of the Micmac may have 
b ^ n  wendiim their way to this continmit.
This commetion, he continues, explains why some Mlcmac
words are similar to aimient Gre^.^
Intellectual det^tive wark of this kind was popular in 
ttm nineteenth century, but It mxitributed little to the 
understanding of the language and history of aboriginal 
proples. However, there was one scholar in tkïva Scotia 
whose interest in philology and study of the MiŒtac language 
had lasting benefits. Silas Tertius Hand spent the better 
part of his life working with the Micmac, collecting their 
stories and translating religious texts into the native 
tox^e. He did not succumb to philological trends, but 
studied Mlcmac and other lax^uages, motivated by a perceived 
social need and a genuine love and fascination with 
language.
While Rand did not relate his work to speculative 
theories, others sometimes used it for this purpose. In
** Willimm Gossip, tlm Antiquity of Man in America", 
Nova Seotifl_Institute of Nature Science. Hroceedincs and 
Transactions. 2, 1857-70, p. 50.
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fact, moat of hia papera were purchaswS by Prof. Korsford 
for the Library of As»rican Linguistics at Wellesley College 
because the Professor thought that a study of Hand's Micmac 
papers wcnild ra\mal evidence of a Norse confection.
Rand was not above comparing Mloaac to other languages 
such as Greek and Hebrew. But his axnparlsons resulted from 
a Interest in laî yuage, not from a need to support a 
diffusion theory. When M  cæmpar^ Greek to Mlcmac it was 
to illustrate that the two languages "have a remarkable 
facility for impounding wrds".”
Before Rand b^an his work, it is proimble that the 
geimral consensus in îtova Scotia was that the Mlcmac 
language, like otl^r savage languages, was simple and crude. 
Rand ii^lies that this is the cosmton assumption when he 
states:
Otm would think [the I Milan lai^juage] must be 
exceedingly barren, limitil in inflection, and 
crude; but just the reverse is the fact, - it 
is i»piou8, flexible, and cuiprMsive.”
” H.L. Webster, intro, to Rand, 1894, p. vi. Charles 
6. LelaiW, author of Tto AlaonauiaJ^ends of New England; 
or. Myths and Folk Lore of the Miceac. R^ssawaauoddv. and 
l̂ fteobsoot Tribes. 3rd. ad. (Boston, New York; Houghton, 
Mifflin £ Ck}., 1884) also paraivad a Norsa influença. Ibid, 
p. vi.
21 Raiul, 1894, p. xxxvi.
” Ibid., p. xxxlv.
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Hand’s work did much to dispel misOTnceptions, but it 
pjrahably did little to gain the Micmac new respect at the 
tiem, for his research is an example of information that 
does not fit into the prevailing paradigm and consequently 
is ignored, bathing could shake the conviction that native 
p ^ p l e  had a simple culture and a simple language that 
«)rresponded with their rude state. Typical is the author 
of a history of Cape Breton who claimed in 1869 that all the 
n a t i ^  people from the land of the Eskimo to Virginia, 
including the Micasc shared one primitive language."
Philology was sometimes used to buttress theories of 
race, as was research in cranlology and physical 
anthropology. However, the ^>st powerful factor t^hind 
throries of race, in Nova Scotia, as elsewhere, was Social 
Darwinism. While there was controversy over Darwin’s 
theories, there was little argument with Spencer's 
application of them to social theory. His theory, or a 
modificati<m of it, caobined with an always present faith in 
progress becaro part of ttm fabric of belief. This paradigm 
persHMted society becoming almost unchallenged for a parlai 
of serrai decades.
A few articles in the Nova Scotia Institute of Science
^ Richard Brown, A History of the Island of Caoe Breton. 
(Lond<m: Safl̂ >TOn, Low, Son, ai^ Mar at on, 1869} p. 154.
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reveal the Influancw of Social Darwinism. In Angus Roes'
"Evolution", the direct influent of Sparger's «x^lex
synthetic philosoj^qr is apurent. A polyganist, Angus Ross
argues that ttM differej%es betwMn races of men are so
profouiul that they must have hu! independent origins. While
rejecting the Darwinian notion that man shared an co^on
origin with monkeys, he does acnpt idea of évolutif as
identified with progress and the notion of natural
selAZtion. Ke explains how tlm process wrks:
... in Man as in the lower animals, ... tl% inferior 
and more synthetic ^n>as will be suc(%ssi\wly ex- 
^rmina^d, the higher and more differentiated types 
will be continually expandif^;... .*̂
The assumption is that the higher types will prevail over
the inferior types as part of a natural process that will
ultimately prcxSuce perfect human beings in a perfect
society.
Gilpen's two articles on the Miooac in the Hcva Stxatla 
Institute of Science also reveal the influence of &>cial 
Darwlnimm. In "On the Stone Age of Nova Scotia" Gilpen's 
topic is the cos^rison of "our stone men" to the 
prehistoric s»n of Europe. He states that since the Micmac 
had never taken the ”... first great step towards 
civilisation ... by accumulating capital or agriculture... "
** Angus Ross, "Evolution", Kova_ Scotia Institute of 
science. 3, (Sec. I^ies), 1874, p. 435.
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they ar# fated to disappear.” For Gilpen the reasw is 
Wwious:
...there is no rrcorded instani» of an inferior 
r a ^  improved by a dominant one. They disappear before 
thcei. Many assert that ttmy are unable, but it is 
better to say the progress is so slow that it cam%t 
be measured.”
In discussing tiui fate of the Micmac, Gilpen claims that 
ttmre was w  violent* involved in their extinction: "the 
d o ^  was velvety; if it was inevitable".'*
In a subsequent article, "Indians of Nova Scotia”, 
Gilpen does con^de that a few Micmac may survive by 
bet*ming assimilated. In the interest of science, Gilpen 
gathers together information about the Mitsaac, describing 
their "stone period" and their extemporary conditions.
Even though Gilpen notes that their numbers are increasing, 
he insists that tlmy are a docsaed rat* unless they 
assimilate. GiXpcm presxts a xntradictory portrayal of 
the Micmac as influenced by a civilization that 
simultaneously advaroes an! degrades them. Benefits of 
European civilization, he claia*, includes dry housii^ and 
Western dress,"English boots and trowsers*, both of which 
have improved Mlcmac health. On tl* other haiul, the and of 
the Mi{*8cs' wild life means that their t*reditary skills.
” J.B. Gilpen, 1871-74, p. 225. 
” Ibid., p. 224.
** Ibid., p. 226.
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pois», and balança ara gona, baoauaa ttwae cbaractaristica 
<Wp#nd on thair vaniahed way of Ufa.**
Gilpen also toucfms on cxmtroveray oimr whether
different races could interbreed. Gilpw» admits that this
has otxnirred as»»^i a few white and native individuals,
*w3wmrer, a aisture of black and native is r^t suctHmsful:
I saw one negro, whose half-breed child shmrœS so 
many signs of wwonformability of raws: and I have 
never net îmr afterwards, or but a single trac» of 
her descendants sim», I think the cast has died out. 
The Indians thsaselves remarked it. "Me tink, " said 
old Molly to me, "Indian squaws with wool, nasty, 
nasty."
Gilpen comments that "The biologist would have been equally 
disgusted, but would %wt have fail«3 to note the Mongolian 
and Caucasian were mors xmarly allied than the n^ro."*'
7b» idea that the natives' designated race, the 
Mcmgolian, was superior to the blacks was probably œssll 
comfort to the Micsmc. TÏ» œncepts of rac» that shag^ 
attitudes towasdls tt»a are obvious in Gilpen'a articles. In 
th«B we see he» ideas of biological determinism and social 
developswnt esplained tl» Micmacs' inherent inferiority and 
their ultimate demiw. T h e »  attitudes led to the 
conclusion that it is a waste of time and money to civilize 
the Micmac. AocoMing to Gilpen, not <mly was the effo-1
” Gilpen, 1875-78, pp. 113-114.
** Ibid., p. 113.
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worthlMS, huiMnitarian* ran th# risk of "...injuring tlM 
r s M  thsy sinaarsly sought to b#m*fit.
drawing parallsls from ths Hicsaac to "man of th# 
stons ags", (tova Scotians sxgrssssd thsir belief that the 
native people would socn be as extim:t as Cro-Magnon man.
In North America as in Europe, a civilisai r a w  was fatwi to 
replan tme that was rude and savage. This meant that Nova 
SMitians did not need to fMl guilty over tlui impending 
disappearance of the Micmac. European colonisers had had no 
role to play in this drama; diseases, displacement and 
m^leot did not TOunt. Biology was at fault. ïhis was 
clearly visible in the physical characteristics of the 
Micmac which identified them as "less evolvml.” Their 
demise was necessary, even beneficial, if mankind was to 
advance. Many Nova Scotian e^iantists ac^pted this 
paradi;^, confirming it with their studies of the Micmac, 
thair own "men of the stoiui as^.”
»T Ibid., p. 115.
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CNAPTBR VI 
"D##th soi^ Of a dying rac»*^
Many of th# th#B#s and iugaa diKwaaad in Oi^tar III 
«»itinu#d to b# u#*d by Nova Scotian mrit«ra in th# aaoond 
half of thm Mntury. Writara p#rai#t#d in dapieting native 
pet^l# a# *mbl# or Damonlc Savages, as part of tl» natural 
landscape, or as an ieage of memento atori. realising 
humankind of its mortality. Even tlwugh these literary 
conventions continued to be aa^lcxyed, their use was 
gradually modifié. Images altered according to new ideas 
of scicmce and r a ^  but, more importantly, these images were 
TOnceivcKS in a social ocmtext in which t W  Mlcmac were an 
increasingly marginalized people.
Changing literary tastes also influenced how native 
people were depicted in Nova Scotian literature. Romantic 
literature gained in popularity and enveloped tto defeated 
Indian into its realm. In mld-crnntury the Noble Savage 
still served as ths idMl roawitic hero and heroine; they 
w r e  the victims of fate, were powerless to overœme their 
adversities, aiwS met their inevitable end with courage, 
hof^ur and dignity. Readers four^ satisfyii^j sentiment, and 
perhaps, for some, a feeling of smugness as they
Plarc» Stevens Hamilton, Ttm Feast of St. Anne and 
Other Ppems. 2nd. ed. (1878; Montreal; lo^ll & Son, 1890), 
p. 17.
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tiw dcoliiMi of W**t thoy rogarâoô as an 
infarior raoa. %adaally Intaraat in tha Nobla Savaga 
wanad, but tiw passing of irailganous rsoaa atlil aroused tha 
aantimantal faalii^ja of authors and thair raadars. Tiw 
Dmwnlc Savaga also cwntinuad to play a rois In romantic 
tales of adventure for he added a sense of terror which 
European emmiias oould not match,
Chaining attitudes towards ths natural landscape also 
altered the way that native people were im^rporatsd into 
it. No longer a plaça of fear and foreboding, the forests 
came to be depicted, visually and in literature, in the 
tradition of ths picturesgue. Adherents of this aesthetic 
admired aspects of nature which offered roughness of 
texture, irregular lirws, strong contrasts of light and 
dark, and a hint of wildiwss.' In Europe, the most 
appropriate human inhabitants of the picturesque landscape 
were gypsies and Iwmlitsi in lk>rth America, the native 
pTOple served a similar purpose. Suitably dishevelled and 
unkempt, identified as part of untaawd nature, Indians ware 
the ideal picturesque subject.
Aside from these general trends, there was one 
particular literary event which profoundly affK:tsd Nova
* See ChristcqAer Hussey, The Plctureeoue; Studies in a
Point of View. (London; Archon, 1967).
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Scotlftn llt#r#tufe and tha intar^^tation of ragimial 
hlatory. Loi^fallow's EvanoallM. publiaNnl in 1847, 
thraatanad to daatroy Nova Scotian#' carafully conatructad 
vision of thair past. As M. Taylor points out tha
lagitiaaoy of British ool<mial domination vas put into 
quastlw by tha faa^is po#m.' Longfallw#'# varsion of tha 
Jtoadian aspulsion sugga#^^ it vas not a justlfiabla 
military maiKxauvra, a naoassary praluda to tïw prograss of 
tha provinca? instaad, it vas a crima against humanity. In 
Longfallov's haïul tha A^dians vax^ transformed into 
rwantic haroas and twroinas, ïwlplasB victims of British 
MTualty. inaxtricahly aasociatad vith tha Acadian# vara 
thair allias, tha Micmac. If tha Acadian# vais dapictad as 
syr^thatic charactars, tha Micmac also had to be sten in a 
différant light. As allies of tha French «era they also to 
be parc^ivad as victims of British injustice?
Ouasticms such as tJwsa vara troubling to Nova 
Scotians, but vritars rose to tha challenge, justifying tha 
actions of thair prWaassors and raintarprating tteir past. 
Novelists and poets davisad many ingenious charactars and 
plots vhich allwed them to include tha rtssanticisad Acadian 
while still adhering to dominant British values. One daviw
* Sea M. Brook Taylor, "IT* Poetry an& Prose of Hist<^: 
Evangeline and tie Historians of Nova Scotia*, Journal of 
Canadian Studias/revue d'etudes canadiannas. 23(1 £ 2}, 
Spring/Summer 1968, pp. 46-67.
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WAS to mak# th# IwroAs or h#roln## HuguonotA, thus «nahling 
th«a to uphold ProtAstftnt value#^ be enaeles of the French, 
and allie# and friend# of tiM Bngliah,
Chaining interpretation# of history were central to 
writer# of th# time sim» a great deal of literature dealt 
With the past. The historian whose image of the native 
people most influenced other historian# a# well as creative 
mriter# was Francis Parlwan/ Parksan's view of the 
imSlgenouB peoples both reflected end influenced 
mmtei^porary attitudes. The image of the Red Man that 
appeared in his i«>rks was basm: on hi# experienc» with the 
Oglela Sioux in the Ai^rican West, a visit inspired by hi# 
desire to see "the Indian under hi# most fearful and 
characteristic aspect", that is preparing for war.* He 
r^æunted his adventures in The Oregon Trail, a b«»k so 
popular it has gwie through many editions and is still in 
ÏMTint. *
Farksan’s experlem»s %mre filtered through the usual 
stereotypes— the Noble wid Demonic Savage. For Partoan, the
* For Parkman's influence on Canadian historians see 
Trigger, pp. 10-20.
* Francis Parkaan, The Oregon Trail (New York: Ooublmley, 
1946), p. 111.
* Howard Doughty, Fraiwis Parkean. (Caadxridge, Mass.: 
Harvard ihiiversity Press, 1983), p. 150.
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attractive char^teriatlce of native people %*ere thoee that 
linked them to awient peoples such as tha GreWts and ^ie 
Teutons. Like many North Americans, Psrlonan grudgingly 
a&nired the warlike characteristics of the "wild" Indians 
because incidents of war inspired valour and bravery. This 
fierce spirit raised th^ above t W  level of unwarlike 
tribes who have "little of humanity except form."’ While 
this ferocious spirit prevented t h ^  from being delwsW, it 
also had a deleterious effect: war caused them to bec«ae 
merciless, treacherous and capable of "devilish cruelties.”* 
While Parkman pays lip service to the Noble Savage 
convention, he scorns young warriors who like to joke and 
laugh, as this behaviour does not aowrd with the ideal. 
Parkman concludes that the Indians' fatal flaw is their 
"wild idea of liberty and utter intolerance for restraint."* 
They are "thorough savages," "living representatives of the 
•stone a g e ' T h e y  will never change, will never "learn 
the arts of civilization", consequently, "he and his forest 
must perish together. Once again the influents of 
stereotypes l€^ a writer ^o deny full humanity to native
’ Ibid., p. 124.
* Ibid., p. 199.
* Ibid., p. 197. 
" Ibid., p. 163.
Parfman, The Conspiracy of Pontiac and the Indian War 
after the Conquest of Canada. V. I, (1851; New York: E.P. 
Dutton, n.d.) p. 32.
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people. Further^re, Parkaan*e eaperiencee a m œ ^  the Oglala 
provided him with an image of native people which he never 
aliwred or abandoned. He believed^ as did his 
aantcanporaries. that siiwe all Indians shared the same basic 
naturef one example could Mrvs for ell."
Parkman*8 Indians are typical of those who appear in 
Nova Srotian literature and history, although «xaparisons to 
the classical era coan^n in the first half of the nineteenth 
century were gradually replaced by comparisons to brutal 
"stone men" of the prehistoric past. Alternately reviled 
and admired, native peoples played a distinctive role in 
regional literature. Their use in literature can be 
categorized as follows; they were included as part of a 
picturesque backgroum); they were depicted according to 
Noble or Demonic Savage (X)nventions or as a degraded savage; 
they also were described as dependent children or as part of 
a disappearing race. Filling these various roles, the 
Micmac appearW in historical rœaances, children's adventure 
stories, poetry, ano sketches composed by Nova Scotian 
writers.
By includir^j the Micmac as part of a picturesque 
landscape, regional authors were able to give a distinctive 
character to tl»ir works. Nova Scotians, like other North
13 Dippie, p. 85.
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American#, ragratwd that, as funn^Bars, thair ancestral 
record «as not visible in the laiMlscape. As ths 
introduction to John McPt»rson's Poem.-Peseriotivs end Moral 
puts it: "In lands of ancient refiiwment and renotm, the 
elaborately ri<^ land»»pe has castle and pala:» ai»l 
cathedral, as marks of wealth and progress"." All %>va 
Swtia had to take the plac» of ancient ruins was a unigtw 
wild scenery and ths native ptK̂ pls who inhabited it.
IiuSians had always been regarded as part of the landscape 
but as the wildenuuss grew less threatening, so too did its 
denisens. Gradually, the Demmnic Savage and the heroic, but 
dying, Indian were reduoEul to being part of the picturesgue 
scenery. As such, the Mlcmac appeared in Bartlett prints 
and In their literary equivalents."
Typical is a scene from Mary E. Herbert’s novel,
Belinda Pal ton or Seems in the life of a Halifes Belle."
It is of% of two incidents involving the Mlcmac, neither of 
which is relevant to her story. Herbert's description of a 
picturesque Micmac camp is i^akly inters ted into tl» plot.
" John McPherson, P**ygrlPtlve and >toral (Halifax,
M.S.: T. Chamberlain, 1862), p. 11.
" Chi# example of a picturesque Mlcmac camp Is Bartlett's 
print, "The General's Bridge, near Aim^jolls Basin*. Charles 
P. DeVolpi, Nova Scotia: A Pictorial Record. 1605-1878. 
(Sherbrot^e, Que.; Longman, 1974), p. 96,
" Mary E. Herbert, Belinda Dalton or Soaims in the Life 
of_a Halifax Belle (Halifax, N.S., 1859). For a discuMion 
of the writer and the m>vel see Gwendolyn Davies, 1977.
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Portaito\»ly, her protagonists are havir^ a "plc-nic* near
an Indian settlement outside Dartmouth. % e y  decide to
visit tha raarhy camp af^ arrive just as a marriage
celebration is about to take place. This affords Herbert an
opportunity to describe the Micmac in tlmir firast array.
Their "gay and singular costume" is described, the bride
declared to be "very pleasing” in her form and features; the
groom is also worthy of admiraticm: "He was a tell, fine-
looking man. whose dignified appearance would have been
creditable in a civilisa] community. The Indians appear
in fxont of a chanaii^ backdrop:
The %Aite tents that dotted the slightly uiululating 
grouiwS, forming a fine wntrast to the deep grwn 
of the unbroken forests that lay behind the figures 
of the Indians...
All of this forms "a highly picturesque scene, and one on
which a lover of the beautiful would gaze with great
delight."** Herbert follows this touch of local colour with
an equally irrelevant episode in which tt» Micmac appear as
ferocious savages {see p. 159-160). While Herbert's h Iobsc
s^nes serve real purpose in her mivel, they do add a
note of distinctiveness. They root her novel in the
Maritimes, in contrast to the plot that could take place
anywhere and to the üiaracters who have no qualities that
16 Ibid., p. 34.
17 Ibid., p. 34.
U Ibid., p. 35.
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identify time e# uniquely >̂ 7ve Sootlen.
Ottmr writers featured the Mioaac as a colourful 
background to the more important action between tdiite 
characters, Pieros Sevens Hamllixm, in a lemgthy poem,
"The Paaet of St. usee t)w Mlcmac*a St. Anne's Day
festivities on Ct»pel island for a setting." Unlike 
Herbert's picturesque, but totally irrelevant scene,
Hamilton' s setting has soim purpo^. It serves as a 
background against whldh Hamilton's friends co^ose and 
recite poems embalming the "high, heroic” deeds and 
■thrilling tales" of his country's past,” The "rude and 
smni-barbarous re^mlry" of the "fadi*% Indian race" Is 
deliberately ^losen to œntrast with an^stral tales of 
romance and glory.
Some writers allowed the native people to step out of 
the background and take part in ttm developcunt of tl% 
action, but usually tlmy emerge only as disembodied, 
nameless, aiuS voiceless figures. Such are the Micmac in De 
Mine's The Lily and tt» Cross; A Tale of Acadia, a mnrel of
*’ Hamilton, pp. 7-35.
” Ibid., p. 18.
” Ibid., p. 14 & p. 17.
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rooanoB ai^ adventure.** DeMille's atory la met in 
eightMnth ^ntury Acadia, a favourite time and ple^ for 
writer# am) poet# inspired Longfellow's example. Dtftille 
desn'lbe# Acadia a# a wilderness which harbours "wild and 
warlike Indians,” vho willingly submit themwlves to ttwir 
French allies.** Obviously the subordinate partimrs in this 
alliant, the Micmac ser%% the French as loyal aiuS faithful 
guides, trackers, lookouts, and messengers.
Tt^ plot of Lily and the Cross hinges on the conflict 
between the hero, Claude, a French Huguenot, and the 
villain, Cazeneau, a Freiwh Catholic. Both Claude and 
Cazei^au have a band of devoted Indian followers who they 
rafer to as ”my Indians.” "Their” Indians dutifully follow 
orders until Cazeneau orders "his” Indians to seize Claude. 
They refuse to do so as "Claude's Indians” are their 
friends. E%%pt for this action, intfKjral to the plot, the 
Indians, although almost always present, remain in the 
shadows. Silent, cautious figures, they move in and out of 
their wilderness hoe», i»rt of the landscape which acts as a 
teckground for the drasmtic action and romance of the story.
^%asionally, an Indian will emerge from the background
” James De Mille, The Ulv and the Cross; A Tale of 
Acadia (Bostmi: Lee & Shef»rd, 1890).
** Ibid., p. 128.
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■uf£lei«ntiy to bo givon a naoa. SixA la Joo Takout^um in 
J. ^kcOonald Oxlay's In Patha_of Pmsili A Boy_Ls AdvBntUM 
in Nova Scotia, a childran a atory w t  in tha Acadia of La 
Tour ami C h a m w #  (aie)/* But Joa'a rola la siiuïr and 
convontional; hia akilla a# a trackar moan that tm is 
only "man aliva* who can carry a naaaage thn>ugh anmny 
linaa. With aaaslng daxtarity, a tapping ovar tha ground *aa 
ailantly aa a mrpent,* tm carriaa out hia miaaion, briefly 
œaarging from tha background to fulfil hia miaaion."
Charactera like Joe appear to rapreaent veatiges of tha 
Nt^la Savage convanticms. Bf t W  and of tt» ^ntury 
indigenous pactisa %mra no I w ^ r  compared to Greek gods.
At bast, like Joe, they ware stoical, taciturn, l^al, and 
brave. The weakening of the tradition can best be 
illuatratml by txjoparif^ Joe to hia aaunterparts who 
appeared in a novel published in 1850. William Charles 
H'Kinnon's St. Castine; A L^mnd of tooe-Breton flaunts tdw 
Noble Savage cwvention.'* Tha two native characters in the 
book, Castixm and Frantzwa, are magnificent specimens.
" J. MacDonald (belay. In Paths of Peril? A Bov's 
Adventures in Nova.Scotia. (London: S.W. Partridge, n.d.)
** Ibid., pp. 75-79.
** William Oiarlw M'Kinnon, St. Castine; A Legend of 
Qioa-Breton (Cape Brat<^ Herald Office) I860. For M'Kinnon 
sea G. I^vis, "William Charles M'Kinnon; C^pe Breton’s Sir 
Walter Scott”, Collections of the Roval Nova Scotia Historical 
Society. 41, 1982, pp. 21-46.
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glorying in their etreng^, valour, arrà sense of honour. 
Castine, one of Castine's numerous *alf-br^l progeny
who firwl ^le imagination of many writers, is «mpared to 
ancient gladiators and to Gods: [Iw appeared] "the complete 
if^perwnlficatlon (sic) of the Minstrel-god whose mighty 
Aegis hurled bade Patroclus* spear wimn threatening the wall 
of 'tmavan-defended' Troy."" Frantzwa, Castine*s 
sldekick/alde is also a bra\% warrior tmo is reward^ at the 
eiuS of the novel by being taken into General Wolfe's 
service.
Of all t)m ennobling characteristics of M'Klnnon's 
Indians, the only trait which continued to endure was the 
"stem Roman stoicism” customarily attribut») to native 
p»q;le." But this virtue, it must be noted, was one common 
to both Noble and Ignoble Savages. A typical portrayal of 
t)% "stoic Indian* is Hamilton’s description of the Mlcmac 
in his poem, "The Bendezous of D'Anville."** Ihe Micmac 
became i. 1 through contact with tt^ men of S'Anville's fleet 
as t h ^  sheltered in the Bedford basin. Hamilton describes
" M'Kinnon, p. 68. Writers had gz#at license with 
Castine's off^prif^ because the names of some of them were 
unknown. In M'Kinnon's novel the French bom, but English 
raie»), hero turns out to be Castiiw's half-brother. This 
devi^ puts Castine on the English side where he aids Wolfe 
in the capture of Louisbourg.
“ Ibid., p. 36.
** Hamilton, pp. 27-35.
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ïww the plague
... swriced them for hie prey.
Cwifuwd they crawl to savage lair
And crouching yield ttemi to dwpalr,-
Not lament, or moan, or cry;
But - Stoic to the last - to die.^
In wntraet to lails a&lm awm^tanoe of d M t h  are ttm French
who die with "shrieks of ai^ish* and "moans of dull
despair. "**
Associates with the alleged stoici^ of the native 
people were otiier qualities whiüi helpeS to explain their 
lack of volubility in tlm presence of whites. They were 
«xwidered to be Is^ssive, tTOitum, inscrutable. Some 
believed that tï» Indians* Inexpressive denmanour masked 
feelii^s and «mitions, an incongruous belief as Euro- 
Americans also thought that the Indians' major flaw was 
thair inability to restrain t*mir passions. Another 
explanation for their silei^ was expzesswS by the 
historian, James Hani»y: "Unlike civilised men, they know 
nothing of the r m n  of the world, [of] the business of 
life." in otfwr words, they are silent because of the 
limits) range of subjects on which they can converse."
” Ibid., p. 30.
" Ibid., p. 29.
" James Hannay, rim History of Acadia from its JFtrst 
Pig^yggy -to A%s. to BngldM. fey .theJBEMty ..of ,P « li(St. John's, N.B.: Printed by J. & A. McMillan, 1879), p. 49.
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Whll# th# wnv#ntl«n# aurroui^ing th# fRAl# Savag# 
dlmlni«h#d, t W w  rafl^tii^ tl% Dwxmie Savag# continued to 
flouriWi. Th# villaimïu# Indian played too ueaful a rol# in 
cxmatiim dramatic conflict and a sans# of terror to be 
atmmlm%d. a# alma wntlnued to serve as a Justifioation 
for conquest; te was the enemy trtto had to be overwme for 
peace, prosperity and progress to triua^. nomt often the^ 
two designated roles, titillaticm and vindicatitm, were 
combined, usually in the form of IiwSian attacks on telpless 
white settlers.
Herbert im;ludes such a tale in Belinda Oalton even
tteugh it has no point in her plot. Following ter
description of the picturesque Hitstac camp, an elderly lady
re^unts tew in her youth her grandparents and other
settlers living in a «ammnlty near Halifax were massacred
by Indians. She describes how the Indians burned down the
settlers' teoMs, killing with tteir tomahawks those who
trite to escape from the flames:
Tte vivid glare of the firs, tte heart rending 
asptet of tte wretched settlers, as they rusted 
from the ragii^ elm^mt within, to savage fury 
without, the painted visages of the Indians, as 
they flitted about, dmman-like, in their work 
of destruction; and, above all, tte mingled 
teunds of terror, tte shrieks of women and 
children, the piercing war-»teop ... will never 
pass from ry memory."
This tale of horror say have bten based on the Hicanac attack
J3 Herbert, p. 37.
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cm th# flWgllnq MttiMWnt of Dartmouth in 1751, but 
Karbart do## m>t spwUfloall^ idantify it as such.** Many 
writer# ware inspired by this iiœldant, usually «mbellishing 
it in order to heighten the difficulties t**ir ancestors 
faoed. H%# story appears in poems, histories and novels, 
eventually osJcing its way into Jurist literature ai^ sĉ tool 
tests.”
Even writers sensitive to the situation of the Nicmao 
succumbed to the ta#g>tati%i to paint the Micmac as fiendish 
devils in ttmir aoanmts of this incident. Oiu» sucA writer, 
Elisabeth Frame, was able to maintain her sympathy for the 
Micmao by transferrii^ the respcmsibility for their alleged 
atrocities to the influence of the Fxsmch, in particular the 
unscrupulous missionary. La Loutrm.” It was the priest.
” Monkman, p. 168, says that this Indian massacre is 
based on ttesa that took place in New si^land a generation 
before, but Herbert clearly states that it happeimd in a 
settlwBsnt Mljscent to Halifax.
” Shiels* "Witch of Ü *  Westoot" is an early example. 
An a«sount of the "wissacre” appears in a bot* of Notean 
Shotos, Illustrate Halifax... by Herbert Metxler, (Montreal: 
J. McConniff, 1891), p. 22. The stwy continued to be part 
of Dartmouth mythology until fairly re^ntly. See 
Patrick Martin, The Storv of Dartmouth. (Dartmouth, M.S.,
1957), pp. 83-84.
” Jaan-Louis he Loutre, a missiraiary active In military 
activities, was a wi^wiient villain. It was a oommenplaee 
of ̂ kMfa Scotian history to hold him raspœtsible for the Nics^ 
rava(^. This in turn muds him resp<msible for ̂ )s Bi^ulsim. 
If he had not "stirred up the Medians and savages to mischief 
aiwS bloodW*ed" tl* British would not have mistrusted the 
Neutrals. Adams G. Archibald, "The Ejqmlsion of the ̂ %dians". 
Nova Scotia Historical Society. V. 5, 1886-87, p. 50.
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#h# claim#, Wto by promisa# of gold, artful pralaa, and 
au#port from tha iMutral Acadian#, inoitad th# Nicasao to 
attadt t)w dafwt^laaa villag#. Hi# attack itaalf is 
deacrib^ in aubduad Iw^giua^^ with tha Micmac acalping two 
man ai^ firing thair houaa. Fram# plw^v a graatar mxphaai# 
^  the Indian warrior idio ia killed and ttn aubaaguant 
funeral oaraacmiaa. Hwiaa a^maa ravaal Freme'a 
anthropological intaraat as doaa her description of a Micmac 
camp. Unlike Karbart'a plcturasgua camp with its gaily 
drasaad danixana. Frs^'a camp scene rings with tha truth of 
careful observation.*’
Frame’s point of view was not tha one usually adoptwl 
by wvaliata and authors of triumphal histories. Tha 
DeJKsnic Savage was a u ^  too useful to be jettisoned in 
favour of Machlawxllian French priests. Chily tha "red 
devils* could inspire a sense of horror, for tha French, 
when all thii^s ware considered, had to be acknowledged as 
civilised men. Writers cxnild cast the Indians in the 
villainous role while allowing tha French to abjure any 
responsibility for thair atrocities as does Oxley in Fife 
and Drum at tcuisbouro.** In this boy’s adventure story, 
tlm native people are given a much larger role in tim
*’ Elisabeth Frame, PsscriPtlva Sketches of Nova Scotia 
(Halifax, M.S.: A.S W. Mackinlay, 1864), pp. 186-197.
” (belay, Fife and Drum at Louisboura. (Boston: Little, 
Brown, 1899).
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dmtmnmm of Louisbourg t*mn history mowrd# thm. Th#ir rol# 
was Nilghtansd b#w:a«ss thsy could b# dapict«J as oalourful 
villains who would inspira a sans# of horror in t W  raadar. 
M m  cmntral ixwi^mt of tha noval involves tha capture of 
one of tha youthful protagonists by "skulking rad davils."* 
He is thrwtanad but Mother party of Haw Snglanitors who 
surrandarad to tha Indians era killad in cold blood or ara 
"fiendishly tortured. Ctmfllot with native people, not 
that batwMn tha French and tha Biglish, forms thm core of 
this novel.
Obviously, ftova Scotian history was a rich source for 
writers. It allowed imaginative writers to create a variety 
of heroes or villains, dapeiwSing on thair point of view.
The only (mrtainty was that the British were always 
righteous and hMourabla. In particular, %nriters took care 
to esplain that Britain had not acted unjustly by expelling 
tha Acadians. While Frame and others blaamd French 
Interference for the violera which sparkW tlm expulsion, 
others blamed tim Mi»ac. Tha latter ia the approach taken 
by Maude Alma in her short story White Rosa in Acadia.**
She models her Acadisns after Loi^fallow, but rejects tha
** Ibid., p. 247.
" Ibid., p. 267.
" Maude Alma [Clotilda Jennings], White Rosa in Acadia 
{Halifax, N.S.: Bowes, 1855).
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noticm that tha Britiah war# »aponsihla for ttwir plight. 
Tha villain» ara t*m Mio»o who hava carri«l "unprovokad 
and intolartôla warfare."** Tï» Aomdiana ara dapiotad aa a 
alalia people of good faiti) oaught in t*m middle of a 
conflict in %rhich tfmy hava no direct intaraat. Tragically, 
they ara forced to leave bacauaa tha Britiah ara 
"axaaparatad by tha continued tnaclmry and violais of the 
Indiana."" Fbr no fault of thair own, but because tha 
Britiah aaaoclata tt^m with tha Micmac they ara forced into 
exile.
The Indian played a useful, as well as an adaptable
role, in atories set in tha past. But ^uld tha Mlcæac be
depicted aa Demonic Savages in contemporary literature? It
was possible if the writer belie^^, as most did, that the
Indian, by nature, was inherently violent. This violent
natu» was still evident as Hamilton notes in his poem, "The
Feast of St. Anne." He observes t)» Micmsac "reproduce”:
The wild, fierce u»>vemant of the dan^ of braves.
With brandishing of knife and tosahaiA,
And savage bouf^, and fierce, soul-thrilling yells 
Which echoing terror on the hills, -
Aa wont their fathers when, in dwaon guise.
They sallied forth upon the path of war.**
** Ibid., p. 11. 
" Ibid., p. 22.
** Hamilton, pp. 13-14.
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The Mlo&ac âispleyeâ this ferocious behaviour as part
of a performante, but their "savage" nature could also
manifest itself under other conditions. De Mille, in a
children's story. Fire in the Woods, shows how the Indian's
sav*%e nature is eaposW thrtmgh al^»hol. In the w v e l  a
nameless Indian gufde gets drunk while he is taking a group
of boys and their elderly black servant, Soltseon, through
the New Brunswick forests. The boys are terrified by the
Indian's transformation;
Every accent he grew worse ai^ worse. ... he might 
grow violent exwugh to make an attack upon them.
Already he looked far mor# like a wild beast than 
a human being. The maddening fumes of the liquor 
might excite the natural fe.ocity of his race, and 
urge him to d w d s  of horror,
Solemn comas to the rescue of the boys with the author
suggesting that his ire is aroused by similar, but usually
repressed, savage feelings. Obviously, DeMille included the
incident to add dramatic tension to his story. While he
titillates his readers he does not allow them to believe
that Indians could actually do them harm. Later in the
novel the boys encounter the same, but now sober, Indian.
He is introduced as "Sam" and it is explained that he is
usually "all that a chief should be" except when he gets his
hands on alcolwl. He "can't resist temptation" even though
"it makes him simply insane."** As a result, DeMille's
" DeMille, Fire in the Woods, (Boston: Lee & Shepard, 
1872), p. 88.
** Ibid., p. 321.
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Dtts^nlc Savage is to an almost pathetic character,
degraded by a weakness for alcohol.
This brings us to the degenerate Indian, another image 
of the native people used in literatux^. Less useful In 
fiction and poetry than tha two traditioi'al stereotypes, the 
degraded Indian appears m>re often in sketches and 
historical at^æunts. He makes an appearance in Uniaeka * s 
Sketches of.Xaoe Breton and Hannay's History of Acadia.*"' In 
the chapter of his book devoted to the native people,
Richard John Uniaeka finds few trat^s of the Noble Savage. 
Occasionally, he sees a fa*^ that reminds him of "the lofty 
and enduring savage," but most display a "degenerate 
countenance."** He fears that "their nature appears now to 
be hopelessly sunk" because "his contact with the white man 
has infected his nature with vicious habits."*’ In spite of 
their degradation Uniacke acknowledges that the Micmac still 
have typical savage virtues: fortitude and endurance.
Hsnnay presents a similar picture in his History of Acadia. 
According to Hannay, the native people of the Maritimes are 
demoralized and degraded. When they are exposed to
Richard John Uniacke, Uniacke *s Sketches of Caoe Breton 
R Other Papers Relating to Caoe Breton island, ed. C. Bruce 
Fergusson, (Halifax, N.S.: Public Archives of Nova Scotia,
1958). Orig. published in New Penny Magazine in the I860's.
*• Ibid., p. 106.
*’ Ibid., p. 106 & 112.
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temptation they have no power to reeist; thus timy beaame 
enervat«l and eventually imet a miserable death.^
The Inability to resist temptation suggests an Inherent 
««eakness in the Indian character. Social %rwinlats would 
Interpret this as a racial deficiency, but Nova S^tian 
writers of fiction and poetry were slow to adopt ideas of 
inherent racial differences. Indeed, Uniacke, in the lB60s, 
still adheres to the theory that envirmu^ntal or climatic 
conditions explain different "traditions and habits.
However, DeMille's account of the fight between the "brotlwr 
savagefs]”, Sam, the Indian guide, and Solomon, the blac* 
servant, in Fire in the Woods suggests a racial inherltmce 
of savagery.” Other writers sw^tlmes indicate that certain 
characteristics of native people are "in the blood", as does 
Marshall Saunders in her contemporary Acadian story, Rosa & 
Charlitte. She describes an Acadian character who has Indian 
ancestry:
Very little of the Indian strain had entered her 
veins, except a few drops that were exhibited in 
a passion for rambling in the woods, but her 
aunt had the lazy, careless blood ....”
“ Hannay, p. 58.
” Uniacke, p. 105.
” Da Mille, 1872. pp. 89-90.
Marshall Saunders, Rose a Charlitte: An Acadian R<manca (Boston: L.C. Page, 1898), p. 373.
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The growing interact in re» is apparent in Nova 
Scotian literature, but most often unique racial 
characteristics are attributed to the Bf^lish and their 
inveterate enemy, the Pzench. For instaiKW, Claude, the 
fhtguenot hero of De Mille's The Lilv and the Cross, is 
called the "tope of the final redemption of your ra%. 
Writers «%st likely ignored the racial characteristics of 
Indians bemuse they were only a^%ssorles to the major 
cmiflict between the French and the English.
A further role f native people in literature was as 
dependent children. Ai* of the native people in Oxley's 
adventure story. In Paths of Peril, fit into this category. 
The novel is very loosely based on Constance La Tour’s life 
in Acadia, with a fictional nephew acting as the youthful 
protagonist.” Constants La Tour is depicted as a saintly 
woman dwply inteffsted in the native p^^le of Acadia. She 
strives "to reach the hearts of the pagans, and help them to 
better things." She teaches her "dusky pupils" practical 
skills as well as the ChristiMï religion. She shows them 
how to bake bread,...
tow to raise com, pumpkins and melons, the mode of
preserving the fruit that was so plentiful in the
De Mille, 1890, p. 188.
” Tto story of Madame La Tour was anottor sour^ for 
tales of remianc» and adventure. She was renowned for 
valiantly attempting to defend tor husband's fort at the mouth 
of the St. John River.
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Autumn, and tha art of making maple-augar, all of 
which helpad to benafit tham, no lass than tha Gospal 
amssaga aha m*v#f failml to giva also.**
This picture of a Surc^iean baimfactrass tryis^ to 
uplift her banightW charges runs completely counter to tha 
reality of Micmac life as m  know it. At the time tim novel 
was sat, it was tha nati^m people who were teaching tim 
Eun^peans the essential skills they newled to survive in the 
wildenmss. But novelists are m>t handicapped by facts or a 
sense of reality. Osley's portrait of Madame La Tour is 
designed to create a good deal of sympathy for her, thereby 
heightening the tragedy of her death. Moreover, his 
portrait of the native prople would not be questioned, basW 
as it was on an accepted stereotype, the "wild children of 
the forest." Few, if any, of Oxley's readers would think it 
strange that skilled and esperieimed native people would 
look up to a European woman, newly arrived in the 
wilderness, as if she were divii».
The idea that native pe^le were in the earliest stage 
of developimnt meant that it was appropriate to picture them 
as immature and untutored. As one of these simple and 
ignorant pec^l^, the Micmac, some Nova Scwtians argued, 
cx)uld not be responsible for the pictographs found at 
various places around the province. John McPherson's pomi.
56 Oxley, n.d., 15-16.
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•Fairy Falla", mq>ram#es this point of view. He admit# that
Indian legends claim ownership of tha rock carvings
But less roo»ntic annuals slwsw 
That idmn Acadian# fled their foe 
Some loitered on their way.
Depicting thus, by lake aiWt grove.
Memorials with which exiles love 
To sooth t)w darker day.̂ ^
Apparently, some Nova Scotians were iwt evwn able to credit
the Micmac with the ability or desire to «immemorate
important events in their lives.”
The last image to be considered was tlw most widespread 
ai^ pervasive, the vanishing Indian. As part of the 
prmyailing par^igm, the idea that the Indians would soon 
be^Mse extinct had betxame so cotmsonplace that evidence that 
contradicted it was ignored. Evolutionary theories, 
sentiment and conveniWTce demanded that the Indian 
disappear.” Poets continued to express their sorrow over 
this impending loss in el^ies. Images from nature, of 
whic^ the Indian was an natural extension, were often used. 
Sunsets, falling, withered leaves, Indian summer, and dying
” McPherson, p. 36.
” Two letters to George Patters^ suggest the controversy 
surrounding the rock inscriptions at Fairy Lake. George Croed 
{Apr, 27, 1885) believW that they were carvW iyy the Micmac 
frœs semi-hieroglyphic characters taught them hy the Jesuits. 
Awther correspondent, W.A. Calnek, claimed the inscriptions 
%mre a fraud (May 25, 1885). PAî@, George Patter K)n
Scrapbook.
” Dippie for a discussion of this idea in an American 
context.
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nature in autumn were eotfte of the ^taphora used for the 
death of t>m Indian rat».
The %>va Scotian poets, Elisabeth Pram*, Mary Jane
La%fson, w d  Ada A. Desbrlaay u ^ d  these images and thM*s in
their poM» about t W  Micmac. Th»±T poems are couched in
terms of sentimental regret but tîmy also reflect some
guilt. Frame goes so far as to blame the whites for tim
demise of the Micmac:
Your vacant plains the white sen scan;
Reversing all the dread ofmmand.
They covet, take your native land.
In vain to thms does scripture bring 
The tale that movmi Israel's king.
But o'er the land they bear the sway.
Plant < ^ p  the seeds of your decay.
With niggard hand you food deny - 
Acadia's children fade and die.*°
Desbrisay's "The Miosac's Wish* contrasts the contented life
of the Hicssac before the arrival of uie Europeans with that
after they were displaced. Her native character la:»nts:
But alas, what a change I now the white man is here,
He has taken our lamls, all our forests so dear;
His axe has deimalished our sheltering piws.
And his mill-dams ha' a frightened the fish frcm: our 
lines.
Now our people are scattered, our chiefs are all poor. 
And our little or^s beg at the white stranger's door; 
Oh! we weep for the days when Acadia was ours.
And tdien plenty and haM>inees reigned in her bowers."
Fras», K>. 78-79.
" Ada A. Desbrisay, "The Micmac's Wish* in M. B. 
Desbrisay, History of the County of Lunenburg. 2nd. ml. 
(TCronto: W. Briggs, 1895), j^. 350-51.
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La%#aon expresse# a similar sentiment in her paean to the
LaHave River:
Where are those dusky warriors? A failing, feeble 
band,
wanderers and alsxast exiles in their own fatherland." 
Thaw poets Mem to fMl a genuine sense of loss; they 
regard tt» extinction of the Micmac as inevitable, but 
wnsider it to be truly unfortunate.
Not ell poets regretted the fate of the Micmac. For
instance, Hamilton exults in their defeat and their
zreplâ t̂iant by a superior race. He ends his romantic poem,
"Bertram and Madeleine" with the defeat of the Micaeae and
the victory of the English:
Another ra<» have spread - another tongue - 
Unlike as from another planet flung;
And peaceful arts and labour's busy hand 
have spread a brightening glory o'er the land."
Even the ever sympathetic Frame felt that the British
conquest was justified slnM the English had improved Nova
Scotia beyond tl% abilities of the earlier inhabitants."
S<xoe poetic laments for the fate of the Micmac were 
expressed in t>% form of memorials. The last vestiges of
" Mary Jane lawson (Katzman), "The LeHave River" in 
Desbrisay, pp. 230-32.
" Hamilton, p. 78.
" Frame, p. 246,
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the Micmac pnisence, selodioue names they gave to Nova 
Sc»tian lai»3i»rks, were to be treasured as m ^ e n ^ s  of the 
past. They were also to serve maotimx purpose, providing 
the laiuSsoape with evocative associations. Ihese could 
serve as a substitute for the much regretted memorial# of 
human history left behind in Europe, ft a w  wrote a poem, 
"Micmac Names* tm this thw», but the most well kfunm was 
"The Indian Nsems of Acadia" by Richard Huntington.** This 
poem must have struck a responsive choxd as it was includes 
in seimral books and anthologised in Songs of the Great 
Dominion. However, or» of the sutlers who ifÆluded the 
poKB, qualifies his admiration. Bourinot in his history of 
Cape Breton cautions: the Micmac are "far frtxn being ’the 
gentle race' here described" and they have not passed away, 
but "do not increase."^ For Huntington’s poem leaps ahead 
to the day whcm "the gentle rat» ... has passed away 
forever," His p o ^  ctsitemplates their fate:
Frame's untitled poem is in A List of Micmac Names 
(Cambridge: Jotm Wlls%* & Son University Press, 1892).
Richard Nuntii^ton's poem can be found in Uniacke, p. 116, in 
John G. BouriiKït, Historical and Descriptive At%ount of the 
Island of Caoe Breton (%ntreal: Brown, 1892), p. 95 , «id in 
Lighthall’s anthology, Sonas of __tï» Great Dominion. 1889. 
According to Bourinot the anthology Incorrectly attributes the poem to De Mille.
" Bourii«3t, p. 96.
The m«aory of the Red Man f
How can it pass away |
While tf»ir iwmes of music liir̂ ar
On each mount and stream and bay;
While Musouodoboit's waters
Roll sparklii^ to the main;
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While falls the laughing eunbeam
On Cheqoain'e fields of grain.«T
Just as Miomac place names «obellished a raw landscape, 
so too did their myths and legeiuSs. The interest in native 
mythology was widespread but it was dlooscap, the Micmac and 
Malecite cultural hero lAo most influei^ed Euro-American 
writers duriim the latter half of the century. A discussion 
of Micmac l^fSiwSs and their impact on regional writers is 
be^nd the scope of this paper, but it is worthy of note as 
it reflects an interest in and appreciation of this aspect 
of native culture,**
Nova Scotian authors were not innovative. They used 
the sea% formats, themes, and images as did those in other 
parts of Canada, Great Britain and the United States; 
Nawever, they did adapt tWse conventions to a regional 
tænsclousness. The works I have dlscussW are rooted in the 
(tova Scotian landscape; they take place in identifiable 
locations such as Chapel Island, Louisbourg, the Bedford 
Basin, Fairy Falls and the La Na\w River, local settings 
provided a unique sense of place as did the inclusion of the
•’ Uniake, p. 116.
** For a discussitm of the use of i^tlve mytlm and 
legends in Ei^lish-Carutdian literature s ^  Monkman, pp. 126- 
132. Influential publicatiMis of the time include Rand's 
Leoends of the Micaae ax^ Leland's The Alaonguin Legends of 
New England ... Leland callW Glooscap "tl» most Aryan-like 
of any ever evolved fros a savage miiWl" in RaW, 1894, p. xsi.
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Micmac, th# original inhabitant#. Unfortunataly, th# lattar 
ar# always dapictW ac^>rtSlng to popular steraotyp##.
HOT did th#M lamga# c h » ^  significantly a# th# 
ninetesnth century progressé. Trua, tha Nobl# Savage 
gradually disappeared, always dying with dignity and valour. 
Eventually, he was superseded by his rivals, the DsgradwS 
and tha Demonic Savage. But at the saaw tio», all three 
stereotypes merged wid blwtd^ into the dominant, overriding 
image— the Vanishing Indian. That literary con^wition 
suppressed reality was re^)gnized by Hard: "we have deemed 
them capital subjects for rt»anc^, ficticm, and all kinds of 
exaggeration.""
The material evidewe provided ^  anthropological 
research appears to have had little impact on Nova Seta's 
imaginative writers. Tlmre are s « %  excepticms, such as 
Frame, whose work includes perceptive descriptions of Micmac 
life although her theirs rmnain convrctti^al. An in^wrest 
in archaMlogica 1 data is also apparent in the coi^ise 
descriptions of Micmac material culture which appear in 
local histories, such as WilTOn's &  Geoaraohv and Kistorv of
” Rand, "An IiuJian Legend", New Dominion Mwithlv. July 
1870, 6, p. 27.
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tha County of Dlabv CouRty. Kova Scotia.^ WiIson*a 
(Sascfiption of atona iaplaaanta am) omaa*nta mad* from 
faathera wid portntpiiM can b* aaan aa a kind of mmorial to 
tha Mlcmac.
Prasaad by tha carta inty that tha Micmao *mr# aoon to 
diaappaar, information waa gattmrad, artifacts TOllactad, 
and storiaa racordad so that Nova Scotians %^uld hava a 
mwQory of tkalr vanish#) Rad Man. It waa this shadowy imaga 
that writers eulogised or wndemwl in their sketches, 
novels, poetry and histories. Most often, the image of the 
Mlcmac faded to tha point where they only appeared in order 
to provide a touch of local colour; they formed a 
picturesque background for the i^re important action between 
white protagonists. The small role played by indigenous 
people in literature mirrored tïioir position in Nova Scotian 
society; tteir influence In both was negligible.
^ Isaiah W. Wilson, K geography and History of the Countv 




"Th#y aiuS t»  hmv# b ^ n  atfang#r# »i 1'1
i
Th# im&g# of tîm d^r#d#d Indien that shaped public \
The notion that the native people would soon become 
extinct also played a rol# in the d#vel(^K%ent of government 
policy and the attitudes of the public. Developmental 
theories, such as Social Darwinism, now ccmfirmed popular 
prejudices, ComxKm opinion ïwld that it was only a matter 
of time before most native people would disappear in the 
f a ^  of a superior ra^; the remnant would disappear through 
assimilation. In anticipation of this event son» Nova 
Scotians speculated on the date of the Micmac*s final
policy and humanitarian efforts in the first half of tha f
nineteenth century continued its dominating influera into j
f
the latter half of the «mtury. The assimilative policy ]
b a s W  on the pre^pts of civilisatiw», private property and
4
agriculture, also continued unhanged. Hoover, tlmre were ]
a few modifications in policy including a greater stress ;
upon the role of education in assimilating native children. ;
This coincided with the growing importaiKïe of education in ]
society as universal schooling came to be regard^ as an j
agent of social chaise.
i
1
Rand, 1850, p. 3.
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Thii was not just wishful thinking; diaaaa#, 
povarty, and daplatad ramoure»# had lad to a drastic dacllna 
in the Micmao population. By raid-^ntury tlw Micmac 
msnbarad just o v w  a thousand/ a statistic that contrihutad 
to tha belief that they «fare soon to disappear. Thereafter, 
their population began a slow, but steady increase, a fact 
m»ted by their supporters but dismissed by most Nova 
Scotians.
Tha idea that the Miawc wuld conveniently disappear 
contributed to thair neglect and justified taking reserve 
land. AS Hendry, an Indian agent, reported to the 
provincial g o ^ m ^ n t  in 1852: there is "melancholy evidence 
of the gradual wasting away of the racæ." Therefore, he 
suggested, they do not require as much land as before so 
there was no harm in allowing squatters who had settled on 
the Middle River reserve keep the land they had improved.* 
Entrench^ as this theory of a downed race may have been, 
sympathisers ^ntinued to contradict it; the I4th Annual 
Report of the Mianac Missionary Society asks "where is the 
inexorable law that the Indian tribes alone must pass away
* Micmao Missionary Society, First Annual Report. 1850- 
51, (Halifax, N.S., 1851), p. 4.
’ Upton states that the Micmac population in Nova Scotia 
waa 1,155 in 1847. Upton, pp. 127-28.
* LANSJ, 1862, App. 30, p. 8.
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befor# # fast progressing civilisation?"*
While the basic fraamwork of ideas that figured in the 
stereotyping of native pe^le continued unchallenged, in 
many respects negative attitudes hardened. The increasing 
irrelevancy of the Hiœaac to g o v e m ^ m t  and settlers alike, 
plus the growing popularity of Social Darwinism end 
biological theories of liferent deficiencies confirmed Nova 
Scotians' pre^mceptions. This is clearly revealed in the 
contrast between the attitudes of the Indian commissioners 
of the first half of the century and William Cheamley, the 
commissioner for Indian Affairs from 1653 to 1857 and from 
1859 to 1862.' Indian commissioners like Howe, Gesner, and 
Parley had been sympathetic towards their charges. While 
assimilation had been their goal, they had worked on behalf 
of the Micmac, with the assumption that tha aboriginal 
people had the abilities and intelligence to became valuable 
Nova Swtian citizens. Cheamley, on the other hand, held 
out no hope of altering the native way of life. It was, he 
claimed, "impossible to impress upon the Indians the 
necessity of husbandry", nor was it possible to induce them 
to settle.^ Consequently, there was little to 1% done
* MiCT»c Missionary Society, 14th Annual Report, 1862- 
63 (Halifax, 1864), p. 10.
' Ralston, p. 488.
 ̂LAABJ, App. 26, 1854, p. 211.
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extæpt to dispense blei*ets and greatcoats (used, if 
possible) to ease thair misery until they all disappeared. 
Cheamley *8 pessimistic attitude reflected the growing 
ascendency of ttm idea that the Micmac's otm inherent 
deficieiKies doomed th^. A sense of obligation and 
responsibility to tha people Nova Scotians had displaced was 
zeduced to a charitable impulse to aid a pauperised prople.
If the Micmac could never beccme assimilated, why. Nova
Scotians argued, wenre they allowed to keep large areas of
under utilitW land, thereby impeding the progress and
daveloiment of t)mir provii^. The solution complemented
the theory that native people could be motivated to industry
it they held land individually. S.P. Fairbanks,
commissioner of Crown lands and Indian Affairs, advised the
government to subdivide reserve lands, holding SOTte for the
heads of Micmac families, aiuS selling the remainder; the
funds raised to be used for the benefit of the Indians.
This advi^ was undoubtedly a response to political pressure
as squatters demanded the right to keep the reserve lands on
which they had settled. As Fairbanks explained:
I think I express a general feeling, entertained in 
the island, that it is time these lands should be 
made available for set tiquent, - that reserving 
sued: large tracts uniaproved is Injurious, and retards 
tlm progress of the Kjuntry. If it be the policy of 
t*% Legislature to es<^wat those tracts which are held 
by individuals without performing the conditions of the 
grant, it follows that the same policy ought to apply 
to lands which are imt only left without improvisent, 
but fail to accomplish that object for which they were
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reserved - the expectation of Improving the condition 
and comfort of tim Indians.*
The Indian agent for Queen's County agreed with this policy,
reiterating the argument that allowing the Indians to keep
large reserves of land which they did mat cultivate retarded
the settlement of the provim^e. rurthaxsore, he claimed,
the reserve lands ware of no benefit to the Indians. If the
reserve land in Queen's County were subdivided and granted
to Micmac families, most would sell to white settlers. As
for the Micmac, "They would be no worse off without it than
they are now,"’
When the responsibility of Indian affairs was handed 
over to the federal government at confederation, it was 
assumed that tlw same policies of distributing charity to 
the aged, destitute, and ill, and subdividing reserve lands 
would cx)ntintwa. A report of 1867, just before the transfer 
took place, explains that the Indians' lack of progress has 
not been due to the «mmissiox%rs' lack of effort. The 
blame, the report continues, lay with the Micmacs' own 
nature and habits that had led them to reject the 
govemsmnt's many inducements to settle.’*
* XAHSJ, Indian Reserves, 1860, p. 297.
* LANSJ, App. 16, 1863, pp. 6-7.
LANSJ, App. 39, 1867, p. 1.
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In the treneition period following (%)nfed#rati(m, the 
Mlcmac were neglected by both levels of g o ^ m m e n t  until 
1870 when Joseph H w e  was appointed superintendent general 
of Indian Affairs. Howe developed a coherent policy, 
organizing t)m provlix% into districts, each with an Indian 
agent responsible to the Department. However, as a man of 
his time, H m m  accept*) the prevailing ideology that 
governed policy He believed tdiat if the remnant of the 
M l c ^ c  %mre to be saiwd, they had to be en«3uraged "to 
abandon the chase...and fall back on the cultivation of the 
soil.” Assistance and supplies were only to be given to 
those who demonstrated a "disposition to advenir and help 
t h e m s e l v e s . T h e  Micmac benefitted frœa one aspect of 
this reaffirmed policy; if they were to becme owners of 
property and successful farmers, their land had to be 
protected. To this end, Howe advised the Indian agents to 
rej^nre squatters and make the Miozacs feel a^re secure in 
tha ownership of tlmir reserves.^^
The protection of reserves did not aman that the Micmac 
were to be allowed to hold their land «xmaunally. Private 
property lemained the key to native assimilation to the 
dominant society. Following the wishes of the federal 
Department of Indian Affairs, in 1880 the Indian agent at
a DCPSP, 22, 1872, p. 35.
Ibid.
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Chester divide reserve land into 100 acre lots "with a hope 
of encouraging more and more a love for self^aggrendlrestent 
amS industry.*^’ Ultimately, the govermmnt hoped that all 
Indian larnls would be subdivided, after their "strange 
aversion" to this process was overcame."
The Micmao's aversion to freehold land tenure also 
applies to farming on the scale their guardians envisaged. 
While the yetman image continued to be the ideal adhere to 
by the Indian Affairs Department, the comments of scxae 
agents suggest that the Mlcasac were lass enthusiastic. One 
agent noted that "The Micmac was never intended to be a 
systematic farmer, while another stated that "They do not 
take kindly to tilling the soil."“ A few, like Rand, 
recognized that while the Micmac t^re not "bom farmers", 
they had other talents, being "bom mechanics-"*’ These 
ctxments suggest that it was the inborn nature of the Micnac 
that predicated his abilities or lack of tïmm. The 
acceptance of biological determinism memit that social and
I» DCPSP, 14, 1881, p. 42.
** DCPSP, 6, 1882, p. sivii. 
** DCPSP, 14, 1880, p. 40.
“ DCPSP, 14, 1900, p. 69.
Rand, Shgrt.30g0tf0t oK WOKk
IMiaoajfith f ' s BaElistDenomination^ (Halifax, N.S.: Macnab, 1873), p. 5.
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envirtmmenta 1 factors became less of a concern. It was the 
Indians' nature, not outside influei^»a ^at shaped his 
character. Awordingly, t*m self-flagellation that earlier 
sympathizers of the Micmao indulged in when blaming whites 
for contaminating the "weaker" native racNi almost 
disappeared. Environmental Influences were not «xnpletely 
discounted. Good role models were still «msidered to be 
worthwhile, but now they were to be provided by Indian 
families who had adapted to the yeoman ideal imposed uptm 
them.
Paralleling its growing importeux* in society was an 
increased emphasis on education as a agent of social change 
within the aboriginal TOimunity. Although funds were 
allocated for native schooling, the results were irr^pilar 
and discontinuous. In spite of the high value put on 
edtxuition, it remained a weak tool of assimilation among tha 
nineteenth century Micsaac. Schools were occasionally 
established for short periods of tia» and swm Micmac 
children attended school with their white neighbours; 
however, problems of language and the Micmac need to move 
from place to place to gatl^r resources and sell handicrafts 
meant that native education was sporadic.
" See Ralston, op. cit., for a discussion of Wucatitm 
up to 1872.
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Almomt all tt» afforta to "advai^*" the Indian was 
carried out under the paternal eye of govemment. As wards 
of the Crown the Mioaac %mre to be "uplifted" and tutored 
until tiwy became civilised aiul were ready to join Euro- 
Canadian society. As om# agent expressed it: "In tim 
bt»ifmss of cultivating the soil and accumulating property 
the Indian is but a child, and xeguixes aid and protection 
until he can go alone. Some agents also denigratw) the 
Hiosac’s intellect. When one agent was aakm: whether he 
thought if it was feasible to establish a syatem of 
municipal goverr^ent in his area, he responded: "such a 
syatm: would prove wholly impracticable in this county. The 
Indians are not intelligent enough to assume responsibility 
of such a nature."**
Most Indian agents reported that under their tutelage 
the Micmao were making ^all, but incremental, progress. As 
federal m^loyros, they were unlikely to do otherwise for a 
negative report would have ^ a n t  that they vmre not 
adequately carrying out their duties. The occasional agent, 
instead of reporting small gains, made /' plea for his 
^larges. In 1881, the agent for %mwallis. King's County 
pleaded that the Micmac in his jurisdiction were in a 
desperate state because they did not ha%% sufficient lard on
** LANSJ, App. 30, 1862, p. 8.
® DCPSP, 14, 1881, p. 42.
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whlc^ to liim:
Thm gam# 1# all gon#. ?h# tiaOïor w h l ^  th#y r#guir# 
for th#ir hai^ittork is b#<amlr^ v#ry aoaro*.... Whan 
Bicktws# comma* dastltutim and atarvati<m atarma thwn 
In thm faoa.... I am# no proapact ahaad but daatitutlon 
ami mlMry* and finally aatinotion of tha rmcm »*ra.... 
I am ï»t ovanSrawing tha pictura, tha raality la 
waning homa to ua... tha only faar la that wa batxmia 
too calloua and Indlffarant to thalr mlaary."
Thia compaaalonata outcry achoea thoae of earlier 
humanitarian#* but In 1881 It waa rare. Explanation# for 
indiffarenoe cover many poaalbilitlaa. Perhapa moat Nova 
Scotians fait that tha Micmac were being adequately cared 
for by govamnwnt or perhaps tha belief that they ware aeon 
to disappear was enough to justify neglect. Rationalisation 
waa also at hand In development theories that rsoommxtàmâ 
non-Interference in tha advancement of savage peoples. 
Probably, the most significant factor was that the Klcmac 
had become Increasingly marginal in Nova Scotian society. 
This la not to suggest that active humanitarians m r e  
œi^lately absent In the latter half of tAe nlrmteenth 
century, or that sympathetic observers had dlaappaarW. 
However, they were fewer in number and seemed more willing 
to delegate social responsibilities to agencies or 
government.
The most notable exception waa Silas Rand who.
" DCPSP, 6, 1882, p. 25.
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motivated by miaaioivary maal, worked for decade# among the 
Miosao, evangelising, collecting myth# and legem)#, 
tranelating, and tea^ifi^. He did not act alone. Alway# in 
thm k^okground were hi# sup^rters, first the Miaaao 
Mleeionary Society, founded through hi# efforts, and later, 
supporter# who kept hi# mission going through voluntary 
donations.
Rand, and by aasociaticm, hi# su^wrters, were sore 
concerned about the spiritual condition of the Miosac than 
with tlwiir material life, htnrever, they did assume that ons 
influenced the other. This assumption wa# based on the 
belief that the Protestant religion was the only avenue to 
advancement and civilisation. Roman Catholic religion,
in their view, had deliberately kept the native people in 
ignorance, bigotry end darkness. Only the Bible, "the true 
*mowl#w3ge of salvation”, (%uld lift the Micmac out of their 
misery and degradation/"
In many respects Rand shared the stereotypical view of 
the nati^ people, but he rejected the idea that the Mlcmac 
were inherently, and irredew*ably, inferior. Rand was never 
shaken in his traditional Christian belief that all men are 
brothers. As such, the Micmac, e w m  if "untutor^ semi- 
savages”, %mre capable of improvement. In his Short
" Rand, 1850, p. 3,
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St&tMamt. dmmlgimd to Kova Scotian# that tha
Mlcmac war# doaarvliMj of tha attantlon of avangallcal 
Christian#, ha haaad hi# csss on davalopmantai aryu^nt# and 
thaoria# of cultural ralatlvlty. Ha pointad mit that tha 
anoiant inhaJbltant# of Britain raaamblml ttm imSlans in 
thalr faroclty ai^ crualty and that tha elvillzad pacpla of 
tha tlma, tha Romans, hald than In Qemtmntpt. Tha ability of 
tha British to alavata thamsalvas, raflacted, ha arguad, "on 
tï» possibility of alavating the Indian from his prasant 
dagradatlmi, to tha rank of a man." As for tha nature of 
tim Indian, it was not more cruel than that of other m a m  
t*m English and tha French, ha claimed, must share tha blame 
for inciting tfwo to violence.**
Raid's faith in tha ability of the Micmac to progress, 
to advent, was part of hi# traditional Christian faith, but 
as ha wrkad with them, his raspi^t for their capabilities 
and intelligent grew. His work was hampered a# ha was 
often tnsidered an unweltma intruder by the Micmac and a 
darmerous rival by the priests. He persevered, studying ttm 
Micsmc language, translating parts of the Bible into Micmac, 
t*mn reading it to the Mlcmac, as well as teaohii^ soma how 
to read. It was not a one way strtt; as Rand g a i t d  the 
confi<tonce of some native people, they taught him their
** Raiw!, 1850, p. 6.
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history mad lltmmturm.
Rsf^ sms supportW by ths MiORSo Missionary Soolsty, a
group of svangalioaX Protastants, fro# its founding In 1850
until ha withdraw fro# it in 1965. Tha annual reports of
tlm Society sug^^st that tha awAars fait soaa
rasi^nsibility for ths prenant ccmdition of tha Mlwac, but
they war# firmly convinced that offering ths Mlcmac "tha
blessing of Christian civilisation" waa a fair racompansa
for taking thalr land. As they eaplainad tha object of
thalr mission1
Aa a r#co#p«%sa for tha injustice which they have 
suffered, and for ths neglect and contempt with 
whlcA ttwy have bean treated, wa would present 
them with tha bast gift one child of man can basttnt 
upon another - "Tha Book" - "Fountain of >Xnowladga 
end of Life".**
The Mission Society soon Isemad that tha Bible waa not
sufficient, by itself, to impart tha virtues of
civilisation. A antral mission was needed to encourage the
Micmac to settle and to develop industrious habits. Thalr
Fourth Annual Report clwrly states ths relationship between
a settled life, industry and the efforts that resulted:
... the manly struggle with circumstaiwes which begets 
intelligence, industry, and forethought, is unknown for 
t*m life of the wigwam is only an ignominious and often 
repeated flight from the difficulties of one positi<m, 
to Msk, ready to their hand, without the outlay of 
labour or reflection, in some ott^r locality, s % ^
" Micmac Missicmarv Society. 5th Annual Report, 1953-
54, p. 13.
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Glfcwa#t#xw## ## suit th#m. It would b# th# down of 
# b#tt#r day U» th# Indian than ha has avar ki^wn,
inataad of thia, ha waa iiuluo«l to avail hiaaalf 
of tha i^vantagaa of any %$a situation, ai^ otmata, 
and gathar round him, patlant ifuSuatry, thoaa 
alamanta of ^Mfort and prograaa, whi<* cannot possibly 
b# gXaaatad fro# tha aoattarad and barrwi tracts of a 
wandarlng Ufa."
Lam) was purchasad in tha Hantsport araa am) tfw Nlcawo
anwuragad to sattla. Tha Mission also sat up an antarpriaa
to buy ar^ sail Micsao handicrafts. It was so succassful
that it had to ba discontlnuad; t)w Miosao producad aora
{^>ods than could ba sold. Tha Mioeac Mlssicmary Sociaty did
m>t ragard this as a failure; tha effort was damnm) a
summss because they had proven that tha Micaac ware capable
"of parsevaring in tha occupations of imlustry for a length
of tiaa.*"
Not everyone supported Rand's efforts. Often ha had to 
defend his work against «^tractors who mad# much of his 
failure to gain mmvarts. Of particular interest is Rand's 
rasponn to Gllpan's article, "Indians of Hq v b Scotia" in 
which Oilpan claimed that Rand ai^ his supporters had wasted 
their time and money, and tuid actually injured tha r a ^  they 
sought to benefit. Am^ording to Oilpan these misguided 
avajmalists had triad to carry tha Miomao "back to ttwir old
" Micmac Miasimiarv Society. Fourth Annual Report, 1852* 
53, p. 10.
" Micmac Missionary Society. Sixth Annual Report, 1854-
55, p. 5.
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Mom-out Ilf# «fid Imngwag#" tih#n th#y «Mould h#v# b##n
t«aching than Bnglivh and "to waar #*%#« and atocJcinga aiul
to «at froa tablaa.**^ Rand*a dafanaa auggaata that ha waa
aa intaraatad in turning ttm Miomao into whltaa aa waa
Oilpan. Ha claii^ that tha Indiana war# making ataady
prograaa in acquiring tha habita of civilisation du# to tha
afforta of hia mlaaiw:
wa ha va tauoh^ t h ^  to waar ahoaa and atockinga. 
and to aat frc» tablaa, ai^ to draaa Ilka thalr 
whit# brottmra a m  aiatara. 1 oamiot r«a«ab«r whan 
I ha va aaan ttw old paakad cap on an Indian imman'a 
haad, or tha old blankat arourwS thair ahouldara.
And WE hava tauoht than to liva in houaaa. and to 
sand thalr ohildran to school, and in a goodly 
number of oaaaa, to ba ataady, aobar, industrious 
and coffifortabla.”
Rand had always praaantad tha uaa of Mlcmac aa a 
transitional maaaura. Its temporary uaa waa naf^aaary in 
order to reach tha native people, to evangelise them and to 
civilize them. With assimilation the goal, Rand assumed 
that Mieaao would eventually cease to ba a spoken language 
aa they would "adopt the language with tha manners of the 
p^iple to whom they becoaa aaaimllatad.
Oilpan was fwt tha only Nova Scotian to suggest that
*’ Oilpan, 1875-78, p. 115, For a discussion of Oilpan'a 
article see pp. 152-54.
*• Rand, The Mlcmac Mission, (Hantsport, N.S., 1882), p.
6.
** Mlcmac Hiaslonarv.SQCiatv, Fifth Annual Report 1853-
54, p. 9.
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Rand's work was pointless. In response, Rand oftem
marshalled erpuments In defense of his work and to convince
sceptics of the Micntocs' potential. Several of these
arguments are p M  sen ted in the Tenth Annual Report oi the
Miosac Missionary Society. To ttu» (XHaplaints that
missionaries are often dowsed to disappointment and that
"Indian preachers" often end up to be failures, he counters
that "These complaints ... apply to every nation, tribe, and
people.” A similar response is made to the argument that
native people will not give up the hunt:
But white pwjple hunt too; and what would our 
goramors, military officers, judges, lawyers 
... say to the doctrine that ar uncontrollable 
propensity to scour the woods, to st^ot moose, 
to "rise” salmon, and "kill” trout is a 
proof of semibarbarism, and of a disposition that 
cannot be moulded into harmony with civilization, 
and refinemwit.”
Rand points out that whites also share t w  other
"misdemeanour';” of the Micmacs - drunkenness and neglecting
to pay their debts. The conclusion he always draws is that
the Mlcmac are like other men and should be treated as "we
would wish to be ourselves treated."*^
But the Micmac were not quite like other men, even to 
missionaries like Rand. This is apparent in Rand's response 
to the argument that "an Indian 'like a partridge' cannot be
” Mlcmac Missionary Society. Tenth Annual Report, 1858- 
59, pp. 32-33.
“ Ibid., p. 33.
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tasw). He uses an exm^le to illustrate that this v i w
is in error, but, of course, while arguing that an Indian
can be tmmed, RaruS is also assuming that he needs to be
"tamed". The Indian wtose "savage* nature was subdued was a
fourtemi year old orphan, Jairas Meuse, wïu> had been taken in
by Josiah P. Doane. Mr. Doans tmaed this individual
mern^r of homo silvaticus as other wild animals would be
tamed. Rand explains that James was content until other
Indians were about and then he ran away, it was not easy to
catch him but
Mr. Doane xmirsevered. If the child screamed, ran
away, and hid himself; and if the men and women came
out to protect him with noisy gesticulation, he would 
kindly reason with them. Having at length secure the 
prize, Jim would at once bec^e gentle and confiding 
as over.”
Some of Rand's critics did not express their hostility 
on the level of intellectual arguments. Chi one TOcasion "He 
was interrupted and assailed with coarse obscene language by 
sundry white men in the garb of gentlemen” while he was on a 
steamboat speaking to some Micmac.'^
On the other hand, Rand did have many supporters.
” Ibid., p. 25.
** Mlcmac Missionary Society Eighth Annual Report, 1855-
57, pp. 10-11.
^ Mlcmac Missionary Society. Ninth Annual Report, 1857-
58, p. 13.
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enough for him to live In reasonable (xmfort throughout the 
forty-three years he worked with the Mieoac. Positive 
attitudes are also suggested the fact that the whites 
living in the neighbour of the Hants Mission ware informW 
of the plans and did not object." In 1882 Rand claimed 
that the Mlcmac had made many advances, giving as evidence 
the acceptant of Indian children in white schools."
While Rand's supporters indicate some sympathy for the 
Micmacs within the Nova S^tian cf^munity, the existence of 
detractors suggests that antipathy continued. Developmental 
theories, as part of the prevailing paradigm, would have 
been accepted by all, but whether they were interpret€*d 
positively or negatively depended on the individual's point 
of view. A devout Christian would hava believed, like Rand, 
that all men, no matter how savage, could advance, if given 
the opportunity. After all, all i^n had fallen from Grace 
and needed Divine intervention to be uplifted. This 
perceivW gift of evangelization was considered a fair 
recompense to the Mlcnmc for taking their land and depleting 
their resources.
^ t  develo{»»nt theories also offered the opportunity 
to disperme with feelings of guilt and responsibility.
" Micmac Missionary Society. Fifth Armual Report, p. 6. 
" RaiuS, 1882, p. 10.
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Evolutionary arguMota Mora marshal lad to explain the demise 
of a racm so weak it could not staiui against one of superior 
energy and intellwt. Hannay, in hia history of Acadia, 
explains that the Micmacs ' intending doom is due to inherent 
weaknesses and a way of life, so reckless and baneful, it 
leads to inevitable misery and death, Europeans were not to 
blame for the introduction of diseases that decimated tl» 
Indlgemaus population; it was the nati^ lifestyle, "thair 
uncertain means of subsistence and indulgences, " that 
undermined their constitutions anu made them susceptible to 
disease. Further diminishing the impact of introduce 
disease on the native people, Hannay claims that the Indian 
population in Acadia had been greatly exaggerated. The 
nvunber of Micaac in Nova Scotia, 1666 in 1871, was probably, 
he claims, the most the area had ever supported. This is 
berceuse an uncultivated country can only support a limited 
population. Hunters and gathers need a wide range of 
territory to obtain the meagre resources necessary to 
sustain a small group. This life of hardship and privation 
is fatal to all but the most hardy. Lifestyle also explains 
why the Indians were unable to resist the temptations 
offered to them by the lower elements of European society.'^ 
Weak, demoralise and d^praded, the native people of toadia, 
according to Hannay, would soon disappear with no blame to 
be attribut»! to the white population. The nyth of a
Haiuuiy, pp. 43-51.
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wandering, homeleas tribe, inherently feeble and resistant 
to change, absolved Nova Srotians of any guilt or 
responsibility.
By the end of t*% nineteenth century the id@a that 
"Their inherent character is averse to thB genius of m o d e m  
civilisation”^ was entrenched among most Nova S<»tians.
The Mloaac had stubbornly clung to their own language and 
customs for three hundr^ years, a (instancy interpreted by 
whites as rigidity and an inability to change. As Hannay 
expressed it:
You cannot mew up the eagle of the wuntain like the 
barn-door fowl, nor t a %  ttm forest stage like the 
stallW ox. So to the red m m  the tramomls and 
fetters of civilized life are irkma», Ttwy chafe 
his very soul.... He assimilates not with our habits.**
Just at the t i ^  when the Mlcmac were beginning to respond
to pressure to live in houses, to take up farming and to
send their children to school, the stereotypes that branded
them hardened into images that would not even begin to
dissipate until well into the follming century.
** W.H. Withrow, The Native Races of North Aswrlca. 
(Tt)r(mto: Methodist Missitai Rooo», 1895), p. 69. A copy of 
this book was o w i ^  the BnxMwick St. United Oiurch, 
Halifax.
** Hannay, p. 69.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, two qusstiwis need to be addressW.
First, one may ask, why dig up evlder^ of past mistrust, 
mistreatment and prejudice? % e  (Avloua answer Is that it 
is important to uiulerstand the ideas that underlay Buro- 
toerican attitudes towards native petals, attitudes which 
haim formed the basis of interaction bet%men the tvrna peoples 
for ^nturles.
Without a clear understanding of the Ideological 
tuuSerpinnings of late eighteenth century and nineteenth 
^ntury society it is easy to misinterpret literature of the 
period. Literary contentions of the Noble and Demmiic 
Savage are particulary liable to misunderstanding. Because 
the Noble Sav<%e convention accords with late twentieth 
century points of view, writers who employed this sterwtype 
are sometimes described as "men before their time."
However, when viewed within the context of their timm, it is 
clear that these writers, although esteeming the Noble 
Savage, did not reject the basic tenets of their society. 
Savages, because they waze close to nature, had virtues 
which %mre Morthÿ of admiration; they cxiuld be used to 
criticize a «>rrupt society, but, in the end, they lacked 
refinement, they were "uncivilized."
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Th» dimtaiw# botw##n civilized and aavaga waa the
determining factor. Civilization meant art#, science,
it^ustry, and above all, thm comfort# of life, in 18*5,
this ia how A.H. Kunro, o Nova Scotian, defined
civilization;
Its ae^ptad and legitimate signification is, tha 
superiority of man in a state of culture a b m m  man 
in a barbaric (%ndition. Civilisation then is the 
degree of advantaceous chance effected in the 
character and _circumgtam^ of roan, and j^aeurino 
his distance from seva^  ̂ ife .̂
Munro makes the ne^ssity of the com^pt of the "savage"
explicit. Savagery was the standard of measurement against
which civilised societies were measured. It is as if their
self-definition rested on the ctxsparison; savages were what
Euro-Amerleans $mre r^t.
As part of the dominant society. Nova Scotians believed 
that tt^ir values, their beliefs, their way of life, were 
the best. Cons^uently, attempts to impose their culture on 
others were viewed as benevolence, not expression. This is 
a clear reflectim: of ethno^ntriss, "the belief that one's 
own group is best or superior to others."* This universal
* A.H. mrnro, the
duties of the educatad _glasgeg_as snooMted bY__th#m;. an 
orati<m_dellvered before the Aseoclated Alumai of Acedia 
Colleoe. June 5. 18*5. (Halifax, N.S.; "Christian Messenger", 
1865), p. 6.
I Roger Daniels and Harry H. L. Kitano, American Racism: 
ExplorationjDf the Nature of Prejudice. (Englewood Cliffs, îtow 
Jersey; Prentice-Hall, 1970), p. 2.
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pÎMJX^anon was rscognissd tqf Rand; "The Mlcmac f##l that 
thay are tha bravest and best of all Indian nations.... And 
$Aat nation on ttm facm of t M  earth, thinks otherwise 
respecting their own superiority?**
This leads us to the second question that needs to be 
addressed--was Nova Scotia a racist society during the 
period I have discussed? Roger Daniels aiKS Harry H.L.
Kitano make a distinction between ethno^mtrism ami racism 
by defining the latter as "the belief that one or more races 
have innate superiority over other races."* 1 would argue 
that the l^bel of raciœn Is applicable to the second half of 
the nineteenth century, but not to the earlier period dealt 
with.
There is no question that Nova Scotians, as part of 
Euro-Aamrican society, tlwught they were superior to the 
indigenous people during the entire period under discussion. 
But it was the new world view which moerged in the mid­
nineteenth century that gave racima credibility and led to 
the hardening of attitudes. Nova Scætians, in the earlier 
period, felt secure in their hierarchical social structure, 
ordained ty God. in which everyone knew his place. In 
1850. Rand expressed Uiis principle of order in tlui
* Rami. 1850. p. 8.
* Daniels & Kitano, p. 2.
I would argue that this ethnocentric view was not 
racism. The native people ( A M  usually judgW, aiuS 
wnd^med, at^^rding to accepted notions of what it uwant to 
be civilised. Their behaviour and values lumped them 
togettwir with other groups that were also «msidered to be 
wanting. Race and ^lour were not significant factors as 
the Irish, gypsies, and vocational groups such as sailors 
and soldiers were also judged to be inferior.
209 1?
aphorlwa, *a platm for every thing and every thing in its 
place; a time for every thing a*^ every thing in its time; a 
station for every oiwi, and every one in his station."* I
Omraoteristlcs of superiority ard inferiority were clearly 
defined and were inherent in ijie different ranks of society. i’
This structure was not rigid, as individuals, and groups,
^njld r i m  and fall within it; Mmver, tha distanm to be i
travelled was generally limited.
Conforming to Christian views of the universal 
brotherhood of man, the native people of Nova Scotia were 
in«)rporated into this hierarchical structure. Because they I
iwere Mnsiderwi to be "uncivilized, " they were placed close
ito the bottom, but they could, through assimilâticm, rise up
ithrough the ranks, most suitably, to the level of yeoman |
Î
fanwrs. ;
® Rand, 1850, p. 14,
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ld#8 that tha whit# rac# was Innately superior 
developed during the latter half of the nirateenth century 
when #oi«mtists "proved" what some had always suspected t the 
mtimtmncm of separate, discrete raoss, some of which were 
Inferior to others. This racist doctriim satisfied the 
f*eds of the daainant society to keep certain groups 
subservient. As the eighteenth nntury's hierarchical 
structure and its ranking system dissolved, a new 
arransk^ent baaed on biological differences took its pis». 
It should be emphasised that in spite of the different 
justifications, the end result was t>w same: the 
subordination of certain groups.
Regardless of the differences between racism and 
ethnocentrism and the appropriateness of my interpretation, 
there is no question that a great deal of prejudice existed 
during tN* period under discussion. The prajudgswnts on 
which prejudice was based were founded on stereotypical 
images of native pec^le drawn from anciwit tales myths and 
legends. The Noble Savage, the Dannie Savage, the Degraded 
Savage, even the categorization of the savage as a 
development stage, all were a means of keeping the native 
p^ple separate from, and subservient to, white society.
Even those who admired the Micmac Mtd t r i W  to help them, 
saw their future only in terms of assimilation. As an 
authwitic, viable, functional society, the Miemtac did not
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rnxLtt, Hot jiurprislngly, #v#n th« momt broag-mlndad Nova 
Sootiana oould not a a# beyond t W  limits of thair ovlturo. 
The attitudes which formW the basis of their interaction 
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